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ABSTRACT

In conventional principal agency theory, tenure choice was

classified according to three modes of employment--wage, share, and

rent. Labor shirking and risk sharing are taken as the factors by

which contracts could be distinguished in principal agency theory.

But if labor and risk were the only factors in determining

agricultural contracts, then rent contracts would have been a

predominant agricultural contract. However, rent contracts are

somewhat uncommon, relative to the many other types of agricultural

contracts. Another theory developed inoependently of principal agency

theory is positive agency theory. Positive agency theory determines

the equilibrium cuutract by considering a number of non-measureable

institutional evidences and the model is vague.

The model used in this study is based on multiple shirk~ng of

inputs. In agriculture, factors of production are provided by

different agents. Land is provided by the principal and labor is

provided by tenants. As a consequence, a complete theory of

agricultural contracts requires allowace for shirking of the

inputs--land, capital, and management. Management therefore is

considered the primary determinant of the ~ontract. In our model.

first the production is defined in terms of physical inputs,

technology, and the contracting system under which the firm operates.

Since each factor is motivated by self-interest, separate ownership of

the factors of production produces a shirking problem in all forms of

agricultural contracts. Second, the difference between the first-best
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and the second-best solutions has been derived in the usual context of

utility maximization and profit maximization, and is defined as agency

cost. Agency cost in agricultural organization is defined as the

monitoring and supervision costs plus the residual loss.

Organizations which minimize the agency costs will evolve. Finally,

it has been shown that the degree of specialization distinguish

agricultural firms from one another.

Specialization in management depends on physical characteristics

of land and the characteristics of cultivators. It was observed that

the higher the value of land quality or non-farm income or wealth

index or the lower the value of distance of the farm from the land

owner's residence, the higher was the degree of specialization. The

land quality index represents the proxy for homogeneity of land and

the propensity to shirk. Since it was possible to rank contracts

according to the degree of specialization, an ordinal multinomial

probit model was used to test the model. Our results confirm that the

characteristics of land, measured by the land quality index influences

specialization and thus, the type of contracts chosen.

The theoretical model developed in this stUdy is more general and

complete in nature. The classification of contracts appears to be

useful for explaining a number of systematic patterns concerning the

choice of contracts. In traditional models of tenure choice (e.g.

Stiglitz, 1974; Reid, 1976 etc.) the share contract was considered as

an intermediate arrangement between the rent and wage contracts.

However, in our model, the fixed rent contract and the sharecropping

contract, where the sharecropper prOVides labor, management, and much
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of the labor, are very close to each other and have a low degree of

specialization. Sharecropping is closer- to the rent contract than the

wage contract. The estimat~d statis.tical distance between these

contracts confirm the classification.

The other conclusion drawn was regarding economic arguments of a

land reform program. A common argument for land reform program is

that the owner-operator agricultural system is productive relative to

a share tenure or even a fixed rent leasehold system of agriculture.

Secondly, the landlords determine the contractual form, and whatever

the landlords can get from the tenants in the form of fixed rent or

sharecropping is a function of their market power. Finally, the

inverse relation between farm size and productivity is taken as

evidence of dualism in the agricultural sector. None of the above

arguments were seen statistically significant in this study. These

findings imply that detailed research work has to be carried out

before formulating any kind of policy in the area of reallocation of

resources.

Finally, it can be concluded that the policy reform should focus

on other sources of poverty, rather than regulation of indigenous

institutions. The basic sources of poverty are the scarce endowments

of land and capital relative to high population pressure on a small

and declining resource base, and low rates of return to labor due to

low levels of technology. Thus, policies should be formulated to

eliminate the growing poverty by investing in infrastructure (e.g.

irrigation) and developing land-saving and labor-using technologies.
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CHAPTER I

IntrQductiQn

The cQntinuing interest in the rural sectQr eCQnQmy is

understandable because a majQrity of the world's population still

live and wQrk in the rural agricultural sector. Due to this interest

in recent years attempts have also been made to understand the role

of institutions as well as their impact upon the behavior Qf

individuals and families in rural areas. 1 As a result, economic

theories seeking the determinants of different tenancy arrangements

as well as welfare implications have flourished. Understanding of

these theories is very crucial and has a direct efrect upon the

agricultural as well as the overall development of a country;

different theories and models lead to din"erent pol1cy implications.

The formulation and implementation of any agricultural policy wiii be

successful only if we know to what extent the new policy is efrective

ana how tenants will be able to take advantage of this new policy.

There are two schoQls of thought abQut agricultural contracts

and tenancy arrangements. The first schoQI, sometimes known as the

"ineft"iciency" achool , 2 considers tenancy in general and views

1Very good collections of recent articles on this area and the
references are found in Binswanger and Rosenzweig (ed. 1984) and
Singh (19tl4).

2The terms eft"iciency and inen"iciency school are not used very
widely in the 11terature. However, Bell(1976) used these terms to
distinguish the two schools Qf thought. We wiil also use the terms
very loosely.
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sharecropping as an inefficient way of organizing scarce resources.3

Some of the issues raised by this school include under-supply of

agricultural inputs, mismanagement of land, high share of the output

to the landlord. One of the other issues raised by the authors of

the inefficiency school is that in tenancy arrangement the landlord

has tne power to extract the production surplus generated by

technological progress. The "efficiency" school, views that

contracts pull resources together, try to maximize profit, and are

close to efficiency or of the "second-best" type.

Hence, it is very important to have an understanding of

different tenancy arrangements and models as they directly afrect the

formulation of proper policies. For example, according to the

"ine1:"ficiency" school, if tenancy is an economically inefficient way

of organizing scarce resources, then the policy implication may be

the redistribution of resources to achieve productive efficiency.

Land-reform programs with the inclusion of ceilings in land and other

measures of tenancy reforms are highly desirable. So, in general,

policies should focus upon the reallocation of resources.

On the other hand, due to almost efficient resource allocat1.on,

the "efficiency" school says that the redistribution of land per se

is not very important. So the rate of development is dependent upon

3The inefficiency school views that an income-maximizing tenant
will allocate his labor input only up to the point where his share of
marginal product is equated with the opportunity wage. The
efficiency school argues that contracts substitute for markets and in
the presence of information and enforcement costs and tne solution
will be second best. For general distinction of two schools see
Jaynes (1984), Otsuka (19B2), and Bell (197b).
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labor-saving and labor-using technological progress, creation of

off-farm employment opportunities, population control, infusion of

capital, and addition and mobilization of resources.

Tenancy of some form bas been in existence for a long period

(Singh, 1984). Several attempts at tenancy reforms with tne aim of

minimizing agricultural contracts have been in dif!°erent countries,

but have not been very successful. This indicates that the contract

performs some intrinsic function for the contracting parties and is

also vital in the maintanence of economic equilibrium. A number of

reasons have appeared in the l1terature justifying the existence of

the tenancy system. The following section will examine the

motivation of the landlord and tenant in entering into a tenancy

contract. Another interesting issue is the coexistence of difrerent

contracts. We can find many different types of tenancy arrangements

even in a small geographical area. The models that explain tne

coexistence of different contracts will be reviewed in Section 2.

Section 3 will provide the objectives of the present study. Section

4, will briefly present the research approach of the study. The

organization of the complete research study will also be presented in

this section.

1.1 Role of Tenancy

In the process of optimizing the aVailable resources in tne

economy, landlords and the laborers engage in difTerent types

ofcontracts. Generally, tenancy is a contractual arrangement between

the landowner and the tenants where the landowner leases the land in

return for a mutually agreed upon share or sum of the produce, and
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the tenant has the right to cultivate the rented land and appropriate

its output. In many instances, for a variety of reasons, small

landowners also lease in land and are tenants. On the other hand, in

a feN circumstances, small landowners also lease out land for

different reasons.

As a result, there are difTerent farm contracts that are

reflective cf above men~i=~ed tenancy arrangements. These farm

contracts are basically of three types. 4 One is fixed rent where the

laborers or the tenants lease in the land a~ a f~xed fee and tne

fixed fee is normally paid in kind. Anotner is share tenancy where

the actual output is shared between the landlord and the tenant. The

last is the farm managed by the owner himselr and where the landlord

hires labor at a fixed wage (and this is of course difrerent from tne

owner operated case where the owner of the land cultivates his land

witn nis own family labor).

At this point, it is important to note the basic dtrr'er-ence

between tenant cultivation and owner cultivation. In the former, the

agreement relating to farm cultivation is reached between landowner

and tne tenants regarding the crops to be grown, type and level of

inputs ~o be used, and other collateral services to be exchanged. On

the otner hand, owner managed cultivation is normally done w~tn tne

help of hired laborers on a f~xed wage basis. Thus, based upon

different contractual agreements, production can be organized in many

4Although the contracts can be classified in more tnan tnree
categories (Roumasset and Uy, 1953), only three most prevelant
contracts are taken for tne field study.
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different ways, and dependent upon the economic env~ronment, may

result in the efficient form of tenancy contract.

One of the reasons given for tenancy is that different rural

households have different factor endowments. A landless household

can be better oft' by leasing land rather than looking for a uncertain

wage employment. 5 Simi!ar!y, landlords can be better of!' by leasing

rather tnan searching for the laborers especially during the peak

season. Similar logic applies to capital endowments (e.g., draft

animals, etc.). Thus, these different factor endowments and

impert'ect land, labor, ~.d capital market are the fundamental reasons

for tenancy.

Secondly, agricultural production requires a large number of

decisions regarding seed, fertilizer, crop mix, irrigation, weeding,

and harvesting. This results in tne necessity for the al!ocat~on of

different management Skills, but at the same t~me, they are

indiVisible and a market does not exist for these SkillS. However,

through the help of tenancies, different management and

entrepreneurial skills could be obtained and uti!~zed (Rao, 1971;

Kotwal, 19B1).

Thirdly, tenancy can be considered as a part of the labor

contract in Imper-rect labor markets. The labor market is fragmented

and Imper-rect , and the knOWledge of skill levels are unavai.Lable .

Thus, given the imper:t'ect labor market contracts act as

5The job searching cost for the labo~ers may be high and
similarly, the enforcement cost, information cost and searching cost
for laborers may be high. Thus, both of tne parties may prefer tne
contract.
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self-screening devices in the sense that given the alternatives,

highly skilled laborers can select fixed rent and unskilled laborers

can select wage contracts.

The fourtn reason is that contracts could minimize the

transaction costs. 6 Separate ownership of land and labor produces a

labor-shirking (in qual~ty and in quantity) problem in all forms of

tenancy. Thus, the landowner faces the problem of monitoring,

superVision, and enforcement costs. Tenants may have to spend some

resources on future job-search. The existence of different contracts

attempts to minimize these total transaction costs (Cheung, 1969;

Roumasset, 1970; Datta and O'Hara, 19~3).

There are a few other possible reasons,7 for tenancy contracts.

IndiVisible inputs (like bullocks) and imperI'ect lease-markets may be

one of the reasons of tenancy (Bliss and Stern, 1979). Since tne

market to rent tnese inputs is imperfect, tenancy can be viewed as an

adjustment of indiVisible inputs together with the presence of

imperI'ect lease-markets. SimiLarly, share tenancy in particular, can

be considered a credit system (Jaynes, 19~O; Braverman and

Srip~vasan, 1982). Since capital and credit markets are impert'ect,

an assetless person can acquire access to capital and credit with tne

help of a tenancy contract. If a tenant does not have wealth or

access to credit, landlords are forced to credit advances to tenants.

6First-best efI'iciency is just not possible in general (the main
reason 1s market is incomplete). This results in the existence of
transaction costs. For details see Jaynes (19~O).

7Singh (1984) has given a most rewarding view of alL tne
possible reasons.
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Compared to a wage contract, tenants in a sharecropping system w~ll

put more effort in the production process because their reward

depends upon the output.

The final reason for tenancy is the risk factor (Cheung, 1969;

Stiglitz, ;974, ;979; Newbery, 1974, 1975). Largely because of

weather and other factors, the agricultural sector has to face

production uncertainty.

Different contracts can be considered as a mechanism for sharing

and spreading risk. From the landlord's point of v~ew, risk is

lowest in fixed rent contracts and is highest in wage contracts. But

from the tenant's point of view, risk is lowest in wage contracts and

it is highest in fixed rent. However, in tne share tenancy, risk is

spread between tne landlord and the tenant. 8

Almost all of the above mentioned reasons conclude that, in the

absence of perfect inputs market, tenancy is a means of optimizing

resource allocation. However, the discussions did not deal With the

coexistence of different types of tenancy. Since the model that is

going to be developed in this study attempts to explain dirr'er-ent

types of tenure contract within a single model, it is very important

to evaluate the difrerent tenancy models that explains the

coexistence of different tenure system.

8The explanation was first put forward by Cheung (1969).
Furtner works in this area were done by Reid (1974), Stiglitz (1974),
Newberry (1974) etc.
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1.2 Coexistence of Tenancy

In the process of resource utilization in agriculture, we may

see many kinds of agricultural contracts even within a smal~

geographical area. The coexistence of these di.rr'er-enc contracts

depends upon the economic environment of the area.9 Many reasons

have been cited in the l1terature regarding the coexistence of the

different tenure systems. In the fol~owing section, models that

explain the existence of the difrerent tenure statuses in an area

will be reviewed.

The classical economists, understood tenancy arrangements as an

economically efficient way of organizir~ resources. Because of

impertOect markets, and under the condition that it is difricult to

monitor and supervise labor, the economists v1ewed sharecropping as

an improvement over a wage contract because of its positive incentive

effect. However, the classical economists also recognized tnat

sharecropping provides the workers less incentive to work than fixed

rent tenant or an owner-cultivator. In the l1terature, Marsha~l is

cited most often for this kind of inefriciency argument, but Marshall

himself did not hold the idea that sharecropping has disincentive

effects on work efforts. In his footnote, he tried only to

demonstrate what would happen if the tenant was left unsupervised to

pursue his own interest only. Cheung (1969) elaborated upon this

footnote, providing an in-depth explanation, and blaming Marshall for

a narrow view on tenancy. Thus, we call the advocates of inefricient

9Kotwal (19tl1).
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arguments as the naive-Marshallians (or the inefficiency school).10

The basic idea of naive-Marshallians is that a profit maximizing

tenant w~ll allocate his labor input only up to the point where his

share of marginal product is equated with tne opportunity wage (for

details see Appendix 1). The disincentive implies the under-supply

of labor beoause of the fact that a sharecropper only gets a fract~on

of the total output. The inefriciency generated by this incentive

effect is also called "Marshallian inefficiency."

However, the reasons for the Widespread u~e of sharecropping

despite its allocative inefriciency were not explained. 11 There was

a failure to demonstrate how the choice among alternate types of

contracts is actually made in difrerent regions.

Subsequent models have tried to explain the coexistence of

different contracts. One explanation has been in terms of risk and

transaction costs (Cheung, 1969). Transaction costs here include

negotiation costs, enforcement cost and supervision costs. This

model can explain only two types of contracts--sharecropping and the

rest (Kotwal, 1981). Also, it is not clear why wage contracts exist

even if the landlord bears the costs as well as the risk.

The greater the uncertainty of production, the greater the scope

of entrepreneurship. The greater the scope of entrepreneurship, the

hi~her will be the proportion of fixed rent contracts (Rao, 1971).

So more reliable crops like rice are produced under share contracts,

whereas more uncertain crops like tobacco are grown mostly under

10For detailed discussions see Jaynes (19~4).
11natta and O'Hara (19tl3).
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fixed rental contracts. Here, risk sharing is also the main concern

behind the different contracts. But the model also contradicts

theories that state risk sharing as the main rationale behind

sharecropping.

There have also been similar versions of risk sharing as a

rationale for share cropping (Hallagan, 1978; and Newbery and

Stiglitz, 1979). The first tries to explain that the contracts are

selected by the peasants according to their entreprenurial abilities.

On the other hand, to have the contract exist, the landlords should

also have complementary preferences to those of his tenants. If

there are three types of peasants, there will also be three kinds of

landlords with different preferences. Thus, the model will result in

three different contracts. Similarly, the second argues that

"individuals who believe they are very unproductive will choose tn~

wage contract and those in between w~ll choose the share contract".

This self screening process may lead us to believe that we can have

more tnan tnree contracts. Newbery and Stiglitz (1979) explained

that economies of scale can make sharecropping attractive in the

absence of incentive eft'ects in the presence of riskS on production.

For example, because of indiv~sibilities and tne absence of bullock

rental markets, reliance on rented bullOCkS may be too risky.

Indivisibilities may also arise in managerial skills.

Another theoretical model of tenancy choice considers land,

labor, other modern inputs, and management capacity of the tenants as

the !"actors of production (Bell and Zusman, 19BO). Input share,

output share, tenancy size, and fixed rental rate, etc., are
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determined by the bargaining process between the landlord and the

tenant. Thus enterpreneurship, as wel~ as the heterogeneous

distribution of the factor endowments are possible explanations for

the coexistence of the difrerent types of contracts. As a result,

factor endowments of tenants and landlords determine tenancy

contracts. In this model, it seems that labor and other input

variables are the tenant's discretionary variables, resulting in the

problem of shirking. Productive efl'iciency in the model is not

achievable12 in this instance. This model has been extended by

Kotwal (1981). According to the extended model different types of

contracts "stem from the heterogenous distribution of enterprenurial

skills." Thus the entrepreneurial residual is claimed by the tenant

in case of fixed rent contracts. This residual in the case of a wage

contract is captured by the landlord and in share cropping, it is

shared by both. In this model, entrepreneurial abilities and

resources have been defined rigorously. But much work on the model

has to be done and it has not been empirical~y tested.

Other studies have been conducted to explain the coexistence of

different tenancy systems. Inequality of ownership patterns of vari

ous inputs of agricultural production also give rise to land tenure.

The basis of distinguishing different contracts is transaction costs

(Datta ~~d O'Hara; 1982). This transaction cost arises to the land-

lord bec~use of supervision and monitoring cost.

12Binswanger and Rosenzweig (1ge4).

This cost to the
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tenant ~s the job search cost as well as the bonding cost. Dif!"erent

contracts try to minimize the total transaction costs.

More recently, the overall problem of tenure choice has been

explained by the principal agency mode1 13 (discussed in Section

2.1.2). In this model, an agent is hired by a principal to produce a

product. Contractual arrangements are used to allocate optimum

resources and outputs. There are a number of conditions under which

we can analyze the model. It may be possible that either the agent's

action is fUlly known~ that no information is aVailable to the

principal or that some intermediate situation may happen. On the

other hand, since an agent is hired to work for the principal, the

model should deal with incentive problems. This problem may occur

due to the f"act that the agent would prefer to work less. The

principal is concerned mainly with the outcome or the share of the

payoff and the maintainance of his land. The objective of tnis model

is to find the Pareto optimal contract in diff"erent contracts. In

other words, the problem is to find how the optimal sharing

arrangement of the payoff is dependent on the observed variables. In

this theory, the role of imperfect information such as moral hazard

is considered. However, a drawback of this model is that it only

focuses upon shirking by the agent.

The principal can also take a number of actions. In the course

of these actions, there is a possibility of shirking by the

principal. 14 This is one of the criticisms of the principal agency

13For further details see Lewis (19~O), Harris and Raviv (1978),
and Holmstrom (1979).
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theory. Due to this possibility, an extension of the principal

agency theory is in order. In the new model, estimates of the

principal's input and the agent's input is necessary. Hence, the

principal and the agent take necessarry courses of action. Although

the information may be incomplete, it can be used to improve a

contract that initially is based on the actions of the agent alone.

Additional information about the principal's action can be useful to

improve the welfare of both tne principal and the agent. Another

criticism of principal agency theory is that the theory does not

consider how the organizations function internally. Similarly,

capital intensity, information costs, specialization, etc., and their

interactions, which determine the agency cost, are not taken into

consideration. 15 Thus, the present study makes use of the modified

verson of positive agency theory (Jensen 1983). First, this study16

will define a production function in terms of physical inputs,

technology, and contracting system. Secondly, agency cost w~ll be

defined as the difrerence between the first-best and secona-best and

will be derived under the framework of util~ty maximization and

profit maximization. The agency cost in agricultural organization is

the monitoring and supervision costs and tne residual loss. Thirdly,

it w~ll be shown how land quality is related to the agency cost and

how it helps to determine the agricultural contracts. Finally,

specialization in management is related to land quality, and tnus, it

14This argument was first seen in Roumasset and Uy (19~3).
15Disadvantages and general objectives of principal agency

theory have been summarized by Jensen (1983).
16Details of the present approach are discussed in Chapter II.
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will be shown that the residual claims due to management distinguish

agricultural contracts from one another.

1.3 Purpose

Prior to 1950, it has been estimated that 60 percent of the

cultivated land in Nepal was leased-in by farmers paying rent to tne

various categories of owners. The ratio of share cropping to total

tenancy was 75 percent for the country as a whole. Rent contracts

were more popular in upland 17 (less fertile land) compared to lowlana

(more fertile land) areas, with a ratio of more than 2: 1. A

lana-reform program was introduced in Nepal in 1964, which tried to

secure tenancy rights, regulate the land ceiling, and make certain

regulations regarding the tenancy floor. In 1972, eight years after

the land rer'orm was introduced in the country, a sample survey

conducted by the government of Nepal showed that 28.4 percent of the

cultivators were still engaged in some form of tenancy. Tenancy

presently accounts for 24 percent of the cultivated area. This

percentage is normally underestimated. However, even with the given

statistics tenancy is still a signit'icant feature of the agrarian

struc~ure in Nepal. 18

Therefore, the purpose of this s~udy is to understand the

reasons for the coexistence of different agricultural contracts in

17The country can be broadly diVided into three parallel
geographic regions extending from east to west--the terai (low land),
the middle hills and the high mountains, covering respectively 23,
44, and 34 percent of the total area. The terai region is a narrow
strip of plain with fertile soil ~d comprises a dense forest belt.
The middle hills is mainly characterized by rugged terrain and poor
soils.

1BThese statistics were extracted from Zaman (1973).
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Nepal and why they differ. This is vital since the welt"are of tne

people is directly linked to the difrerent policies of the

government. Thus to determine policy implications it is very

important to define dift"erent models that have ditTerent policy

implications. Differences will be analyzed in relation to the

expanded theory mentioned above. The main objectives of this study

are:

i) to determine how contracts difr'er and the reason for this

difference; and

ii) to determine policy implications as a result of different

contracting specifications.

1.4 Methodology

The framework employed to stUdy the above questions rests on the

assumption that in equilibrium, contracts minimize agency cost.

Because tne ract.or-s of production are owned by dif!'erent parties, the

separation of the factors produces a monitoring and supervision

problem under all forms of tenancy. In the case of agriculture, a

monitoring problem has a greater impact on production. The laborer

or tne worker tries to shirk his labor input. On the other hand, the

land belongs to the landlord and is an input for production. Thus,

there is a possibility of shirking of land. The shirking of land by

the landlord implies that, ceteris paribus, the landlord cultivates

the good quality land and leases-out the poorer quality land.

Assuming that the inputs of the principal and agent are

unobservable, the equlibrium contract involves a trade-of!' between

incentives to the agent and incentives to tne principal. If all
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inputs are observable, the profit maximizing situation wi~l lead to

first-best profits. However, under the unobservable inputs

situat1on, we will have the "second-best prof1ts." In this study, we

wi~l use tne contracting models that minimize the agency cost defined

by tne dift"erence between the first-best and second-best pr-ora.cs ,

The organization of the remainder of the study is as f'ol Lows ,

Theoretical models will be discussed in Chapter II. The

discussion is organized in five sections. The first section explains

the existing model of tenure choice in relation to the principal

agency theory and positive agency theory. The present methodological

approach wil~ be presented in Section 2. In the third section, we

will develop a theory of contracts based on specialization and

multiple shirking. Overall contrast of the major existing model wil~

also be discussed in this section. The last section wil~ compare the

efficiency and inefficiency schools by developing some major

hypotheses.

Chapter III presents the basic analysis of tne data according

to region and tenancy choice. This chapter is divided into six

sections. The first section will pr-ovade a description of df.f'r'er-ent

land ownership patterns in Nepal. The second section attempts to

provide probable reasons of the incidence of tenancy. This sect10n

wi~l be followed by the land reform program (Nepal, 1964). The

fourth section will discuss the sampling techniques used in the

study. The fifth section deals with some of the economic and

demographic characterestics of the households according to the mode

of agricultural organizations. This section is basic in tne sense
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that it reports on data for all tenancy statuses. The last section

includes some econometric analysis. This sect10n describes tne

relat10nship between productivity, farm size, and land qual~ty.

Also, the production function model for dif!"erent tenancy statuses as

well as the technology of production is analyzed according to tenancy

status in this section.

Chapter IV is the core of this study. The first sect10n

presents different models of tenancy choice. The linear probabil1ty

model, multinomial, and multiple probit analysis and tneir

comparisions will described in detail. The second section compares

the inputs and output level per hectare for the owner operated lana

and tne leased in land (in share contract) cultivated by the same

farmer. The last section provides some analysis on the sharing of

tne input and output between landlords and tne tenants and its change

over t1me. The Wilcoxon matched-pair test is used to test the

hypothesis that tne higher the percentage share of the cost sharing,

the higher the share of the output. The hypotnesis and its test used

to draw conclusions will be reported in tnis section. Main

inferences about our theory are drawn from tnis chapter.

Chapter IV also describes the econometric models and tne

statistical models used to analyze the data in connection With tne

theory developed in Chapter II. A regression analysis where the

depenaent variable is qualitative instead of continuous, has been

described in Appendix 7. Use of the l~near probability model for tne

qualitative endogeneous variable involves some problems.

Alternatively, a probit model will be used for the analysis.
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Comparision is also made between tnese two models. The model,

estimation procedure, its properties, and testing procedures will

also be given in tnis chapter.

Chapter V provides the summary and conclusions. This chapter

briefly summarizes the results and inferences drawn in Chapters III

and IV. Also, the policy implications of the findings are discussed

in depth.



CHAPTER II

Theoretical Framework and Methodologv

Different economic, social, and political activities are carried

out by different types of organizations. Organizations also produce

goods and services; they take difrerent forms and also benave

differently. A major challenge for social scientists is to explain

why organizations take the forms they do and why they function in a

particular way as they do. A large amount of research has been

carried out by economists on the theory of organization. 1

Organizations have very complex structures and one of the problems is

that the theory developed is either non-mathematical or generally

non-empirically oriented. In recent years, agricultural organization

theory has also developed very rapidly. The objective of this

chapter is thus to develop a rigorous, empirically oriented theory of

agricultural organizations and a tneory of tenure choice. 2

1Some of the important organization tneories are develored and
reviewed in Williamson (1964, 1975, 1979, 19~1), Arrow (1964, 1974),
Alchian (1950, 1969, 1981), Alchian and Demsetz (1972), Jcrtsen and
MecKling (1976, 1979), Harris and Raviv (1978), Fama (19~O), Demsetz
(1982), Fama (19~O), Fama and Jensen (19~3, 19~3a), and Jensen
(1983).

2Some of the important research studies on agricultural
organizations and tenure choice are Cheung (1969), Rao (1971),
Stiglitz (1974), Reid (197b), Roumasset (1978, 1979), Roumasset and
Uy (1980, 1983), Newbery and Stiglitz (1979), Binswanger and
Rosenzweig (1984), and Murrell (19~3).
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This chapter has three sections. The first section reviews the

positive agency theory and the principal agency theory. The present

methodological approach is presented in the second section, which

develops a theory of contracts based on specialization and multiple

shirking. Also in this section, tenure choice, for which there are

diverse theories, will be explained by the theory developed in this

section. In the last section attempts will be made to contrast tne

naive-Marshallian approach of contract choice With the et'ficiency or

fundamentalist approach. This section should help to generate a t"ew

more hypotheses regarding productivity and distribution.

2.1 Agency Theories

2.1.1 ~~tive Agency Theory

Jensen and Meckling (1970) define an agency relationship in

the organization as "a contract under which one or more persons (the

principal[s]) engage another person (the agent) to perform some

service on their behalf which involves delegating some decision

making authority to the agent". In the case where both the parties

try to maximize their utilities, it is quite likely that the agent

does not always work in the interest of the principal. This is a

moral nazard problem in the agency relationship. The principle of

agency relat~onship is also applicable to the theory of firm. In the

classical ~~eory of firm, ~~ enterprenuer single-mindedly operates

the firm to maximize profits. The development of "managerial"

theories of the firm rejects the classical theory of the firm and

views the firm as a set of contracts among factors of production,
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with each factor motivated by its sel!·-interest.3 The principal can

control this problem either by establishing appropriate incentives or

by incurring monitoring costs designed to control the agent's adverse

activities. In some cases the principal, again to quote Jensen and

Meckling (1976, p.308), "will pay the agent to expeno resources

(bonding costs) to guarantee that he will not take certain actions

which would harm the principal or to ensure that the principal will

be compensated if he does take such actions." These costs will be

posi~ive, since the agent will not work in the best interest of tne

principal. In addition, agency cost includes the residual loss

incurred because tne cost of full enforcement of contracts exceeds

the benet'Lts •4

Thus, the agency cost is the sum of the monitoring expenditure

by the principal, the bonding expenditures by the agent, and tne

residual, shirking cost.5 The model does not have to have a

principal and an agent to define agency cost. Cooperative error-t.a of

two or more individuals may also have tne same kind of agency costs.

The definition of agency cost for tne tneory of firm, thus, is close

3Further details can be seen in Fama (19~0).
4The idea of residual loss has been discussed botn in Jensen and

Meckling (1979) and in Roumasset and Uy (19~3).

5Theoretically to minimize the enforcement cost one can use tne
wage revision process imposed by the managerial labor market, which
amounts to rul.l, ex-post settling up by the manager for his past
performance. This will help in settling up ex-post managerial
incent~ve problems for the problems usually attributed to tne
separation of security ownership and control of the firm are
resolved. Even in this dynamic process tnere exists a residual loss.
However, in a one-period model, there can be no enforcement of
contracts through a wage revision process imposed by the managerial
labor market (Fama, 1980).
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to the problem of shirking and monitoring of team production (Alchian

and Demsetz 1972) and excess burden (Roumasset and Uy, 19~1).

Separation of ownership of the factors of production in

agriculture produces agency costs. 6 Agents of the agriculturaL

contract are the landlords and the tenants. The agency cost in

agriculture, thUS, constitutes supervision and monitoring costs, and

the residual shirking cost. Supervision and monitoring expenditure

are incurred by the principal in order to minimize the shirking cost,

which is the dollar equivalent of the reduction in welfare of the

principals arising out of the divergence between the agent's

decisions and the optimal decision of the principal. It can be

assumed that in agriculture, the choice must be made between fixed

rents, sharing, and wage contracts.7 When land is leased out at a

fixed rent the tenant may not use the land in a manner consistent

With the landlord's preferences. The tenant w~~l have l~ttle direct

incentive to maintain the soil fertility, irrigation facil~ties, and

other assets attached to land. In a wage contract, labor shirks in

both quantitative and qualitative terms. However, share contracts

have both problems but in lesser degree. Thus, the agency costs

incurred in the types of contracts are different.

6Separation of ownership of the factors of production has some
benefits too. If there is no agency cost, the separation of the
ownership of factors of production may produce tne situat~on where
the resource allocation may be pareto optimal.

7There can be more than three choices depending upon the
different economic environment. More details ~ill given in tne
followir~ sections.



Assuming that the agents arrive at Some kind of agreeable

contract, the objective of the positive agency theory is to
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invest~gate the incentives faced by each of the contracting parties

and the elements entering into the determination of the equil~brium

contractual form characterizing the relationship between the agents.

Industrial organization (Fama and Jensen, 19~3; Fama, 19~O) is an

example of this ~ind of contractual form.

To investigate the incentive structure of different contracts,

definitions and abstracting assumptions are extremly productive.

The positive agency theory is also based on definitions and simple

abstracting assumptions. It assumes that indiv~duals in tne

organization try to maximize their own util~ty through co-operative

behavior. These individuals have divergent interests and generate

the agency cost. Welfare of at least one party will be increased

with the reduction of the agency costs. The incentive structure

faced by the agents and tne variables entering into the dete~inat~on

of the equil~brium also determine the agency cost. And the

organization, which is a nexus of contracts, tries to minimize this

agency cost. Minimum agency cost theory can be justified either by

pro!it maximization or evolution principle. 8

How organizations survive is another question in organization

theory. Organizations, like indiVidual firms, face compet~tion 1n

the market to deliver the activities or products at the lowest pr~ce

8Agency cost can also be changed with tne change in tr~~saction
cost structure. Trust (Arrow, 1969), F-connection (Ben-Porath,
1980), and reliability (Goldberg, 1979; Klein and Left'er, 19~1) can
change the economic structure of contract. But even in tnese cases,
the minimuc agency cost theory is applicable (see footnote 5).
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while covering costs. Organizations which can provide the product

demanded by the customers at the lowest pri~e will survive.9

Examples and use of this theory has been discussed more rigorously in

Fama and Jensen (1983, 1983a).

Mathematical modeling of this kind of problem is complex. The

posi~ive theory of organization is based on the characterizations of

the contracting relations, and much of the evidence on these

propositions is qualitative and institutional in nature. Thus, the

collection of data and its statistical analysis itself will be a

complex task. This theory simply does not intend to get into

regression analysis and other econometric analysis. It claims that

the inferential theory has not been developed to analyze the

qualitative institutional data. 10 Before any kind of mathematical

model is utilized a great eff'ort has to be expended to de~ermine the

dimensionality of the problem and to define the major variables of

the concerned issue.

Thus, definitions and abstracting assumptions are helpful in

developing organizational tneory. These defini~ions and abstracting

assumptions are thus used to develop propositions about important

aspects of the environment and their relation to the features

contributing to survival of the organizations. First, the model

defines the agency cost. Second, it uses profit maximizing and

9The survival of the fittest tautology was argued by Alchian
(1950) and Jensen (1983).

10Non-parametric statistics deal With the qualitative data, but
this also has a number of problems. For details see Jensen (19~3,

p.332.).
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cost-minimizing tautology to establish a theory which is consistent

with those contracts. Finally the t~eoretical structure can be

extended to derive additional non-obvious propositions. 11

This model has basically two problems. Firstly, it assumes tne

individuals solve the normative problem of contracts and invest1gate

the elements entering into the determination of the equil1brium form

characterizing the relationship between agents. If successful, it

can derive some more non-obvious hypotheses. If the data aVailable

is inconsistent with the predictions, the theory is revised. Thus,

it involves a sequential build-up procedure of the tneory. Although

it is not unscientific, it is not rigorous. Secondly, it

incorporates qualitative and institutional evidence in its tneory,

which cannot be measured very easily with mathematical verification,

and may not be accurate.

2.1.2 Principal-Agency Theory

Another theory developed independently of positive agency theory

is principal-age~~y theory. This theory focuses on tne problem of

formulating the cont~actual relationship between the principal and

agent to provide appr-opr-Lat.e incentives for the agent to make choices

which will maximize the principal's wel!'are under uncertainty and

Lmper-rect morut.or-Lng situation. Contracts may be between the

employer and employee, the ~finer and manager, the insurer

and insured, and so on. The employer is called the principal and tne

11Because of the nature of the problem, the methodology used by
Roumasset (1978) in understanding the non-market resource allocation
and otner aspects of rural institutions was also of similar nature.
This is discussed in section 2.3 in detail.
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employee is called the agent. The contracts lead to a risk sharing

arrangement. As a result, a moral hazard problem often occurs when

an agent's actions cannot be observed directly. The problem of tne

principal-agency theory is in determining how the payoff function can

be used to determine the optimal control contract. A simple

mathematical model of this tneory based on Holmstrom (1979) and

Harris and Raviv (1978) is as follows: 12

Let a be the agent's input, and 6 be the state of nature, then

tne payoff x is given by

(2.1) x =x(a,6) 13

The problem is how this payoff should be shared optimally between tne

principal and the agent. Let sex) denote the payment schedule to the

agent, then x-sex) = rex) is the payment schedule to the principal.

Pareto-optimal sharing rules are generated by the program

(2.2)

such that

max vex-sex))
a

U(s(x),a) ~ij

where V is the expected utility of the principal and U is tne

expected utility of the agent. The agent determines his effort by

solVing the expected utility function;

12Holmstrom's model is more general than tnose of Harris and
Raviv (1978) and Lewis (1950) in the sense that any additional
information about the agent's action, however impert'ect, can be used
to improve the welfare of both the principal and tne agent.

13It differs from the payment schedule from Stiglitz (1974) in
that the payment schedule in this case has a distribution function,
whereas Stiglitz's payment schedule is of the form a+ Bx where and
are constants.
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(2.4) max Ue(s(x),a)
a

Constraint (2.3) guareentees that the agent will have at least a

minimum expected utility U (which the agent can obtain contracting

with other principals in the market). a is chosen from the set of

arguments that maximizes the objective function of agent.

If the principal could observe a, he could force the agent to

work according to the contract and the solution would be obtained

only through equations (2.2) and (2.3). This solution is refered to

as the first-best. However, full observations in actions is either

impossible or prohibitively costly. This constraint (2.4) will,

thUS, generate an alternative solution and is called a second-best

solution.

A number of other propositions have been established through

this model. One of the conclusions drawn is that principal-agency

theory has a moral hazard problem and the optimal solution under

moral hazard is not first-best. Thus, there would be gains to

obserVing the agent's action. The principal would like to see the

agent increase his effort in the second-best situat~on. By creating

additional information systems, or by using other aVailable

information about the agent's action or the state of nature,

contracts can generally be improved.

The same model can also be used in agricultural organization

with certain modifications (Roumasset and Uy, 19~3). In agricUlture,

separate ownership of land and labor produces a serious

labor-shirking problem. If the landlord could observe tne agent's

action, there will not be any shirking cost and the solution wi~l be
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first-best. The worker will be paid his marginal product and this

will be a wage contract. If the agent is risk neutral, then the

first best solution can be obtained by paying the agent the residual

above some fixed payment to the agent, not to sh1rk his input. This

is a fixed rent contract.

When a and x are not observable, and if the agent is

risk-averse, then the first-best solution is unachievable. Hence,

the principal-agency theory can be described as the moral hazard

theory of share tenancy. In order to preserve some incentive for the

agent and to enhance efficiency in risk bearing, the residual has to

be shared between the landlord and the tenant.

There are a number of shortcomings in this theory. First, the

endogenous information about shirking has not been incorpotated into

the continuous optimization model because of the additional

complexity. Secondly, the utility functions employed in this theory

cannot be measured by existing methods. Existing theory is capable

of measuring only indirect utility functions (Roumasset and Uy,

1983) • Thirdly, the modeling of additional errecta of the

contracting environment and the technology of monitoring and bonaing

(examples are capital intensity, information costs, degree of

specialization etc.) in shaping the form of organization is not

possible. Fourthly, the possibility of input shirking by the

principal has not been taken into consideration. In agricultural

organizations an~lysis, previous models assume that land is fixed and

the only other input, labor, is provided by the tenant. Taking lana

as a rdxed input may be inappropriate, because lands dift"er in
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qual1ty and can be depreciated (or mismanaged). Thus, giv1ng the

entire residual to the worker involves some inerriciency. Share

contracting in agriculture may have been motivated by the tendency to

minimize shirking of both labor and land. Lastly, because of the

complexity of the problem, the pI"incipal-agency theory generally is

non-empirically or1ented (Jensen, 1983, p.334). In fact, it should

be noted that the principal-agency model is a special case of

positive agency theory. By virtue of simplicity, the latter is

amenable to formal modeling.

2.2 Present Approach

The above review of agency theories concludes that one is faced

with a number of problems in exploring organization theory through

the use of existing models. First of all, in the usual theory of

firm, the entrepreneur who enforces contracts perrectly w1th cost

effect1veness maximizes prof1ts. A new theory views the firm as a

set of contracts among factors of production, with each factor

mot1vated by selr-interest. Thus, under the classical approach,

information problems regarding how organizations are structured or

how they function internally are not taken into consideration.

Secondly, characterizations of the contracting relat1ons, and

much or the best evidence on the rorms of contracts, their

provisions, and their analysis should be the objective of

organization theory. Techniques for modeling these variables are

almost non-existent.



Finally, the principal-agency theory models the structure of the

preferences of the parties to the contracts, the nature of

uncertainty, and the informational structure in the environment

(Jensen, 1983). In this theory, other aspects of the contracting

environment and the technology of monitoring and bonaing on the form

of contracts, have not been taken into consideration. Capital

intensity, degree of specialization, information costs, capital ana

labor markets, and their interactions are some of the factors that

determine the mOnitoring and supervision costs. In turn, these costs

determine the contractual form.

There are a number of problems in getting the mathematical

solution of the above mentioned problems. Econometricians try to

identify the variables in the model, the functional form, and the

distribution of errors. The explicit statements that are made about

the theory are tested by a tangible set of data and derived from

formal inference, subject to repeated testing. The model assumes

that the inference is not unduly aff'ected by the subjective opinions

of the researcher. 14 Thus, the mathematical analysis is better dealt

with objective, hard, and precise propositions.

In the process of modeling complex economic arguments (like

those of institutional evidence), the model narrows down the richness

of the information and arguments of the problem. It does not

14Even otherwise if one has unrealistic assumptions in the
model, the model produces unrealistic predictions, but tnese
predictions may be empirically correct (Samuelson, 19t13).
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recognize the economic knowledge that is inferred from actions. 15

SimilarlY, statistical analysis, which has to be done within the

limits of a reasonable horizon, becomes ine!"fective.

Statistical inference itself, on the other hand, is an opinion

based on the sampling distribution of a random variable and tne prior

(or the marginal) probability of the parameters. Thus, if one

derives a better logical conclusion based on a set of facts, it may

be superior to the objective inference (Leamer, 1983).

The application of non-parametric inferential thaory may aid in

dealing with institutional, qualitative data. One of the assumptions

of non-parametric statistics is that the observations are independent

and that the variable under study has underlying continuity (Siegal,

1956). This condition is seldom satisfied (Jensen, 1983).

In addition, a scientific survey and sampling technique of

collecting institutional evidence has yet to be developed.

Unscientific data collection used in conventional statist1.cal

inferential theory may lead to biased, inconsistent, and inafricient

results. The likelihood of getting incorrect inference becomes

higher. We have a limited knowledge of institutional arrangements

and the institutional evidence consists of non-commensurable items.

Thus, we have difficulty in including the relevant institutional

content in abstract models.

15The idea is that the full information and knowledge,
generally, is not utilized in the mathematical model (McClosky,
1983).
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The institutional characteristics are subjective, soft, and

vague. But they are very important aspects of analysis. A well

defined tneory on organizational form does not exist. Even if one

cannot exemplify those ideas in abstract models, the observations

collected on these institutions will be very helpful in deriving and

identifying patterns, and finally to explain the patterns observed,

using some principles. Thus, to deal with the behavioral and

managerial tneories of institutions and to make effective use of the

scarce information, the Samuelson-Jensen methodological approach

looks very promising for developing rational models.

Samuelson (1983) advocates inductive methodology, even in the

non-institutional type of problems, because of five different

reasons. First, he says facts can never be ignored and are very

valuable. Economists have access to the data they study, while some

other scientists like astronomers cannot have a relationship with the

data they study. A methodology that uses synthesized propositions is

more useful in comparision to the methodology that uses analytical a

priorism. Second, the precision in probabilistiC facts can at best

be only partial and approximate. Third, experience confirms that by

its nature, narrowed down abstract models, through the established

opinion of the researchers, permits them to ignore or play down

inconvenient departures of their theories from the observable real

world. Fourth, it seems objectively to be the case tnat there does

not accumulate a convergent body of econometric findings, convergent

on a testable truth. And, finally to quote him, " ..• as you observe

scientists and study the developments of disciplines when schools
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evolve and paradigms are born and die, it is forced upon you that

what ultimately shapes the verdicts of the scientist juries is an

empirical reality out there".

Thus, according to Samuelson, the methodology for his papers was

intended to characterize what descriptions the new literary and

mathematical paradigms imply for the observable data. The paradigm's

full set of entailed descriptions is what is of interest and forms

the basis for a complete judgment on it. The general scientific,

inductive methodology emphasized by Samuelson is, first, to organize

the facts (observed data or arrangements) into a useful and

meaningful pattern of integrated phenomena so that it constitutes a

functional unit. Next, it has to be organized into patterns that are

more cohesive than the data themselves and which can provide

economical descriptions of the data that afford tolerably accurate

extrapolations and interpolations.

Jensen (1983), on the basis of mathematical problems and other

technical problems (discussed above in this section) in dealing with

the institutional data, elaborated the importance of definition and

simple abstracting assumptions to derive a research methodology of

the organization theory. According to Jensen (1983), the methodology

proceeds by observing a "subset of the observed contract structures

to develop propositions about the important aspects of the

environment and the monitoring and bonaing technology--that is, to

derive additional non-obvious positive propositions (and hypotheses),

confronting these propositions with previously unknown or unused data

provides a test of the theory." If the conclusion of the hypothesis
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is inconsistent with our theory and the prediction developed in the

begining, then the theory itself is revised and replaced by a new

alternative theory. This process continues and is also a scientific

process.

Similar methodology has been applied in the new institutional

economics16 (Roumasset, 1978, 1984; Roumasset and Uy 1953). In

explaining the existence and evolution of institutions, the new

institutional economics uses conventional tools such as cost,

benefits, and equilibrium. They document the institutional

arrangements and finally explain the observed patterns using

different theoretical framework.

Thus our methodology, given below, depends on Samuelson's (1953)

reasoning of inductive methodology, Jensen's generalized process of

model building, and Roumasset and Uy's (1953) method of analysis.

In the process of analysis, first, the firm is viewed as a set

of contracts and thus the production function is defined in terms of

physical inputs, technology, and the contracting system under which

the firm operates. Since each factor is motivated by self-interest,

separate ownership of the factors of production produces a shirking

problem in all forms of agricultural contracts. Secondly, the

difference between the first-best and the second-best solutions will

be derived under the framework of utility maximization and profi~

maximization~ and is defined as the excess burden or the agency cost.

16Basically, new institutional economics deals with the
non-market resource allocation and existence and evolution of
institutions.
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The agency cost in agricultural organization is the monitoring and

supervision costs and the residual loss. Organizations in an attempt

to maximize profit try to minimize agency cost. Because of the

competition, organizations which can deliver the activities or

products at lowest price while covering cost will survive. Thirdly,

it will be shown that the residual claims due to specialization in

management distinguish agricultural firms from one another and help

explain the survival of organizational forms in specific activities.

Finally, it has been seen from different studies (Roumasset, 19t14;

Datta and O'Hara, 1983; Roumasset and Uy, 19t13; Ali,.1979; Rao, 1971)

that land quality is related to the agency cost and how it helps to

determine the agricultural contracts will be developed. Different

economic conditions affect specialization in management, and

additional hypotheses can be generated by extending the theoretical

structure.

Similar methodologies were used by Roumasset and Uy (19B3) to

explain the agricultural organizations and the following section is

based on their work. The present treatment differs from tneirs in

that the methodology developed here is more general in nature. Also,

the impact of variables, other than land quality on tenure choice is

examined rigorously under the same framework.

2.2.1 Production and Organization

Suppliers of the inputs (land, labor, capital, etc.) in

agriCUlture implicitly or explicitly enter into a set of contracts

which delineate the rights and obligations of the respective

participants in the activities of the organization. Such contracts
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also specify the disposition of rewards and costs arising in tne

organizational activities. A cost and reward structure may be a very

important criterion for the incentives in agricultural production.

Thus the maximum attainable production of a firm or output of an

organizat1on not only depends on the physical inputs, technology, and

knowledge, but also on the contracting system within which the firm

operates. As a result, the simplified production function in

agriculture is given by,

(2.5) q = f~ (x,y,S

where q is the total output; ~ is the form of organization; x is the

agent's input (effort); y is the principalvs input (land); and e is

the state of nature. The problem is how this payoff should be shared

optimally between principal and the agent.

Let seq) denote the payment schedule to the agent, then the

remainder q-s(q)=r(q) will be the share to the principal. Then the

agent chooses x (which is also a function of S) to

(2.6)

where y is the agent's estimate of y.

The principal chooses the contract, ~, and the input level, y to

SUbject to

maxw (~,y)

U ~U

Here the principal and agent mayor may not be risk neutral

towards lifetime income. But the agent will be risk neutral towards
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income changes of a particular enterprise to the extent that

diversification, risk-sharing, and credit allow individuals to

maintain stable rates of consumption in the face of fluctuat1ng

components of income (Roumasset and James, 1979; Kotwal, 19~1).

Although there are risk sharing benefits from tne contract, a

first-best solution is generally unachievable. x, y, and 8 are

unobservable. x is a productive input with direct disutility for the

agent, creating ~. inherent difference in objectives between the

principal and the agent. In the same manner, y, a productive input

from the principal, may have different shirking properties and tne

share of the residual to the principal (and the agent) depends on the

scope of shirking of the corresponding inputs. The equilibrium

contracts evolve with a trade-off between incentives to the agent and

incentives to the principal.

First-best profit is defined as,

(2.8) JI* = (1~~ X it, Yit)

it it
where ~*, x , yare solution value of the model (equations 2.5-2.7).

Then the agency cost or the excess burden of an

organization Ii! is measured by

(2.9)

(2.10) where

IT* - ii:~*
~

rr~* =IT(0. I x~*. v~*)
~ :!. ~ • ~

*.. *itx. and y~ are defined by equation (2.6) and (2.7) subject to
~ -

the org~~izational form

function of xand y.
,I) ="!J and given the probability density..
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The optimum contractual form (or the organization with minimum

agency cost) $ , which minimizes second-best profits and

(equivalently) minimizes excess burden (or the agency cost),i.e.,

(2.11) min (IT*- rr~*)
].

i,ie:II

where IT is the alternative set of contracts.

In this case q can be viewed as a random variable with a

distribution F(x,y,q) parameterized by the agent's and tne

p~incipal's action (Mirrles, 1974; 1976; Holmstrom, 1979). For given

x and y, F(x,y,q) represents the distribution function of q. The

distribution of 5, uncertainty, and the variation in the

organizational form is captured via the relationship (2.5). If

F(x,y,q) is known, then the solution can be obtained mathematically

for the system.

If the model does not contain v . then the solution will be

simple and has been derived by Holmstrom (1981). But because of the

qualitative and institutional r3ture of the problem, emission of 'P

will l~mit the scope of the problem. This impose restrictions for

the convenience of applying calculus. 17

By using a discrete approach, one can simply conclude that the

dominant contract is the one with the higher maximum profit point,

17In a discontinuous distribution the random variable sometimes
assumes exact (finite) set of values. For continuous random
variables the occurance of any exact value of X may be ragarded as
having zero probability. As a result in discontinuous case basic
theorems of real analysis (which assume the random variable to be
continuous) are ~ot applicable.
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~~d equivalently the lower minimum agency cost, ~*_}:*. The
~

difference between tne first-best and second-best solutions in

agricultural contracts arises for the following reasons (Williamson,

1975; Datta and O'Hara, 1983; Roumasset and Uy, 1983; Murrell, 1983).

2.2.2 Diyergence from Ideal Maximization

As discussed in the above section, the shirking of inputs is a

real problem under all forms of tenancy contr~ct. In a wage con-

tract, labor shirks in both quantitative and qualitative terms. As a

result, a wage contract requires that the different tasks of agricul-

tural production be monitored properly and this is costly in farming.

In a fixed rent contract, the complexity occurs in specification

of the tasks for land maintenance. Thus, in this case, the tenant

has little direct incentive for the maintenance of the land,

including soil fertility, irrigation facilities, and other durable

assets attached to land. As a reSUlt, contingency sequential

contracts may be warranted, but they are costly and hazardous

(Williamson 1975, 1979; Murrel, 1983).

In a share contract, both of the problems of both wage contracts

and fixed rent contracts are present, but each in a lesser degree.

Thus, it is seen that the agency cost may depend on economic as well

as non-economic factors. This agency cost is different in different

agricultural contracts and a simple analysis may not be applicable.

For example, the above discussion concludes that the fixed rent

contract has a high transaction cost. But if trust exists between

the agents for non-economic reasons sequential contracts are not
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hazardous (Ben-Porath, 1980). With the same reason, opportunism may

not occur. Also if there exists an alternative contract without the

problem of fixed rent, agents can avoid the problem. Similarly, if

the principal has the estimate of the land quality and knows that it

is poor then the output loss (or the cost) associated with fixed rent

will be low. However, in good quality land, choice between the two

types of contracts rests on a weighing of the incentive properties

(rent contract) of one against the profitability of the other (wage

contract). How land quality and specialization contribute in agency

cost will be discussed in the following section.

2.2.3 Specialization and Tenure Choice

Agricultural production process are complicated and involve

different activities including decision regarding initiation and

implementation of resource allocation. The decisions are specialized

tasks of management and are important to the survival of the

organization.

First of all agricultural land usually has a higher production

elasticity than other inputs. As a consequence proper management of

land is very important in these activities. Secondly, production

activities take place over space and time and involve many different

forms of labor tasks. These activities are sensitive to the quality

of effort, Quality of work performed cannot be ascertained easily

after the work has been completed. For example, how well the

fertilizers were mixed and how evenly the mixture was applied in the

field is difficult to check by simply looking at the field. This

process will complicate the monitoring job, and the control of labor
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will be difficult. The problem becomes more serious for high yield

variety technology (Kotwal, 1981). Thirdly, the production process

involves decision making under uncertainty. Production uncertainties

are caused by weather conditions, mismanagement, improper timing and

cultivation methods, wrong combination of inputs etc. Also there may

be uncertainty in inputs and output markets. Thus, an enterpreuneur

must have ability to bear risk. Fourthly, the entrepreneur or the

manager must be able to supervise production by the team members.

Finally, if the markets for inputs and output are imperfect he must

be able to secure quality inputs in right time at low prices. He

must also be able to sell his products at an appropriate time for

higher prices.

The criteria for effective management discussed above must also

include additional skills. Supervision and monitoring will be more

productive if it is carried out by a person who has technical

knowledge (including access to scarce information) of the production

process. Thus, as the optimum quantity of management per unit of

land increase, then the profitability of employing skilled worker for

different production tasks also increases. As a result, if the

benefits associated with specialized management are high, incentives

may best be maintained by compensating management with profits and

supervised hired labor. The profitability of hiring workers may

increase and the economies of scale of supervision costs enhance

profitability (Roumasset and Smith, 1981).

Different contracts have different management structure. In a

fixed rent contract, the tenant claims the residual for both labor
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and management. The landowner's management input, for this contract,

if any, is minimal and negligible. On the other hand, in the wage

contract, the landlord provides the management and most of the

capital; labor is hired from outside the farm. The landlord is the

residual claimant in the wage contract for the capital and the

management. In a sharecropping arrangement, the landlord and the

tenant share in management and in the residual. Since share tenants

often hire a large proportion of the labor, management sharing may be

the key distinguishing feature of share tenancy (Reid, 1976; 1979;

Roumasset, 1976; Roumasset and Uy, 1983).

As a consequence, one can conclude that in a fixed rent

contract, most of the laborers are provided by the tenant himself,

and there is little or no specialization. The residual is claimed by

his own labor and his own management. In the other extreme, a wage

contract, which is a case of highly specialized firms, labor (and

sometimes even the management) is hired from outside the firm.

Profitability of supervision and monitoring is high and the residual

is claimed for the landlord's management. Share tenancy may be

regarded as an inertmediate arrangement, and the management and

residual is shared between the landlord and the tenant. Thus, the

characterization of residual claims due to specialization in

management disti~~ish agricultural contracts from one another and

help to explain the survival of organizational forms in specific

activities. The gains to specialization in management is more

important in more productive land compared to low productive land and

is discussed below.
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2.2.4 Land Quality and Tenure Choice

Above discussion conclude that specialization in management is a

determinant of agricultural contracts. Specialization in management

is more important in good quality land relative to low quality land.

The main reason is that the profit loss associated with mismanagement

in production activities is higher in good quality land compared to

lower quality land. As a result, wage contract is more profitable in

rich quality land and fixed rent contract is more profitable in

relatively poorer quality land. This incidence has been observed in

different countries by a number of researchers (Roumasset, 1979;

Datta and O'Hara, 1983; Alston and Higgs, 1982). The argument is

described in Fig. 2~1 (Roumasset and Uy, 1983).

Panels A and C represent the case of wage contracts and panels B

and D represent the case of fixed rent contracts. Panels A and B

represents the contracts on high quality land and panels C and D

represent the same contracts on lower quality land. The horizontal

axis measures the monitoring expenditure H, and the monitoring cost

is represented by a 45-degree line. Shirking cost is the residual

cost of the contract and is defined as the remainder of excess burden

(or agency cost) after deducting monitorir~ costs, i.e.,

Agency cost A = monitoring cost+ shirking cost.

The shirking cost curves in B and D are drawn flatter than those

in A and C. These flatter curves are due to the assumption each

extra unit of monitoring reduces the shirking of x more than it

reduces the shirking of y. The shir.king cost curve is also drawn
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Fig. 2.1 Choice of Contract by the Principal of Minimum Agency Cost
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higher in panel B than that in D due to the assumption that the

profit maximizing ratio is higher on more productive land.

In each panel monitoring cost is optimal at the point M* where

the agency cost is at a minimum. The contract that minimizes agency

cost is chosen. Although the figures represent the hypothetical

situation, the figures show that wage contracts predominate on highly

productive land, while fixed rent contracts predominate on land of

lower productivity. Since agricultural inputs per hectare are higher

on more productive land, we expect that the incidence of wage

contracts relative to rent contracts will be higher as land

productivity is higher. So the testable hypothesis is that, as the

mismanagement problem is high in good quality land, such land will be

put under wage contract rather than rent control.

These discussions about specialization in management, land

qual~ty and tenure choice lead to a classification of agricultural

firms as illustrated in Fig. 2.2 (Roumasset and Uy, 1983). Different

panels distinguish agricultural firms according to the extent of

separation between labor and management. All other sorts of

contracts can be accomodated according to this classification. 18

Also according to this classifiation, a share contract can be divided

into different parts. In pure share tenancy, the landlord and the

tenant share in inputs (including management and capital), and they

also receive equal shares of the output.

18For details see Roumasset and Uy (1983).
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In some situations, the landlord provides almost all the

non-labor inputs and the tenant receives a reduced share, commonly

one-third (Roumasset and James, 1979; Alston and Higgs, 1982). In

another case the tenant provides labor, management, and much of the

capital. The landlord provides little more than the land itself, and

accordingly, the landlord's share will be only one-third or

one-fourth of the total output (Roumasset and James, 1979; Mullins et

al., 1981). The first tenure system is called "sharecropping" and

the second tenure system is called "share lease". Sharecropping lies

between wage contracts and share tenancy, and "share lease" lies

between fixed leases and pure share tenancy.

On the top of the spectrum is the owner-operator. The

owner-operator provides all the inputs, namely, land, labor, and

capital by himself. Thus, he is the sole residual claimant of labor

and the management. The other extreme, is the hierarchical firm. In

this form of organization, there is specialization in types of

management. The owner of the firm provide most of the land, capital,

and decision making, and he is also the sole residual claimant.

It is thus seen that the whole spectrum from owner operator to

owner-manager (and hierarchical firm) can be classified according to

the extent of specialization. The residual goes to labor or

management. Thus, the primary criterion used for ranking contracts

is the extent to which there is specialization between labor and

management. Rent contracts primarily reward labor (capital and

management coming from landlord and the role of management is
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negligible) while wage contracts, to a large extent, reward capital

and management.

Considerable flexibility may occur in the different

organizational form in terms of specialization. For example in a

owner-operated firm, any member of the household may specialize in

management, and the rest of the members may contribute unskilled

labor. Similarly, share tenancy has also been noted for flexibility

(Roumasset and Uy, 1983).

In general, what we can conclude is that when there is a high

importance of management in production then it is profitable to

attract skilled managers and in orde~ to ppovide incentive for

investment in decisio~-makingability, it becomes efficient to reward

management with the residual and to limit labor shirking by

supervision.

If the potential losses from mismanagement are low, then the

rent contract (or the share contract to a lesser degree), which gives

incentive to workers, serves as a device to lower supervision costs.

Thus, the prevalance of wage contracts is higher on good quality land

and the prevalance of rent contracts is higher on poorer quality

land. Land quality (and of course technology and economic

conditions) affect specialization through production characteristics,

and these characteristics in turn, influence the for~ of

organization.

2.2.5 Economic Conditions and Specialization

The terms of the contracts may vary according to the change of

economic environment. Some of the factors that affect the economic

enviro~ent are given below.
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Biased technological change will change factor intensities.

Labor saving technological change reduces the number of laborers ~~d

lowers the supervision requirements. Mechanization standardizes the

tasks, and the qUality of outcome is less influenced by the quality

of laborers and their effort.

There are a number of other factors that may affect contractual

choice. Other evidence seen in the surveyed area in Nepal is that

the shorter (greater) the distance of the farm from the landlord's

residence, t~e higher (lower) the probability that it will be under a

wage contract. So it can be concluded that the far~her the distance

of the farm from the owner's residence is the lower the supervision

and monitoring costs in leasing out the land.

The characteristics of the different cultivators are also

exp~cted to be different. These characteristics may also influence

the agency costs. Depending on the location of the place, landlords

may be engaged in non-farm activities. The opportunity cost of

supervision and monitoring may be high for these landlords. 19 They

will cultivate one or two parcels of land by ~~emselves and lease-out

other parcels to the tenant.

In a rural area, land holdings are the primary determinant of

wealth. Because of population pressure, and imperfect land markets,

190n the other hand, if the opportunity of Off-farm employment
is limited and the landowners are not engaged in these activities,
non-farm income of the tenants becomes higher. The reason is that
the income of the tenants from agriculture is generally low and thus
the tenants have to be engaged in non-farm income earning activities.
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landowners generally have fragmented landholdings. Basically,

because of land fragmentation, the landlord, in order to maximize

profit may have to engage in different types of contracts including

wage contract. The landlords normally have a big parcel of land and

are rich. The leassees normally have low income and small plots of

land. Thus, wealth of the agents may also affect the tenure choice.

In the process of minimizing agency cost, if the contracts are ranked

in the order of fixed rent, share contract, and wage contract, one

can expect a negative effect of the distance variable, and a positive

effect of land quality, non-farm income, and wealth to the order of

the contract.

In summation, the separation of the ownership of the factors of

production creates a shirking problem in all forms of agricultural

contracts. A more general theory of econoIDic organization (and

tenure choice), thus, requires allowance for shirking of labor as

well as other inputs -- land, capital, and management.

Shirking costs of different inputs will be different and depend

on the economic environment. Agency costs or excess burden are

defined as the sum of supervision costs and the residual shirking

costs (and if there is bonding cost it will also be added to the

total cost). Contracts evolve so as to minimize the agency cost.

In the process of minimizing agency cost specialization in

management plays a key role. If the management input requirement is

small, the returns to specialization in management may be low. The

contract preferred in this case will be the one where much of the

labor and management is provided by the same household and where the
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residual (or large share of it) goes to the same household. The

incentive basically goes to the labor. On the other hand, if

specialization in management is warranted, because of high quality

land or because of the nature of the crop, then the contract that

gives the residual to the manager not the workers, will be preferred.

The theory developed in this chapter will be tested in Chapter

IV using primary data from Nepal. But before testing the theory, the

next section will compare the major implications drawn from this

model and the "inefficiency" model. 20

2.3 Naive-Marshallian Model and Efficiency Model

So far, the research model basically on the efficiency principle

of contract choice (new institutional economics). At this point of

time, prior to the development of any hypotheses, it will be useful

to go back and compare the efficiency model with the

naive-Marshallian model (or the efficiency model discussed in Section

1.2).

First of all, the efficiency school argues that contract choice

is determined by the economic environment. Different models of

contract choice are based on different incentive problems and are

determined by economic environment. The only issue in this school is

the extent to which they can be overcome. Other authors contend that

contracts are largely determined exogeneously. Economic environment

has less to say about any contractual choice.

20This "inefficiency" model is similar to that described by Bell
(1976) and the "Marshallian School" mentioned in b~averman and
Stiglitz (1984).
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Secondly; a";oo;('ding to the efficiency school, the extent to

which the incentive problems are overcome is indicated by the

presence or absence of different input and output intensities between

different contracts. Thus, the inputs (including management) are

also determined by the economic environment and conditions

(Binswagner and Rosenzweig, 1984).21 However, the inefficiency

school is based on the premise that an income maximizing tenant will

allocate his labor (and other) input(s) only up to the point where

his share of marginal product is equated with the opportunity wage

(Appendix 1). This implies that the inputs and output per unit of

land on sharecropped holdings will be lower than those of owner

operated holdings (Bell, 1976).

Thirdly, with the same reasoning described above, the efficiency

school predicts that variations in land quality, physiological

density, cost sharing crop type, technology, etc., determine the

rental share of the landlord and the tenant (Roumasset, 1984; 1979).

On the other hand, the inefficiency school does not give a clear

picture of the effect of cost sharing on the rental share.

The hypothesis regarding the contract choice is tested and

explained in Section 4.1, Section 4.2, and Section 4.3 deal with the

question of productivity differential across contracts and the rental

share respectively.

21Basically for an owner-tenant, if farm size and land quality
are controlled the inputs and output per unit of land should be equal
in sharecropped plots and owner operated plots.



CHAPTER III

Tenure System and Economic Characteristics

The theory discussed in the previous chapter suggests that

production technique influences the form of agricultural

organizations. Production technique in turn will be influenced by

economic factors such as land quality, technology, labor (quality and

quantity) and so on. Thus our objective in this chapter is to

describe and analyze the general economic characteristics of

different production techniques in Nepal. First, the land ownership

types and the change in thei~ conditions will be examined. Possible

reasons of incidence of tenancy and the land reform program will also

be discussed in sections 2 and 3 respectively. Methods of data

collection and sampling technique will be discussed in section 4.

Section 5 will present a short description of the survey area.

Section 6 will review how different households have different factor

endowments and thus will have different inputs, outputs, and incomes.

Also, this section deals with the basic economic characteristics of

the two study areas in Nepal as well as with the mode of agricultural

organization of the households. The last section tries to explain

the relationship between productivity, land quality, and farm size,

and also examines the factor shares of different inputs of rice

production.
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3.1 Land Ownership Types in Nepal

In Nepal, traditionally,1 all lands were regarded as the

property of the state. Property rights of the state were

relinquished and gradually transfered to individuals in different

ways. The nature of property rights to the individuals were

dependent basically upon two factors: the purpose of the

relinquishment of its ownership rights by the state, and the

character of the beneficiary. There were six different means

individuals and institutions could acquire land and are called birta,

kipat, jagir, rakam, and guthi. The remaining land not under those

classifications of ownership was placed under government control and

called raikar. The land area under different forms of land

cultivated systems is documented in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. Area Under Different Land Cultivation
Systems (1952)

Form

Raikar
Birta
Guthi
Kipat
Jagir, Rakam etc.

Total

Area ('000 ha , )

963.5
700.0

40.0
77 .0

146.5

1,927.0

Percentage of Total Area

50.0
36.3
2.1
4.0
7.6

100.0

Source~ Zaman (1973).

1Because of the gradual transformation of the property rights,
and the unavailability of the data, it is difficult to present the
exact date for different reforms and changes.
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Table 3.1 shows that more than 86 percent of the land was under

the raikar and birta systems. The following section presents a brief

description of each kind of land ownership in Nepal which will

provide an in-depth understanding of the numbers and the land

ownership systems mentioned in Table 3.1. The descriptions are based

on studies by Regmi (1976,1978) and Zaman (1973).

Raikar Land

All the lands except birta, kipat, jagir, rakam, and guthi

(discussed below) were under government control and classified as

raikar land. Raikar land was, therefore, the land which the

government retained its ownership and taxed the individuals who

operate it. Traditionally, this kind of land was obtained by

individuals in two ways. The people could reclaim and cultivate

waste land and forest land. The cultivator was supposed to pay rent

(tax) to the government. Secondly, even if individuals did not

reclaim and cultivate land, rice land2 in the village was distributed

among the local people in that village according to family size. The

lands were taken away from those who had plenty and alloted to those

who had none. The basic idea of this program was to give an equal

share of the land to all the families in a given area. The land

obtained in this system could not be leased, inherited, or sold.

Land ownership and receiving rent was not permitted in ~~is system.

Similarly, in terai people could reclaim and cultivate wa3te land and

2Rice land in Nepal is called khet and non-rice land is called
pakho. Pakho land is unirrigated high land or hillside land in the
hilly regions, including Kathmandu valley, on which only dry crops
such as dry rice, maize, and millet can be grown.
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forest land.3 However, the redistribution of the cultivated land

like the one discussed above was not observed in terai.

In the middle of ninteenth century, records of individual rights

to land were compiled. At the same time, individual rights to land

were allotted independently of the needs for subsistence. If the

land was favorably located, highly fertile, or if the investment in

land made it more productive, the landowner could lease the land to

other people and collect the rent (or even he could sell it). In

1921, the right to sell and mortgage raikar landholdings was

recognized by legislation. To end forgery and illicit practices, the

transactions were be registered and attested by the government. The

practice of redistribution of land became obsolete. After this land

reform program, only waste land was distributed to the people who did

not have enough rice lands.

Once this kind of transaction was legally allowed, the previous

restriction that only allowed local residents to hold raikar lands

became ineffective too. In the raikar land, the begining of

abseentee landownership could be seen. But there was still one

limitation on the development of full property rights to land. Even

with all these new regulations, if the government wanted to acquire

land for various reasons, it could acquire the land without any

compensation. Under normal conditions if the landowner left the

taxable land uncultivated (in otherwords if he did not let it be

cultivated by others on lease) the government could take the land and

3Even Indians were invited and encouraged to cultivate forest
land and settle in Nepal.
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give it to others. But the incentive to implement this regulation

was not beneficial to the government in the latter case, because the

government did not lose tax revenues. After the political change in

1951, the provision to acquire raikar land without compensation for

government requirements and public use was eliminated. Payment was

required for land acquired. Thus, the full property rights to land

were guaranteed only about twenty to twenty-five years ago.

Birta Land

Land grants in favor of priests, soldiers, teachers, members of

the nobility, and the royal family were a tradition in Nepal. Such

grants were part of the birta system. Basically, this system was a

result of religious, political, and economic considerations.

Priests and teachers (mostly religious) were considered very

respected people in the society. Land grants to these people were

influenced by the religious spirit. Political considerations were

other important aspects of this system. The main political intention

used was to please the rUling class of people and to preserve their

authority. Economic considerations were another important factor in

forming a jUdgement about land. The major source of national revenue

was agriculture, extension of cultivated areas increased government

revenues. Ancestors of present rulers, as well as the prime

ministers of the previous regime (1845-1951) made lavish birta

grants.

According to the nature of the grant, benefeciaries of this

grant were very few. This type of land was generally transferable.

The birta landowners were very powerful. They had some judicial and
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police power. They could use the unpaid labor services from the

village they lived in, and the local inhabitants were under

obligation to provide it. Birta owners not only enjoyed the

privilege of exemption from the government land tax (there was some

birta land that was not tax exempt) but were also entitled to

appropriate agricultural rents, as well as the revenue from jUdicial

fines~ market duties, and customs. In case of war and emergencies,

birta owners were obligated to pay taxed and bear some of the state's

expenses. In the course of time, both the privileges and the

obligations were controlled and regulated.

Birta land holders had private property rights to the land.

Birta owners could hold, transfer, subdivide, and mortgage their

land. Even if ~he government taxed birta land the level of taxation

was low in comparision to other types of land (discussed below) which

increased it's value. Government could not acquire birta land

without compensation. So this group of people had a secure

agricultural income.

There were two classes of birta land. The first was the

instance in which birta owners were allowed by government regulation

to collect the land tax (and the rent in raikar land where the state

is the landowner). In this case, the landowner's income was

approximately equivalent to the land tax on the raikar land. This

was completely abolished in 1959 and compensation was given to the

landowners depending upon total output of the land. In the other

class of birta land, either the landowner appropriated rents (share

or fixed lease) from tenants under mutual contract or they cultivate
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their land by themselves. In this kind of land system, landowners

could retain their land but the land was taxed as in the raikar land.

Rights of transferability and inheritability applied to some of the

birta, but most were granted to the recipients only during their

lifetime. The birta system was terminated in 1959. However, the

birta land of the later class were converted into taxable (raiker)

land.

~

This system has a historical origin. When the country was being

unified by a King of western Nepal in late eighteenth century, the

area ruled by these ethnic groups were incorporated in the country

through the mutual agreement and not by war. Under this agreement,

the chieftains or the rulers in the area were given full privilage to

their land. Thus, under this system, the land was given to a certain

ethnic group only. In general, this group did not hav~ the privilege

of owning birta land. One of the forms of this system is described

as follows. A kipat owner derived his rights by virtue of his

membership in the social unit. Hence, the title of the land is

communal. A chief for example, may be the custodian of the land, but

he is not its owner. The normal unit of land ownership was generally

the extended family group and once the land was granted to such a

group, it remained its property. In theory, land may be pledged and

redeemed, but only in a manner such that it shall not be permanently

lost.

Although the land was held on a communal basis, the cultivation

was done on an individual basis, and if the tenant ceased to exercise
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his or her right to own and cultivate the land, this vacant land was

reallotted by the village headman to another member of the same
~

community. Government did not have any role in this reallocation.

The land cultivatied wasted or forest under the kipat system was not

available for birta grants. Generally, there was no taxation in this

system. However, these privileged ethnic groups invited people from

other ethnic group in their community, and a substantial part of land

was given to these people. The area under this system declined, and

in 1886, government issued legislation prescribing that all kipat

lands that had been or might be sold or otherwise transferred to

non-members of the system would be converted into taxable land

(raiker).

In 1968, this system was also eliminated. Kipat lands were

treated as raikar land from then onwards.

Jagir Land

Revenues from lands in some places in the country were assigned

as emoluments to government employees and functionaries. In the

beginning of this section, we explained that the raikar lands were

owned by government. The revenues to the government were the share

of the output produced, and was assesed in kind. Because of the.
imperfect market in output and because of the eneormous problems in

transportation, communication, and storage, revenue collection was

very difficult. To lessen these kinds of problems, the government

assigned lands to its employees as their emoluments and was called

the jagir system. The rest of the land from which the government

collected revenue was called jagera. Thus, the raikar land and this
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system were not mutually exclusive. The sum of jagir and jagera

lands constituted the total raikar land of the state.

In this system, the employees of the government office not only

worked in the offices but also acted as tax collection agents on

behalf of the government. The land assigned to the employee was only

for the period he remained in the service of the government. The

land was not private property. The form and level of rent payments

by the cultivators to the employees were annually revised and were

fixed by the government according to tax-assessment records. In

1951, this system was abolished formally by legislation and the land

under this jagir system, was returned to government control again.

Rakam

For one group of the people who were assigned raikar lands (and

also jagir and guthi lands, (see below), the households were required

to provide unpaid labor on a compulsory basis to the government. So

the peasants in this system, paid taxes to the government and also

provided labor services. This system was called rakam and was

limited particularly to the Kathmandu valley. The government tried

to abolish this system in the early 1950s but was not completely

successful. However, legislation in 1963 abolished this system

completely, and the land tax system was established according to the

raikar system.

Guthi

Guthi was a kind of charitable landownership system. In this

system, the state or birta cwr.er-a endowed lands for the establishment

or maintenance of public enterprises like temples, schools,

hospitals, monastries, etc ••
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There were also different forms of the guthi system in Nepal.

The rulers or the government did not interfere with social and

religious activities in the country, but the land in this system was

confiscated in cases involving violation of stipulated charitable and

religious functions. Revenue did not go to the state, but to the

charitable institutions. The amount of land covered by this system

is substantial (2%) and the system continues presently.

Thus, it was seen that there were different types of

landownership systems in Nepal. In an effort to achieve uniformity

in the land tenure system, birta, rakam, jagir, and kipat land were

converted into raikar in 1950s and 1960s. The only other system

which still continues is the guthi system which is related to the

religious activities.

3.2 Landownership System and Tenancy

Different landownership systems were reviewed in the last

section. These different land ownership types may be one of the

probable reasons for the emergence of the tenancy system in Nepal.

First of all, by nature of the land ownership type, many

beneficiaries of the land grant systems (as for example birta, jagir,

rakam, etc.) normally had land areas larger than they could cultivate

personally.4 Secondly, before the middle of the ninteenth century,

lands were taken away from those who had plenty and alloted to ~~ose

who had none. The system became obsolete around the middle of the

4Exact statistics are not known, but evidence reported in Regmi
(1976, 1978) supports our statement.
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ninteenth century. Individual rights in raikar land were

established. This provide an incentive to individuals to accumulate

land. Another regulation in 1934 provided other opportunities to

accumulate land. Under this regulation, any individual could offer

to reclaim virgin, waste, or forest lands that were situated in a

place distant from the their settled area. Laborers could be brought

in from India also. This reclaimed land was inheritable and secured

from arbitrary eviction. Similarly, in some places if an individual

could reclaim waste land that could generate a revenue of at least

Rs. 100Sper year, they were given official status as well as the

right to exact unpaid labor. Thus, both of these factors, individual

rights in raikar land as well as the new regulation encouraged

individuals to accumulate land.

Thirdly, although statistics are not available, the malaria

problem in terai contributed to low population density until around

the mid fifties of this century. Indians were allowed to come in and

cultivate land in the terai and some of them were also appointed as

the tax collection functionaires. Those f~~ctionaires were called

jimidars. 6 The privilaged jimidars also accumulated land to a large

extent. Thus the land grants by the government, incentive to

cultivate forests and virgin lands to Indians in terai the evolution

of property rights to land, and non-existence of manufacturing and

industrial activities also encouraged people to accumulate land.

5The exchange rate for 1934 is not available. The exchange rate
in 1971 was US $ 1 = Hs. 7.00.

°Jimidar is a term used to indicate a landlord whose rights
nextended over lands occupied by a number of persons n CRegmi, 1976;
p. 106).
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It is clear that a landowner who was able to accumulate an area

larger than he could cultivate personally, had the option either to

appoint tenants for this purpose or anploy hired labor. In the

presence of high searching cost and enforcement cost of hired labor,

probably tenancy was the only alternative.

Although tenancy problems in Nepal are discussed in the

literature (Regmi, 1976, 1978; Zaman, 1973), none of the studies have

provided any statistics relating to the extent of tenancy in the

country. The only available statistics, which give the percentage of

total area cultivated by different form of tenants for 1961, are

reported in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2. Total Cultivated Area and Percentage Cultivat~d by
Tenants According to the Region (1961).

Region

Hills
Terai
Total

Total Cultivated
Area ('000 ha.)

41.82
102.89
14~.71

Total Cultivated
Area by Tenants

('000 ha.)

7.00
33.13
40.13

Percentage of
Total Culti

vated by Tenants

16.74
32.20
27.73

Source: Zaman (1973).

Statistics in Table 3.2 indicate that tenancy accounted for

about 28 percent of the total cultivated area. According to a

government survey, these statistics fell to 24 percent in 1972

(Zaman, 1973). However, even with the given statistics, tenancy is

still a significant feature of the agrarian structure in Nepal.

Significant variations in the incidence of tenancy was also observed

between the regions.
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3.3 Land Reform

Above discussions indicate that in 1951, a large percentage

(exact figure is not known, but for 1961 see Table 3-2) of the total

cultivated land was under tenancy. Tne new government formed in 1951

blamed the preVious regime for encou~aging social and economic

differentiation in the agrarian community. There was a trend toward

the concentration of landownership and toward absentee landownership.

The new government also blamed the previous government for failing to

protect the rights and interests of those who worked on the land.

Thus, the new government, with the directive principles of social and

economic justice and a higher standard of living for the people,

introduced different land reform programs in the country. The most

crucial land-reform program was introduced in 1964. One of the basic

objectives of the land-~eform program was to remodel agrarian

relations and mobilize capital from agriculture. Ceilings were also

imposed on both landownership and tenancy holdings aiming at

'equitable' distribution of cultivated land. Tenancy security and

rent control, were other main objectives of the land reform

Table 3.3. Ceilings on Land Holdings in Different Regions
According to Land Use Type.

Region Agricultural
Lands (ha.)

Residential Lands (ha.)
Urban Area Rural Area

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Hills
Kathmandu
Terai

4.00
2.50

16.93

0.50
0.25
0.67

0.80
0.40
2.03

Source: Regmi (1976).
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Ceilings on land holdings according to the 1964 reform, are

illustrated in Table 3.3. Land in excess was acquired by the

government (with compensation). These acquired lands were supposed

to be distributed. However, only about 3 percent of the total

cultivated land was found to be in excess of the ceilings.

In terms of a tenant's security, the existing tenants in 1964 or

those who had raised the main crop at least once were made permanent

tenants on the agricultural land they cultivated. The eviction of

tenants is possible if the tenant's action is against the effort of

increasing productivity of the land or if they defaulted in the

payment of rents or discontinued cultivation. However, to evict the

tenant, the landowner must go to the court and get an order. If the

landowner wants to cultivate the land himself, wants to use the land

for resi~ential purposes (within limits), or wants to sell the land,

the landlord is supposed to pay twenty-five percent of the value of

the land. If the tenant dies, the tenancy rights goes to either his

son or husband or wife of the tenant through the selection of the

landlord.

Rent has also been controlled in connection with tilese reforms.

In the Kathmandu valley and in some of the terai districts, rent has

been fixed according to land quality. For rest of the country, half

of the total annual produce of the main crop is the share for the

landlord.

Previous discussions s~.~rized the macro aspect of land tenure

system. The next objective of this study is to determine how

contracts differ and the reason for this difference. Primary data
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were collected for the purpose of analysis. Before the analysis is

carried out, the following section presents the sampling technique of

data collection.

3.4 SamPling Technique

Politically, the country is divided into 75 districts. Each

district, depending upon its population size and area, is further

subdivided into several village panchayats.7 Generally, a village

panchayat consists of more than one village. Since the incidence of

tenancy is not distributed uniformly throughout the country,

probability8 sampling of any kind may be very costly. On the other

hand, the objective is not to generalize the results. This study,

thus, used a purposive sampling technique. In this method, units

were selected in the sample according to how typical they are of the

population according to the judgement of the researcher. It was not

based on the principles of the theory of probability. As a result

the estimation and control of sampling errors were out of question

for this study.

First, to find the concentration of the incidence of tenancy,

the record prepared by the ministry of agriculture (Nepal) was

utilized. Two districts, one in the hills and one in the terai,9

where the incidence of tenancy was relatively higher, were selected

7The village panchayat is the smallest political unit of the
country.

8Sampling methods based on the laws of probability are called
probability sampling.

9Terai and hills differ in a great deal in terms of economic and
social characterestics. Comparision of the results from the two
places will be interesting.
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in the first stage of sampling. The districts selected were Kavre

(eastern hills) and Rupandehi (western terai). In the second stage,

using the same criterion, one village from each district was selected

with the help of land registration records available in the district

land reform office.

The villages selected in Kavre and Rupandehi were Subba

Panchayat and Dhakdhai Panchayat respectively. With the help of

village panchayat officials, a sampling frame 10 stratified according

to pure tenants, owner tenants, owner manager and, owner operators

was made. Although it is a judgement sampling, the final stage of

the sampling was almost equivalent to stratified random sampling.

Since the first stage and second stage sampling were not random, we

cannot estimate the sampling error of the estimates. Because of cost

and time constraints 54 households were selected in Subba Panchayat

and 66 households were selected in Dhakdhai Panchayat. A large scale

sample survey is also not required for this kind of study which uses

an inductive methodology. The sampling unit of this study is a

household. Primary data were collected using a household

questionnaire for the analyses of the results.

Even though the structure of the economy in both of the sample

areas is totally agrarian, differences exist between the two areas.

Normally, in Nepal, if we say terai, we think that it is more

productive and has good irrigation facilities, high wage rates, and

10The sampling frame provides the basis for the selection and
identification of the units in the sample. The sampling frame used
also included a few more adjoining villages of Subba and Dhakdhai
Panchayats.
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so on. If we think of the hills, generally it is poor, has

underdeveloped irrigation facilities, and is less productive. But

the areas selected for this study are basically opposite in nature.

3.5 Survey Area

Subba PanGhayat

This village panchayat is located about 20 miles east of

Kathmandu. The survey was actually done in and around Subba

Panchayat. Part of this panchayat is connected to Banepa, the

nearest town, by an unpaved road. The highway connecting Kathmandu

and the Tibetian border passes through Banepa. Since this area is in

the hills, most of the land is in the form of terraces. Some of the

land is also in the foot hills and the river basin and is fertile.

The source of income is basically through agriCUlture. Those who

have less land, earn a living by working as wage laborers in the

village or in the town, of Banepa. Seventeen percent of the total

sample households regularly generate income by selling milk due to

the presence of a milk collection depot of a dairy corporation and

the aVailability of soft loans from the government to purchase water

buffaloes.

Average annual income per capita was Rs. 1468.11 The income of

large farmers and landlords are distinctly higher than those of other

farmers. Rice farming is very important in terms of its share in

total household income. Large farms or the landlords earned a large

share of income from non-farm commercial activities. Near landless

11Exchange rate U.S. $ 1.00 = Rs. 10.40 (1981).
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and small shnrecroppers had a very low annual average per capita

income (Rs. 750) compared to owner managers and the big landlords

(Rs. 2031).

Population pressure in this area is high. For the panchayat,

per capita operational land holdings is 0.33 ha. (and is 0.38 ha. for

the whole district). Average rice and wheat production for this

panchayat is 3.9 mt.ton/ha and 1.5 mt.ton/ha respectively (compared

to 2.8 mt.ton/ha and 1.2 mt.ton/ha respectively for the whole

district). Of all the agricultural production, rice comprised of

32.4 percent, wheat 18.9, percent and millet, potato and oilseed 10.7

percent. Besides rice and wheat, farmers in this area grow maize,

soybeans, mustard seed, sugar cane, and so on.

Rice production in this panchayat is characterized by a high

level of yield corresponding to the use of high yield varieties

(HYVs) and the application of fertilizers. Productivity is very high

in this area. But because of low per capita availability of land and

the high dependency on agriculture of the people, income per capita

is low.

Dhakdhai Panchayat

Dhakdhai Panchayat was the other survey area. This panchayat is

located about 150 miles southwest of Kathmandu, and is close to the

Indian border. This panchayat does not have any motorable road.

Bullock-cart is used for transportation purposes. It is located

about two miles east of the district headquarter Bhairahawa, which is

also a major market for this village.
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This panchayat is in the plains or terai area of the country.

But the irrigation facilities have not yet been developed in this

area. In comparision to the Subba Panchayat, population density is

low. For the survey area per capita land holdings is 2.28 ha. (and

is 2.4 ha. for the whole district). Although the families in this

area cultivate five times more land than in Subba Panchayat,

productivity is low due to low usages of fertilizer and high yield

varieties. The average rice and wheat production for this panchayat

is 1.2 mt.ton/ha and 1.3 mt.ton/ha respectively (compared to 1.75

mt.ton/ha and 2.0 mt.ton/ha respectively for the district). Also, in

this panchayat, rice is the most important crop, and its share in the

total income is high. Maize, millet, potato, sugarcane, oilseed, and

other crops are also grown here, but their contribution to the

household income is very low.

High income is associated with the size of the farm. Landlords

and owner managers normally have large land areas compared to

tenants. But unlike Subba Panchayat this group of people do not

engage in many off-farm activities. Off-farm employment

opportunities are very limited. The wage rate was about Rs 10.00 per

person per day in 1981, but in the village, the wage is given in rice

rather than cash.

Although land aVailability is high in this area per capita, the

lack of technological development, productivity, inputs, outputs, and

income are low compared to Subba Panchayat. Per capita income of the

households surveyed was Rs 1051.
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3.6 Outputs. Inputs and Incomes

Restoration of private property rights and the land reform

program in the country were briefly discussed in the previous

sections. Before proceeding to any further analysis of the different

agricultural organizations, one must examine the resource base of

this area. Thus, this section first examines the nature, magnitudes,

distributions, and use of the primary factors of production, such as

labor, land, and capital, in the survey areas. We will then look at

outputs and incomes of the household. All these results are reported

according to region and the type of agricultural organization.

Agricultural Labor

According to the 1971 census, the population of Subba Panchayat

was about 4,000. A large proportion of the population directly or

indirectly depend upon agriculture. Of the 54 sample households

surveyed in this area, 8 households were engaged in business. Awor~

these 8 households, 4 generated substantial amounts of income from

business. All others were directly or indirectly dependent upon

agriculture. But among the 66 households surveyed in the Dhakdhai

area, none were engaged in economic activities other than

agriculture. In both the areas, virtually no one was engaged in

mining, hunting, or fishing.

Table 3-4 shows the distribution of a sample household

population according to age structure, agricultural organization

types, and region. If we consider the population of ages 10 to 59 as
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euonomically active poPulation12, the percentage of this population

in Subba Panchayat for the sample group was 63 percent, whereas it

was 68 percent for Dhakdhai Panchayat. These percentage figures are

comparable with the national figures for the census 1971. In 1971,

in Nepal economically active percentages of the total population for

the hills and terai were 64 and 67 respectively. The percentage of

young dependents was high probably because of a high birth rate.

Even though the percentage of the economically active population

is not very high, the probabilities of finding temporary off-farm13

employment is 0.55 and 0.31 in Subba and Dhakdhai Panchayats

respectively. Similarly, the probability that a person is not

directly involved in productive work is 0.20 and 0.37 in Subba and

Dhakdhai Panchayats respectively. Thus, a significant number of man

years of labor available for productive employment is available in

these regions.

Land: Its Distribution and Quality

Although land is a major source of wealth for the people, it

alone does not guarantee an adequate income. Size, soil quality,

access to markets, skills of the people, availability of irrigation,

and the climate (sufficient and timely rainfall) determine the

12As the survey was done in the rural area, people aged ten and
above were observed to be engaged in one or the other form of
economic activities. This is consistent with the studies (Kutcher
and Scandizzo, 1981; Hayami and Kikuchi, 1981).

13Probability of finding tempor~'y off-farm employment is
defined as the ratio of an average annual employment per family
worker outside his own farm, in man-days, to the standard
availability for employment of 300 man-days a year (Kutcher and
Scandizzo 1981).
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Table 3.4. Distribution of Sample Household Population According to
Age Structure,Agricultural Organization Types and Region
(percentages in parantheses)

Subba Panchayat Dhakdhai Panchayat

Age Group 0-10 10-59 >59 0-10 10-59 >59
Tenancy
Status
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Owner
Tenant 44(25) 121(68) 12(7) 70(28) 172(69) 8(3)
Fixed
Renter 21( 33) 37(58) 6( 9)
Share
Tenant 12(23) 36( 71) 3(6) 22(30) 46 (63) 5(7)
Owner
Manager 88(35) 149(59) 15(6) 25(31) 55( 68) 1(1)

Total 165(30) 343(63) 36(7) 117(29) 273(68) 14(3)

Source: Survey data.
- Not applicable

productivity of the land. Before we examine the quality of land we

first look at the farm sizes for different classes of farmers. Table

3.5 reveals that farm sizes vary dramatically among different types

of tenancy and between the regions.

Owner tenants who lease a small piece of land either in

fixed-rent or in sharecropping arrangements have an average operating

size of 0.39 ha. in the Subba Panchayat and 1.95 ha. in Dhakdhai

Panchayat. For the pure renter and pure sharecropper, this figure is

0:21 and 0.23 for Subba Panchayat. In Dhakdhai Panchayat, a pure

sharecropper has an average holding of 0.71 ha. Owner -managers

normally have big parcels of land under their ownership, but the area

cultivated under their management is 0.51 ha. for Subba Panchayat and

4.64 ha. for Dhakdhai Panchayat. No significant potential exists for
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Table 3.5. Plotwise Distribution of Operational Landholdings
According to Tenancy Status

------------~--------------------------------------------------------

Region
Tenancy
Status

n
Average Landholdings
Subba n Dhakdhai

Panchayat Panchayat

Ownei:"
Tenant 22 0.39
Fixed
Renter 19 0.21
Share
Tenant 17 0.23
Owner
Manager 16 0.51

Total 74 0.33

Source: Survey data.
- Not applicable

36 1.95

15 0.71

15 4.64

66 2.28

expanding the area under cultivation in the Subba Panchayat and the

situation is almost identical in Dhakdhai Panchayat too. Generally

speaking, Dhakdhai Panchayat was inhabited very recently and had

high average landholdings. Also, if we compare the average

landholdings among the different tenancy classes, owner managers had

the highest average landholdings compared to rest of the classes.

The reason is that this class was also the landlord class.

Size is only one dimension of productive land; its quality is

equally important. In both Subba and Dhakdhai Panchayats p a sales

market for land is either absent or involves very high transaction

costs. Hence, it is hard to capture the variations in land quality

through price. The other method is to use the government

categorization for tax purposes. Also this categorization is not
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unbiased, because of the fact that in some cases when people think

that the government is likely to get the land for its use, they tend

to register their land as high quality land. In this case if the

government gets their land for its use, they get a good remuneration.

Secondly, in the places where the probability of land acquisition by

the government is low, people tend to register their land in a low

category, because then they would have to pay a lower land tax. The

land quality index (LQI) used in this study is expected revenue minus

non-land production costs, both on a per hectare basis. Neglecting

the impact of skill in this residual, the average LQI for different

tenancy statuses is given in Table 3.6.

Although it is a crude method of measuring the land quality,

Table 3.6 shows that in the Subba Panchayat the average LQI for an

owner manager is high compared to the other tenancy group. In

Dhakdhai Panchayat, however, we have only two other categories, and

here also it is seen that owner manager have slightly better quality

land.

Farmers were also asked to give a subjective estimate of the

value of their land. Table 3.7 reports the indicated average land

value per ha. with respect to farm size class and region.

Within the region price variation is due to land quality, but the

variation may also be partly due to the unreliability of subjective

valuations. Price of land also depends on the location of the place

and the physiological density.14 The physiological density according

14Physiological density is defined as the population per unit of
cultivated area.
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Table 3.6. Tenancy Status and Average Land Quality Index
by Region

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Region

Tenancy
Status

Subba Panchayat
n LQI

Dhakdhai Panchayat
n LQI

Owner Operator
Fixed Renter
Share Cropper
Owner Manager

Source: Survey data.
-Not applicable

22
21
15
15

33.20
26.78
32.14
48.36

36

15
15

37.6

32.67
42.52

Table 3.7. Tenancy Status and Land Value per Hectare by Region

Region
Tenancy Status

n
Land Value ('000 Rs.)

Subba n Dhakdhai
Panchayat Panchayat

Owner Tenant 22 105.0 36 16.0
Fixed Renter 19 103.0
Share Tenant 17 126.0 15 16.0
Owner Manager 16 179.0 15 20.0

Total 74 125.0 66 16.9

Source: Survey data.
-Not applicable

to the 1971 census for Subba Panchayat, was 12 persons per ha. and 4.8

persons per ha. for Dhakdhai Panchayat. Average landholdings in

Dhakdhai Panchayat is high. The low price of land in Dhakdhai

Panchayat is not due to its a relatively low quality in comparision to

Subba Panchayat but because of low physiological density.

As a result two important conclusions can be drawn. The first is

that the operating size of the owner managed category is higher
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compared to the average operating size of the rest of the classes.

The average operating plot size between owner operator and fixed

renter (and also share lease) within the region is not statistically

different. Secondly, owner managers operate on good quality land

compared to rest of the classes. Although there exists a difference

in LQI between fixed renter and share leaser, the difference is not

much and the LQI difference between the owner operator class and the

leased class is negligible. The difference in land quality among the

different tenancy class will have an important implication in our

analysis later on.

Capital

In Subba Panchayat, agriculture can be considered as a

semi-market oriented sector. On the other hand, in Dhakdhai

Panchayat, agriculture is a subsistence sector. In both places,

however, use of modern agriculture equipment is limited. Everyone in

Subba Panchayat rents and uses machines for threshing purposes. Four

landlords in Dhakdhai have tractors and use them for land preparation,

as well as for transporting goods. These equipment are a little

easier to value than those embodied in land.

Average number of animals per households in Dhakdhai Panchayat is

given in Table 3.8 according to tenancy status. Although structures

and equipment for agricultural use are also very important capital for

the farm, these items have not been reported here, because of two

problems. The first is that it is hard to distinguish what portion of

the structure is for agricultural use and what portion is for

residential purposes, since the space is shared for both purposes in
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most of the cases. The second reason is that these people did not

have more equipment than the required minimum. The investment

incentive is low because of low returns to capital.

In Subba Panchayat land preparation is done manually with a

digging instrument called kodali (hoe). People do not keep bulls in

their houses. In the season of land preperation all the people in the

village are busy in their work. In this area exchanged labor is ver}'

common except in the case of big landlords. Big landlords use hired

laborers to a great extent.

Table 3.8. Average Number of Agricultural Animals (only for
ploughing) in Dhakdhai Panchayat According to
Tenancy Status

Tenancy status

Owner Tenant
Share Cropper
Fixed Renter
Owner Manager

Source: Survey data.

n

22
8
8

16

Average number of animals
per household

2.0
1.6
1.0
2.0

Only limited capital use was seen in both the places. Generally,

it can be said that the farmers in all the classes did not have more

equipment than the required minimum. 15

Agricultural Products

Many types of short=cycle crops are cultivated in the sample

area. Rice and wheat are the major crops grown in these areas. Rice

15Required minimum was not measured with any standard
theoretical tools. It was observed that almost none of the household
were involved in equipment renting activities. Equipment and tools
in most of the were traditional.
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is the principal diet in both of the places. In Subba Panchayat,

wheat is grown basically in almost all the areas where the rice is

grown. Water is available through springs and small streams under

rain-fed conditions. In Dhakdhai Panchayat land plots are scattered

in many places. Irrigation facilities are very poor, so most of the

farmers in this panchayat cultivate only a single crop. In our

sample, in Dhakdhai Panchayat rice is grown on 150.5 ha. in total, but

wheat and other crops were grown only on 64.7 percentage of the rice

cultivated area. Table 3-9 illustrates the percentage of wheat

cultivated area for given rice cultivated area, according to different

tenancy statuses.

Table 3.9. Wheat Cultivation as a Percentage of Rice
Cultivated Area

Region Subba Panchayat Dhakdhai Panchayat

Tenancy n Rice Wheat CuI. n Rice Wheat CuI.
Status cultivated as a %of Cultivated asa %of

Area (ha , ) Rice CuI. Area (ha.) Rice CuI.
Area Area

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Owner Tenant 22 8.6 95.5 36 70.2 22.2
Fixed Renter 8 4.0 100.0
Share Cropper 8 3.9 98.1 15 10.7 4.7
Owner Manager 16 8.2 90.0 15 69.6 40.4

Total 54 24.7 95.0 66 150.5 29.4

Source: Survey data.
-Not applicable

Virtually every farm has a kitchen garden where vegetables are

grown mostly for home consumption. Maize, millet, potato, mustard

seed, etc., are some other crops grown in Subba Panchayat.
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In Dhakdhai Panchayat, only about 42 percent of the total rice

cultivated area was utilized for a second crop. Wheat cultivation

accounted for 29 percent of the total rice cultivated land. Higher

utilization was not possible for two reasons. The first reason is

that on average one hectare of land is scattered in 16 different

places. This is due to population pressure and land fragmantation

through intergenerational transfer. Also due to the imperfect land

market people can not buy or sell land whenever they desire. The

second problem is that the land is dry, and irrigation facilities are

limited. Even if people manage to get water to some places, its level

will be low, and has to be lifted manually, which is a difficult task.

Labor is also limited since owner tenants and pure tenants depend on

family labor for agriculture. Use of hired labor is constrained by

poverty, and the rate of return is very low because of stagnant

technology.

In the hills of Nepal agricultural land is divided into two parts

in terms of irrigation. Khet fields are irrigated or rainfed land,

whereas bari are upland dry fields. Rice and wheat are grown on khet.

Most of the other crops are grown in bari. Rice was the main crop

grown in both places. The second most important crop was wheat, and

the percentage of land used in wheat cultivation is increasing.

Liyestock

In both areas, people raise stock of some type for the purpose of

getting milk, butter, meat, manure, and power. Although

specialization is not observed in stock raising, a milk collection

depot in Subba Panchayat has provided much incentive to farmers to
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raise water buffaloes. About go percent in Subba Panchayat and 75

percent of the total sampleed houses in Dhakdhai Panchayat have at

least some cows and water buffaloes.

BUllocks are exclusively used for ploughing in Dhakdhai

Panchayat. Almost all of the houses raise bullocks for this purpose.

In Subba Panchayat, land preparation is done manually with the help of

kodali and thus bullocks are not raised. Table 3.10 gives the number

of livestock according to type and tenancy status.

Table 3.10. Average Number of Cattle per Households
According to Types and Tenancy Status

Subba PanchayatRegion
Tenancy
Status Bulls/Buffalo Cow/Buffalo

Dhakdhai Panchayat

Bulls/Buffalo Cow/Buffalo

Owner Tenant
Fixed Renter
Share Cropper
Owner Manager

Source: Survey data.
-Not applicable

3.0
2.0
3.0
2.4

2.0
1.0

2.0

2.3
1.0

Every household has goats and chickens which are raised for food.

Dung from cows, waterbuffalos, and bullocks are important for fuel and

manure. Calculation of the nutrient content of the different types of

manure used is not possible. However, about 220 kilos of farm yard

manure per hectare were used in both the places.

Agricultural Output

Per capita gross output from crops in Subba and Dhakdhai

panchayats for the given tenancy category is illustrated in Table 3.11



Table 3.11. Per Capita Gross Output of Crops and Meat and
Dairy Products (in Rs.) According to Tenancy
Status in Subba Panchayat

83

Products
Tenancy
Status

n Agriculture Meat and Dairy Total

Owner Tenant 22 663 132 795
Fixed Renter 8 363 227 590
Share Cropper 8 453 411 864
Owner Manager 16 850 154 1004

Total 54 643 194 837

Source: Survey data.

Table 3.12. Per Capita Gross Output of Crops and Meat and
Dairy Products (in Rs.) According to Tenancy
Status in Dhakdhai Panchayat

Products
Tenancy
Status

n Agriculture Meat and Dairy Total

Owner Tenant 36 609 140 749
Fixed Renter
Share Cropper 15 89 105 194
Owner Manager 15 2648 207 2855

Total 66 954 147 1101

Source: Survey data.
-Not applicable
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and 3.12. The tables also provide an estimation of meat and dairy

production per capita in the area.

Per capita gross output is high in Subba Panchayat even if the

land holding size is small here. Most of the dairy products in the

classes other than owner manager class are sold in the market in Subba

Panchayat. Almost all meat and dairy products of the owner manager

classes are consumed in their homes. In the owner tenant class, about

20 percent of the total meat and dairy products are consumed at home.

This figure is about 5 to 10 percent or the pure renter classes. In

Dhakdhai Panchayat, all the products are used mostly ror household

consumption purposes. Access to market was limited in this area. In

general, agricultural products clearly dominate the agricultural

incomes in all classes in both places.

As far as the gross output of principal crop is concerned, it has

been reported in Table 3.13. In both sample areas, rice is the

predominant crop. ProductiVity of both rice and wheat was higher in

Subba Panchayat compared to Dhakdhai Panchayat. Higher inputs per

unit of land (discussed below in Table 3.15) may be the primary reason

for this higher productivity in Subba Panchayat.

These productivity statistics provide a first insight into the

stagnation and low productiVity of Dhakdhai Panchayat agriculture. In

this panchayat because of relatively low physiological density and

technological stagnation, use or hired labor was low in owner manager

class. As a result owner manager class is not very dirrerent from the

owner tenant class in terms of productivity. In both areas all the

crops are mostly subsistence. These crops are either for consumption
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Table 3.13. Plotwise Average per Hectare Yields of Principal
Crops (1981) by Tenancy Status and Region

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Region Subba Panchayat Dhakdhai Panchayat
Tenancy n Rice Wheat n Rice Wheat
Status (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg)
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Owner Tenant 22 3771 1310 36 1194 1689
Fixed Renter 17 3863 1634
Share Cropper 19 3747 1317 15 924 555
Owner Manager 16 4321 1930 15 1327 1119

Total 74 3905 1520 66 1162 1302
(2704) (1910) (2020) (1120)

Note: The numbers in the parentheses represent the regional average
figures.

Source: Survey data.
-Not applicable

purposes or for the local markets.

Inputs and Costs

Measurement of production costs is very complicated. Most of

the input costs are of the non-market variety. Many inputs are just

the byproducts of different farm activities (seed and manure are

produced on the farm, and so on). Exchanged labor and hired labor are

paid in kind and with foodstuffs and so on. Bullocks in the terai are

used for ploughing purposes, as well as for pulling the bullock-cart.

In this kind of situation it is difficult to quantify all kinds of

production inputs. Table 3.14 illustrates the composition of

purchased agricultural inputs per hectare by"region and by tenancy

status.

The expenditures on insecticides and pesticides are extremely

low. The calculation of labor expenditure is done for the hired labor

only. In the Subba Panchayat, use of hired labor is greater although
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Table 3.14. Agricultural Purchased Inputs According to
Tenancy Status and Region

----------------------------------------------------~-----------------Region
Tenancy
Status

Subba Panchayat
Wage Purchased
labor(Rs.) inputs (Rs.)

(fertilizer)

Dhakdhai
Wage
labor(Rs.)

Panchayat
Purchased
inputs (Rs.)
(fertilizer)

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Owner Tenant
Fixed Renter
Share Tenant
Owner Manager

1080
1077
1089
2305

1581
815
845
1251

434

25
848

135

9
338

-Not applicable
Source: Survey data.

average landholding was lower. Hired labor input per hectare in Subba

Panchayat was high. Corresponding figures were very low in Dhakdhai

Panchayat.

Similarly, average fertilizer input in Dhakdhai Panchayat is

extremely low compared to the Subba Panchayat. Demand of chemical

fertilizer depends on the land area under irrigation, use of high

yield varieties and fertilizer-to-price ratio. In Dhakdhai Panchayat

the land area under irrigation is small. Similarly, the use of high

yield varieties is low in this panchayat. This may be the reason of

low fertilizer use in Dhakdhai Panchayat.

Agricultural Incomes

The distribution of income is a major concern in the national

economy. The majority of the people in rural areas are poor. People

were engaged in agricultural as well as non-agricultural income

earning activities in both of the surveyed areas. In Subba Panchayat,

the rich (especially Land.Ior-ds ) were engaged in different commercial

activities because of market access. But in Dhakdhai Panchayat, these
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kinds of activities were extremely limited for the landlords due to

limited market facilities. Poor people in this area were involved in

wage earning activities in and around their village. Agricultural

incomes as well as non-agricultural incomes were calculated for the

people in both regions according to tenancy status again and these are

reported in Table 3.15 below.

Income is measured as the gross value of crop and livestock

production plus ~eceipts from land rentals less expenditures for

purchased inputs and hired labor. For sharecroppers (or renters),

income is the value of their share of the product plus other food

stuff produced on the plot and consumed or sold by the sharecropper's

Table 3.15. Household Average Farm and Non-farm Incomes by Type
of Agent and Region (Rs.)

-----------------~----------------------------------------------------Region Subba Panchayat Dhakdhai Panchayat

( '000) ('000)

Tenancy
Status

Farm Non-farm Per Farm Non-farm
capita

('000) ('000)

Per
capita

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Owner Tenant 5.3 3.0 988 4.2 2.1 875
Fixed Renter 2.9 2.2 750
Share Tenant 2.9 2.5 1059 0.7 2.8 361
Owner Manager 13.6 18.9 2031 14.3 1.0 2887

Total 1468 1051

Source: Survey data.
-Not applicable

(renter's) family less the cost of inputs purchased by the

sharecropper (renter). Non-farm income is also reported in Table

3. 15. Non-farm income is mostly from wage income, services and

business. In uhakdhai Panchayat, landownership appears to be the
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single most important factor in assuring an adequate income. In Subba

Panchayat, however, the landlords were also engaged in non-farm

earning activities. But even then income is highly correlated with

land holding size.

Non-agricultural income for the owner manager class in Subba

Panchayat is basically from business. For other classes in this area

non-farm income comes from wage labor. In Dhakdhai Panchayat, the

non-agricultural income is basically from wage earnings. Landlords

are not engaged in other non-farm activities; their sole income is

from land.

Thus, income is associated with land holdings. Non-farm income

was higher for landlords in Subba Panchayat, as opposed to the pure

tenants in Dhakdhai Panchayat. Per capita total income was

substantially higher for landlord classes in both the places.

3.7 Farm Types and Factor Shares of Rice Output

Previous sections reported the general background of the survey

area as well as the different economic characteristics of the

different tenancy statuses. The issues discussed were the resource

base (land, labor, and capital) of the area, inputs, agricultural

products, other outputs, employment, and agricultural and

non-agricultural incomes for different types of agricultural

organizations.

High population pressure in a low resource base seems to be the

major problem in these villages. Although there was seen some

technological progress in Subba village, it seems to have been offset

by population growth. However, in Dhakdhai Panchayat, per capita land
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cultivated was high, although it was technologically, a stagnant

village. Off-farm income opportunities were limited and income of the

tenant class was low. The income gap between tenants and landlords

was high. The situation resulted in poverty and a skewed income

distribution.

In this section, the production pattern of rice will be examined

in greater detail. A Cobb-Douglas production function will be used to

examine the contribution of land quality relative to farm-size in rice

production. The same type of production function will also be used to

find out the factor shares of rice output.

Farm Size. Land Quality, and Productivity

One of the widely observed phenomenon in developing countries is

the inverse relation between farm size and output per hectare (Sen

1964, Roumasset 1976, Kutcher and Scandizzo 1981, Hayami and Kikuchi

1981, Deolalikar 1981, etc.). According to Sen (1964), the shadow

wage of family labor is low (in a labor surplus economy) and the

market wage is high in a labor surplUS economy. In general, small

farmers use a greater proportion of family laborers and the large

farms use a greater proportion of hired laborers. Thus, small family

farms will be farmed more intensively, resulting in an inverse

relation between farm size and output per unit of land. Another

explanation for the same phenomenon is given by Roumasset (1976) • The

explanation _D the inverse relationship between farm size and yieldV~

per hectare is the inverse relationship between farm size and land

quality. It could be that small farms have good quality land, and

they produce higher per hectare yields given the same intensity of
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cultivation. Also better quality lands tend to be farmed more

intensively, especially with regard to labor inputs. But both schools

support the inverse relationship between farm size and output per

hectare.

Another obvious expectation about productivity is that the yields

per hectare increase with land quality. This land quality, of course,

may be the natural quality of land or it may be because of a higher

level of agricultural technology. Land quality was captured in the

analysis through our definition of a land quality index (LQI).

To examine the relationship between yield per hectare, land

quality, and farm size, we use the following Cobb-Douglas model was

used

Log-linear transformation of this production function with an error

term gives

where,

Q = Gross rice output per ha. (kg)

A = Farm size (gross rice cropped area in ha , )

L = Land quality index

S = Output elasticity of farm size
1

S = Output elasticity of land quality index
2
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The equation will be estimated by the method of ordinary least

squares for all the agricultural organization types and according to

the region. The estimated parameters are given in Table 3 16 and

Table 3.17.

The results reported in Table 3.16 for Subba Panchayat shows that

LQI has a positive significant effect on the output per hectare

(except for the pure tenant case). On the other hand, farm size

generally does not have a significant effect on the gross output per

hectare. Here also the exception is the pure tenant class. The

output elasticity of farm size is significant in this class. Similar

results for Dhakdhai Panchayat are shown in Table 3.17. In Dhakdhai

Panchayat, LQI is significant in all cases including pure tenant. The

results also indicate that at least for this sample, farm size, even

though it was inversely related with the output per hectare, is not

statistically significant in most of the cases.

The main objective of the regressions were to examine the

relationship between yield per hetare, land quality, and farm size.

In this section a crude relationship between the land quality index

and the output per hectare was established. This land quality index

is dependent upon so many other variables for example, the soil

fertility, fertilizer, capital, farm size, etc.. Thus, to see the

factor shares of rice output with respect to effective farm size,
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Table 3.16. Relation Between Gross Output per Hectare, Farm Size
and Land Quality Index for Subba Panchayat (log
linear relations)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
coefficients n constant Elasticities R2
Farm Type LQI Farm Size

--------------------------i--------------i----------------------------
Owner Tenant 22 7.32 0.298 0.075 0.58

(36.151 (5.11) (0.99).
Pure Tenant 16 7.36 0.074 -0.453 0.35

(11.271 (0.37). (-2.40)
Owner Manager 16 5.56 0.776 0.604 0.96

(31.01) (16.67) (0.267)

Total 54 7.05·
(32.50)

0.361·
(6.04)

-0.024
(-0.61)

0.42

• significant at 1% level
t-statistics in parentheses
Source: Survey data.

Table 3.17. Relation Between Gross Output per Hectare, Farm Size and
Land Quality Index for Dhakdhai Panchayat (log-linear
relations)

Coefficiets n

Farm Type

constant

LQI

Elasticities

Farm Size
--------------------------i--------------i---------------------------
Owner Tenant 36 6.72 0.114 -0.021 0.20

(53.89~ (2.78). (-0.281~
Pure Tenant 15 5.70 0.363 -0.179 0.68

(23.08~ (4.59). (-2.54)
Owner Manager 15 6.00 0.331 -0.197 0.65

(23.13) (4.42) (-0.62)

Total 66 6.48· 0.179· -0.004 0.31
(58.21) (5.13) (~0.135)

• Significant at 1% level.
t-statistics in parentheses.
Source: Survey data.
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labor, fertilizer, livestock, the Cobb-Douglas model was used for

both subsamples;

n
= no+ :Ea.In x .. + u .

. l~ ~J ~
J=

where,

Yi = total rice output for the ith farm (kg)

Xi 1 = total value of farm land ('000 Rs.)

Xi 2 = labor in man-days

X
i 3 = quantity of fertilizer used (kg)

Xi 4 = value of livestock (Ra. )

ui = error term

Although the quantity of insecticides used, value of credit

received, and value of structures and permanent land improvements are

also important factors of production, these variables because of

negligible use, were not taken into consideration in the production

function for both of the sample area. Table 3.18, shows the effect

of price (effective farm size), labor, fertilizer, and livestock on

output in Subba Panchayat. 16 TIle coefficient of scale and R2 has

also been reported according to the type of the type of farm.

Similar result for Dhakdhai Panchayat has been reported in Table

3 .19.

The qu~'tity of inputs used depend upon their shadow prices. As

for example supply curve for family labor for the household that

16Here the intention is to see the factor shares of different
inputs in rice production. Thus for simplicity of interpretation we
use Cobb-Douglas production function.



Table 3.18 Cobb-Douglas Production Funotions by Type of Farm for Subba Panchayat

relations, t-vslues in the paranthesis)

(log-linear

Variable Elasticities

rype of Farm Constant Prico+ Labor Fertilizer Livestock Coefficient

of Soale

R2

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Owner/Tenant 3.93- 0.1l2- 0.16 0.18 0.09 0.85" 0.89-

(8.28) ( 3.86) ( 0.61) (1.21) ( 1 .72)

Tenant(pure) II .57- 0.311 0.49 -0.02 0.07 0.95-- 0.3P

(ll .66) (0.33 ) ( 1 .58) (-0.15) (0.52)

Owner Manager 2.56- 0.26 0.35 0.1l2-- 0.16 1.18" 0.90-

<3.86 ) (1.10) ( 1 .26) (1.98) ( 1 .04)

Total 3.25- 0.18- 0.82- -0.06 0.02 0.96" 0.82-

(9.92) (2.91 ) 6.93 (-0.80) ( 0.42)

----------------- - ------------------ - -- - - ------------- -----------------------------

- significant at ~. level of significance

-- significant at 5. level of significance

+ price is the total value of farm land and reveals the effective farm size

Source: Survey data \0
~



Table 3.19 Cobb-Douglas Production Funotions by Type of Farm for Dhakdhai Panohayat (log-linear

relations, t-values in the paranthesis)

Variable Elasticiti6s

Type of Farm Constant Price+ Labor Fertilizer Livestock Coefficient

of Soale

R2

--------------------------------~._------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Owner/Tenant 3.10 1 0.21" 0.85 1 ---a -0.03 0.99 1 0.88 1

( 8 • 86 ) ( 1 .90) (9.92) (-0.59)

Tenant(pure) 5.10 1 0.63" 0.13 ---a 0.11 0.91i 1 0.85 1

(23.08) (2.21) (0.1i 5) (1.21)

Owner Hanager 1i.0 II 0.68 1 0.30 0.01i 0.10 1 .12 1 0.91'

(1.18) (2.65) (1.02) (0.51) ( 0.51 )

Total 2.93' 0.16 I 0.19' ---a 0.05 LOll 0.92 1

( Iii .11i) (2.12) (11.67) (1.02)

------- - - ----- -- - --- ----- - - -- - -_._- - - - -- - ------------ -- ---- - - -_ .. - - - -- ---- -- - - - --------- --"-----

a. only few observations

B significant at IJ level of significance

II significant at 5J level of significance

+ price is the total value of farm land and reveals the effective farm size

Source: Survey data
\0
V1
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hire-out labor lie well below that of wage labor (Roumasset, 1976).

Similarly, different cultivators have differential access to capital

and credit (Bliss and Stern, 1980; James and Roumasset, 1984). In

Dhakdhai Panehayat the contribution of land in the production is

higher compared to other factors. The higher contribution of land is

attributed to low population density in this panchayat. Use of

fertilizer was low due to the small proportion of irrigated land in

this panchayat. However, the contribution of labor and fertilizer in

the production is higher relative to land in Subba Panchayat. The

reason for this difference is due to the higher population density

and the higher proportion of irrigated land in Subba Panchayat.

R2 turns out to be quite satisfactory in all the cases. The

explanatory variables account for 82 to 90 percent of the variations

(and this variation is 37 percent in one case) in logarithms of the

gross value of crop output.

The same production function was used to find out the percentage

contribution of each factor of production in the output for Dhakdhai

Panhayat. The results have been reported in Table 3.19.

As in the Subba Panchayat, the coefficient of scale is

statistically significant and reveals constant returns to scale.

Thus, all types of farms taken into consideration were working close

to allocative efficiency. Table 3.14 shows that use of fertilizer

was very low in Dhakdhai Panchayat. Also, most of the farms were not

using fertilizer at all. Thus, the only variables affecting

production were effective farm size and labor. The factor share of
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labor is high for this sample. The results were as expected in this

kind of situation.

The R2 is high in all cases--the explanatory variables account

for 85 to 97 percent variations in logarithms of the gross value of

rice output.

Uncertainty of future prices and yields, lack of resources,

existence of several capital limitations, and imperfect factor

markets are some of the reasons for noise in the production function,

and acheivement of allocative efficiency is not expected.

Conclusions drawn in this last section are threefold. First, it

can be seen that statistically all the modes of agricultural

organizations were reveal constant returns to scale. Secondly, land

and labor were observed to be

the most important factors of production. Thirdly, the factor share

of different inputs varied among different agricultural organization

types. At this point in time, it is not known i: the different

factor share observed among different agricultural organization types

is a result of different tenancy choice or due to different

production functions. This will be discussed in the following

chapter.

Thus, the findings of this chapter can be summarized as follows.

During earlier periods, people could obtain land in two ways. They

could reclaim and cultivate any form of land or could get land under

the land grant system. Although property rights were not fully

guarenteed before 1951, they were established long before 1951 in the

first type of land. After 1951, the land grant system was abolished

and full property rights were established.
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The land grant system of the government and the emergence of

property rights which provided an incentive to accumulate land were

reviewed, and probable reasons for different tenancy systems were

also discussed.

A major land reform program was launched in the country and land

ceiling, rent control, and tenancy security were introduced in some

or the other form. But the land reform program of 1964 was not very

successful (Zaman, 1973).

Basically three types of tenure systems (fixed rent,

sharecropping, and wage contract) exist in Nepal. Outputs, inputs,

incomes, productivity, farm size, land quality, and other relevant

aspects of production were discussed according to the tenancy types

for both sample areas.

Average family size was relatively high as well as the

percentage of dependents. The probability that a person was not

directly involved in productive work was very high. The operating

plot size of all ~~e classes was low, but higher in Dhakdhai

Panchayat compared to Subba Panchayat. The operating size of the

owner managed category was higher compared to the average operating

size of the rest of the classes. Another implication is that owner

managers operate on good quality land compared to the rest of the

classes. The difference in LQI between owner operator class and

leased class was negligible.

Capital input was very negligible in both places. Use of

fertilizer was more common in Subba Panchayat than in Dhakdhai

Panchayat.
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Higher productivity in Subba Panchayat was observed. This

higher productivity was attributed to the relatively easily available

water and the use of fertilizers and HYVs. Because of higher

physiological density and higher transaction cost of off-farm

employment, the shadow price of labor will be below the wage rate for

the household that hire-out labor. Due to the same reason

cultivation was more intensified in Subba village Panchayat as

opposed to Dhakdhai Panchayat. Low productivity, relatively largEr

average landholdings, and low level of agricultural support were some

of the characteristics of Dhakdhai Panchayat. Intensification was

constrained by higher shadow price of capital and stagnate

technology.

Income was highly related to size of land holdings. Per capita

total income was substantially higher for landlord classes in both of

the places. The log-linear relation model to determine the impact of

farm size and LQI on productivity indicated that in general, farm

size does not have a significant effect on output, but the effect of

LQI was highly significant and positive.

Effective farm size and labor were seen to be the two dominant

inputs for rice production. Factor shares of the two input variables

were high in rice production. In all cases, statistical tests on

coefficient of scale reveal that there are constant returns to scale.

As expected, we could not rank the efficiency of different

contractual arrangements. At least, in terms of returns to scale,

all contracts behave in a efficient manner.
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If all the contracts are close to efficiency the next question

is why we observe different contracts even in a small geographical

area. In the next chapter we will therefore address the question of

the differences in contracts.



CHAPTER IV

Estimation and Hypothesis Testing

In the last chapter we described the four most important

characteristics of our study. First, the land ownership systems,

incidence of tenancy, and the land reform program (1964) in Nepal

were reviewed. Probable reasons for the emergence of the tenancy

system were also discussed. Secondly, in Dhakdhai Panchayat

agricultural inputs per unit of land were very low., per-household

cultivated land was relatively high, and productivity was low. In

Subba Panchayat, agricultural inputs per unit of land were high (use

of fertilizer was high and water availability was relatively less

uncertain). Average landholdings were low, but productivity was

high. Thirdly, we found that in both places owner managers operate

on good quality land compared to the other classes. Effective farm

size and labor were the two dominant factors affecting production in

the sampled area. Lastly, we applied Cobb-Douglas production

functions to agricultural organizational types and the region. The

percentage contributions of different factors of production were

different for different agricultural organization types. But we do

not know whether this is due to different tenure choice or to

different resource allocations that may be endogenous to the tenure

choices. It was also found that all agricultural organization types

revel constant returns to scale.
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The next question that is going to be discussed in this chapter

is, why should we observe different contracts even in a small

geographical area. What are the determinants of these contracts?

These questions will be our primary concern in this chapter.

The model of our analysis was developed in Chapter II and states

that contracts evolve so as to minimize agency costs. The hypothesis

generated was that higher the land quality, the higher will be the

degree of specialization. Specialization is also influenced by other

economic variables like non-farm income, wealth index, etc. Based on

the observed pattern of these variables a cohesive theoretical

framework of tenure choice and specialization was formulated in

Chapter II. These patterns will be further tested with multiple and

multinomial probit models taking agricultural organization type as

the dependent variable and the land quality index, distance of the

farm from the owner's residence, non-farm income, and the wealth

index as the independent variables.

Although there is a difference among fixed rent, share tenancy,

and wage contracts, we do not expect much difference between fixed

rent and share tenancy. The reason is that for a given technology,

it is not so difficult to identify the optimum level of the tenant's

input and the corresponding output level. In contrast, the cost of

conversion of sharecropper to wage laborers would likely be

substantial. The cost of supervising laborers in agricultural

activities is usually very high, because most work in these

activities is not standardized and requires personal judgments

(Hayami and Kikuchi 1981). Thus the next issue examined will be the
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'distance'1 between the two pairs of contracts.

After investigating·these i~~ues, another question regarding the

level of the inputs and output across different agricultural

contracts will be addressed. Although the efficiency theory predicts

that all contracts are efficient, we do not expect a similar input

and output pattern across contracts. The review of the "inefficiency"

and "efficiency" schools in section 2.4 indicates that the

"inefficiency" school supports the contention that inputs and output

per unit of sharecropped holdings will be lower than those owner

operated holdings of the same fertility. The "efficiency" school

contends that diffe~ent contracts combine various agricultural inputs

in various ways. The quantity of inputs used depend upon their

shadow prices and the transaction costs.

Other questions that will be discussed in the last section

include the effects of output and inputs on the contractual rent in

the leased land and the other variables that influence the

contractual rent.

Thus, in short the organization of this chapter will be as

follows. First, the multinomial and multiple probit equations to

estimate the model of tenure choice will be presented. The details

of the probit model including testing of hypothesis will also be

described in the first and second sections. The third section will

1By 'distance' we mean the statistical distance between two sets
of vectors. The distance may be Hoteling distance (Anderson, 1958),
or Mahalonobis distance (Saxena and Surendran, 1967). But in our
study we will examine this distance by calculating the statistical
distance between two populations and also by comparing the
standarized regression coefficients.
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compare the input and output level per hectare for the owner operated

land and the leased land (in share contract) cultivated by the same

farmer. The final section will present some analysis of the sharing

of the inputs and output between landlords and the tenants and its

change.

Before defining the explanatory variables and the endogenous

variables, the nature of the models that are used in analyzing the

data will be discussed. Test of goodness of fit and methods to test

the coefficients of the model are also mentioned in the following

section.

4.1 Econometric Models

Binary Choice Models

Suppose that a landlord has two choices. He may want to

cultivate his land by himself with hired labor or he may want to

lease it out to tenants. The choice of the contract may depend on

several independent variables. Given the contracts and the

information about the contracts, our objective is to build a model

that in turn can predict the landlord's behavior. Given the set of

explanatory variables this model will be able to estimate the

probability that the landlord will make certain choices.

Statistically, for the measure of given attribute X, the

probability that an individual drawn at random from the population

will choose y can be denoted by the conditional probability P(y/X,S),

where S is the set of individuals. Thus in our problem given the

choice set, and the attributes X, P(y/X,S) represents the conditional

probability that a landlord S will select the alternative y. This
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kind of binary choice problem can be explained in terms of linear

probability model.

Linear Probability Model

In the linear probability model let y denote the qualitative

random variable that is 1 if the event occurs, and 0 otherwise and

let x be a column vector with p explanatory variables. Thus, the

regr.ession equation for the jth observation is,

=

(5.1) Yj = S1X1j + S2X2j + ••• + Spxpj + Uj

P
L SiXij + Uj

i=1

(5.2) or Yj = S'Xj + Uj; where Xj = (X1j,X2j, ••• ,Xpj)

S' = (S1,S2, ••• Sp)

E(Uj) = 0 j

E(ujUk) = 0 j=k

and Yj = 0 if the event occurs

= 1 if the event does not occur

The purpose of this model is to determine the probability that an

individual with a given set of attributes will make one choice rather

than the alternative.

Suppose that higher the value of S'Xj greater the probability

that y will be one, i.e., the relationship between S'x j and Yj is

positive. This has been represented in Figure 4.2. Although the

linear probability model can approximate the true function for the

middle value of S'x. the approximation is poor for very large and
J

very small values of S'Xj•
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There are a number of problems in using linear probability model

when the dependent variable is dichotomous. The problems vary from

estimation to testing of hypothesis. Some of the problems are

described in Appendix 4.

Probit Model

Because of the difficulties associated with the standard linear

regression, alternative models are required. Probit and logit are

the alternative models that can be used to an~lyze such binary data.

Our basic problem in the linear probability model is that the

predictions may lie outside the unit interval (0,1). If it is

possible to transform the attributes x, which may range in value over

the entire line, to the values in the range (0,1), through some

probability distribution, one can have a solution. The

transformation should maintain monotonicity. This requirement calls

for the use of cumulative distribution functions in the model.

Mapping is done from the range (0,1) to the range (- 00,+00) through

the cumulative distribution functions.

We know that the probability density function of X is

Pj = Pr[X <x l = F(x)

Now if we have the linear model of the form (5.2) then we can

transform the model in the probability distribution function form as,

p j = F( S'x j )

Therefore, given the attribute x

(5.5) Pr [the event occurs] = 1

I27r
-00
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Here F is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal

distribution.

If we denote 8'xj = Zj and then under the above assumption of

standard normal variate,

Pr [event occurs]

Pr [event does not occur]

f(x)

•Zj

Fig. 4.1. Probability Density Function and
Critical Regions for Different Events

The area under different probabilities has been illustrated in

Figure 4.1. So these probabilities are the cumulative probabilities

of Zj. The transformed value of Zj will be in the range (0,1),

because the range of cumulative probabilities also lie in the

If we take the example of tenure choice then p. is the
J

conditional probability that, given attribute index Zj' a farmer

will be a share contractor. Once we know the value of Zj (or fix the

value of Zj)' then Pj is the probability that the standard normal

variate will be less than or equal to Z.o
J
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p(x' 8)

true function (normal function)

Figure 4.2. One of the Illustrations of OLS and Probit Function

Figure 4.2 gives the graph for the probit function as well as

for the linear probability function. Least square estimation will

have positive errors for small xis. The predicted values are

non-linear in fact and are being approximated by linear predictions.

Probit and logit models can be estimated by using maximum

likelihood estimation procedure (Appendix 4). Maximum likelihood

e~timation provides consistent and asymptotically efficient

estimation.

Testing of Hypothesis

Classical statistical tests to the estimated parameters are

based on the normality assumption of the errors. Error terms are not

normal (see App~ndix 4), when the dependent variable is dichotomous.

Another reason for not using the t-test is that the small sample

properties of the variance covariance matrix are not known.
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Since maximum likelihood estimation is consistent and

asymptotically efficient, all parameter estimators are asymptotically

normal. Thus, we can make use of the standard normal distribution to

test the hypothesis regarding the coefficients. This test is

analogous to the t-test. However the likelihood ratio test can be

used to test the significance of all or a subset of coefficients in

the logit or probit model in a small sample size. This has also been

discussed in Appendix 4.

Test of Goodness of Fit

Another important aspect of the model is to measure the test of

goodness of fit. R2 is one of the statistics to measure the goodness

of fit of a model. §2 in probit analysis is similar to that of the

simple regression model and measures the portion of the variation in

the dependent variable explained by the probit model. The

coefficient of variation in the probit model is defined as
A A

(5.6) R2 = __Eil~_=_l:l~ __
n + ~(Yi - y~)2

where n is the sample size.
A

This R2 is analogous to R2 defined in OLS, which is of the form

R2 = Ei~1_=_Z1l~
~(Yi - y)2

In the probit model we can neither find the deviations of the

dependent variable y about its mean, nor we can observe the residuals

about the regression plane. Thus, R2 in the probit model is

estimated by R2 whose distribution is unknown. So inferences cannot

be drawn about R2 until we know the sampling distribution of H2 •
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An alternative measure of the goodness of fit is the percentage

of the total observation predicted correctly. So far as the

prediction problem is considered the choice function pi(e,Xi) that

could predict perfectly the choice of each observation in the data

set, i.e.,

(5.8) p(e,x.) _ 1
~ - i = 1, 2, 3, ...•• ,p

is also analogous to the multiple regression model. In other words

all the observations lie on the regression plane. In the previous

sections, different aspects of nL3 and probit model were discussed.

OLS and probit model differ in estimation procedure, in testing

coefficients, in the test of goodness of fit, and interpretation.

However, the possibility of comparing two models exists and can be

compared by calculating the standardized coefficients for the models

and is given below.

OLS Vs Probit Model

In the regression model,

Yj = s l'Xj + Uj

and d Yj = Bj

d Xj

Thus, represents the amount of change in the observed value of the

dependent variable for a unit change in the observed value of the

dependent variable for a unit change in the independent variable. The

coefficients would of course, change if we were to rescale the

dependent variable (2, 4, 6, for example). In the probit model,

(5.10)



(5.11) aPj = aPj

aXj aZj
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Therefore,

[because F'(z) = fez)

and Zj = S1x1 + ••• + Spxp]

Thus the coefficient in the probit model represents the amount of

change in the dependent variable on its underlying scale with a unit

change in the independent variable. Change in the underlying scale

is nothing but it is the change in the probability of being in a

higher response category for a unit change in the independent

variable. So this value is independent of the original

categorization of the dependent variable. This relationship is true,

because of the fact that in probit analysis, the standard error

around the hypothesized regression line is set to unity and thus the

coefficients bear no relation to the categorization of the dependent

variable.

Thus, the coefficients in the two models cannot be compared

directly. However, if we calculate the standardized coefficients

namely,

(5.12)

where,

OXi = standard deviation of Xi

o = standard deviation of yy

then these coefficients are comparable across the models. The

Q *coefficient ~i now represents the number of standard deviations of
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change in the dependent variable for one unit change of the standard

deviation in the independent variable xi.

In OLS, 0y is the standard deviation of the observed value of

Y1s, but in the probit model this is the standard deviation of y on

its underlying scale. Thus the standardized coerficients can be used

across the models to compare the strengths of dirferent variables.

These were the characterestics of the binary choice models. If one

has a multiple choice problem, then the binary choice model can be

generalized and results can be interpreted in a similar manner. This

generalized model will be used in the subsequent sections ror the

analysis.

Multinomial Probit and Logit

Tenure choice, which is the dependent variable in our analysis,

is discrete and qualitative in nature. Hence the ordinary regression

analysis is not applicable. The linear probability model 2 is the

easiest one or all the models for this kind of situation but involves

certain disadvantages. In this situation, where the dependent

variable is categorical, one can use probit and logit models.3

However, ir the dependent variable takes more than two values, an

extended binary logit and probit model (McFadden, 1974; Theil, 1969)

can be used. Extended models assume categorical rather than ordinal

data. These models start with the axiom which states that "the

2In the linear probability specification the dependent variable
is considered as a dummy variable and the model can be viewed as the
general extension of the linear regression model with dummy
variables.

3The probit model makes use or normal distribution and the logit
model makes use of the logistic distribution.
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relative odds of one alternative being chosen over a second should be

independent of the presence or absence of unchosen third

alternativesn (McFadden, 1974, p. 109). As a result the ranking of

the categories of the dependent variable does not make any

difference in the analysis. 4 Thus, in these models of multiple

choice, the data generates the category. For a given set of objects

of choice, a sample is drawn from a sequence of independent trials,

recording attributes of each individual, the set of alternatives

available to him, and his actual choice.

The binary choice model can be generalized, and more detail

analysis can be done, if there is a known ordering to the categories

associated with the exogeneous variable. The model was developed by

McKelvey and Zavoina (1975) and is called the ordinal multinomial

probit model. In the regression equation (5.2) Y takes qualitative

values. The model does not satisy assumptions of a linear model.

The ordinal multinomial probit model assumes that Y takes discrete

values due to incomplete data on the dependent variable. Thus, a

distinction is made between the observed dependent variable Y and the

dependent varibale of theoretical interest Z in the ordinal

multinomial model. For example, suppose that a landlord faces three

choices. He may want to cultivate his land by himself by wage

contract or he may want to lease it out to tenants for either a share

of the output or a fixed rent. In order to study the behavior of the

4Some of the examples of this type of problem can be found in
McFadden (1974), Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1982), and Schmidt and
Strauss (1975).
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landlord, the model assumes that there is an underlying index Zj (Zj

is the value taken by the random variable Z) for the jth landowner

which measures the ext~nt to which each tenure choice is dependent on

diffferent economic environment. Further, assume that the actual

observed dependent variable is Yj = 2 if wage contract, 1

sharecropping, and 0 if fixed rent. Then the cutoff points z. and

z.. are adopted to define the relationship between observed dependent

variable Y and the dependent variable of theoretical interest Z.

Z is assumed to be in the interval level and would satisfy a

linear model

Zj = LS.x , . + E:.
1 1J J

Here the error term is assumed to be distributed normally with mean 0

and variance

Z; in (5.13) is continious and can be translated to the observed
.J

dependent variable with a certain rule. In the example of the

landlord and the tenant, Zj' the dependent variable of theoretical

interest, can be translated to the observed dependent variable Y,

using z. and z•• as follows.

An individual will choose

(5.14) (Yj
•fixed rent contract = 0) if Zj ~ z

(5.15) share contract (Yj
• ••= 1) if z <Z <zj

(5.16) wage contract (Yj
••= 2) if Zj s z

So the ordinal multinomial probit model is divided into three parts

• ••and the cutoff points are z and z •

Expression (5.15) can be written as,

Y. :: 1 if
J

• ••z -$ S i xi j + E:i ~ z (using equation 5.13)
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Since S-N(O,cr2), the expression can be written in terms of

probability as,

( 5.17) pr(Y
j

•• •= 1) = F [ ( z - L8ix i j ) / o ] - F [ (z -

and represents

where F(z) = 1

/2";
the probability

dt

distribution function of standard

normal variate. Since any linear transformation of the scale of Y as

• ••well as of the parameters z and z does not change the probability

distribution function in (5.17) and (5.17) can be written as

The problem is to estimate the parameters 61, 62 •.••.. Sk using

the likelihood function,

L = L( Z/ S S S) •l' 2,·· .• , k

A nonlinear maximum likelihood estimation method is used to

estimate the coefficients. The method of maximum likelihood

estimation calls for choosing values of parameters that will maximize

the likelihood function. In other words, parameters maximize the

likelihood of observing the sample that was in fact observed.

Estimates of z* and z•• are build up in the system.

Since maximum likelihood estimators are consistent and

asymptotically efficient, all parameters estimators are

asymptotically normal. 1bis model is used to find the effect of
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different independent economic var-iables on tenure choice. In the

following section different explanatory variables will be defined and

the model is used to test different hypotheses.

4.2 Tenure Choice; Econometric Estimation and Tests

In this section an ordinal multinomial probit equation will be

used to estimate the model of tenancy choice. Ordinary least square

estimation results are reported, and the performance of these

predicting models is also discussed.

Many efforts to estimate different binary and multiple choice

probit and logit models have been made by different researchers.5

The most recent computer programming White (1978) provides the

maximum likelihood estimation software for the ordinal multinomial

probit model. This model, uses different economic variables to

describe the individual's tenancy choices among three mutually

exclusive alternatives.

Endogenous Variable

Different tenure contracts can be classified according to the

extent to which factors of production--land, labor, capital and

management--are provided by different economic agents. Although

different types of tenancy have been classified according to

specialization, the most prevalent are fixed rent, owner operated,

share leased, sharecropping, and owner managed contracts. In the

5Schmidt and Strauss (1975) have used the multiple logit model
to predict the occupational attainment of individuals. They used
five occupations as a dependent variable but the whole set of
observations was grouped. An OLS approximation was used after
getting the appropriate probabilities.
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Subba Panchayat area, there are basically three types of contracts:

fixed rent, share leased and owner managed. However, only

sharecropping and owner managed contracts were observed in the

Dhakdhai area. Tenancy status is taken as a qualitative dependent

variable in our model. In the case of Subba Panchayat, this

qualitative variable takes three values, whereas in the case of

Dhakdhai Panchayat, it takes only two.

Explanatory Variables

The explanatory variables for the model have been carefully

selected. Four different exogeneous variables, described below, seem

to be appropriate for the model.

The first and the most important exogeneous variable is the land

quality index. Its importance in the determination of tenancy status

already been discussed in Chapter II. Land quality is taken as a

proxy for homogeniety of land and shirking of labor. Thus, it can be

said that for a given supervision level, the profit loss associated

with high quality land is higher compared to that for relatively poor

quality land. So according to the principle of minimizing agency

cost, good quality land is cultivated under owner management.

Relatively poor quality land will be cultivated under 'fixed lease'

and the medium quality will be operated under 'share tenancy'.

The second important explanatory variable for the tenure choice

is the distance from the owner's residence. It has already been

mentioned above that because of population pressure and low

alternative employment opportunities in other economic sectors, land

fragmentation through intergenerational transfer has become a serious
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problem. On the other hand, land acquisition by the landlords is

accomplished through different means. One of the important reasons

for the fragmented holdings is that there are only a few landlords in

any given village. The land market is imperfect. Most other people

do not have much savings and if somebody wants to sell his land for

any reason the land has to be bought by these landlords. This type

of land accumulation system also accelerates the problems of

monitoring and enforcement. So it is not unusual that, ceteris

paribus, the landlords try to be involved only in the nearest

available farm and it will then become owner managed. Share tenancy

requires a certain amount of supervision and inspection by the

landlord and hence, compared to lease contract, the share tenanted

farm should be closer to the landlord's residence. Since the

supervision and monitoring cost is lowest for leased tenancy, more

remote places are found in this category.

The other important explanatory variable is that in Subba

Panchayat most of the landlords were engaged in off-farm activities. 6

Non-farm activities7 depend fundamentally on location. The Subba

Panchayat, where the study was done, was on the route to many

districts of the eastern part of the country. So the landlords in

6However, in Dhakdhai Panchayat landlords were not engaged in
non-farm activities, at all. In this Panchayat the tenants were
engaged in off-farm wage earning activities, because of low income.
So the effect of non-farm income in Dhakdhai Panchayat is expected to
be negative.

7The non-farm activities (and income) may be endogenous to the
equation system and can create a simultaneous equation bias. But
most of the landlords in this panchayat are not absentee landlords.
Thus, in general, off-farm activities can be considered largely
exogenous.
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this area had been engaged in business for qUite a long time. Others

in the hills and in the terai, who engage in other businesses and

services either have little time to work in the fields or the

opportunity cost of supervision and monitoring is high. So instead

of cultivating all the available land, landlords cultivate one or two

parcels and lease out other parcels to the tenants. We thus, expect

a positive relation between non-farm income and the ranking of our

tenure choice.

Another important explanatory variable is the wealth index (or

the total landholdings) of the landlord. It was seen in the previous

chapters that a large percentage of land was distributed to religious

leaders, soldiers, bureaucrats and so on. Some of these landowners

are absentee landlords too. Typically, the size of landholdings of a

member of this class are quite substantial compared to that of other

classes. However, due to population pressure and imperfect land

markets the landowners generally have fragmented landholdings.

Basically because of land fragmentation, the landlord in order to

maximize profit, try to pull resources and engage in different types

of contracts including wage contracts. It also was observed that

lessees normally have low incomes and small plots. Fixed renters

were seen to be the poorest amongst them.

Results for Subba Panchayat

Hypothesis 1

Once the dependent and explanatory variables are specified, the

next problem is the estimation of the model. Model specification was

done in sections 4.1 and 4.2. The main hypothesis was that the
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higher the land quality, the higher will be the degree of

specialization. The testable hypothesis is that the inherent land

quality is a significant determinant of organizational form. In

other words, if the contracts are ranked in ascending order according

to fixed rent, sharecropping, and wage contract, then the higher the

value of LQI, the higher the probability of the contract choice being

in a higher numbered group. In order to test this hypothesis, the

multinomial probit model was used with the tenancy status as a

dependent variable and land quality index as an independent variable.

Results for Subba Panchayat are reported in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1. Multinomial Probit Model with Tenancy Status as
a Dependent Variable and LQI as an Explanatory
Variable (Subba Panchayat)

Dependent
Variable

Explanatory
Variable

Coefficients z-ratio

------------------------------------------------------i-~----------
Tenancy LQI 0.0581 4.08.
Status Constant -1.6500 -3.28
= 0 if fixed

renter
= 1 if share

tenant
=2 if owner

"2 manager 2
R = 0.47 % Predicted correctly = 54 X = 21.81

• significant at 1% level of significance.
Source: Survey data.

The Chi-square test here enables us to test the hypothesis that

the multiplicative coefficient for LQI is zero. We reject this

hypothesis at a 1% level of significance. Fifty-four percent of the

dependent variables are predicted correctly by this model. The

estimated R2 indicates that 47% of variation in the dependent
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variable is explained by the independent variable in this model. The

resul~ is consistent with the hypothesis and concludes that the

inherent land quality is a significant determinant of organizational

form.

The ranking of the dependent variable was justified in sections

2.2.3 and 2.2.4 in Chapter II. The ranking of the dependent variable

does make a difference in the coefficients. However, by the nature

of the model if we reverse the ranking order we get exactly the same

coefficient with a reverse sign and same R2 (Theil 1969). But if we

select the rank in a random order for the same problem we get

different results and the results may be insignificant too. In this

kind of random order we may not get the causal relationship between

the dependent variable and the exogenous variables.

Table 4.2. Multinomial Pro bit Model with Tenure Choice as a
Dependent Variable with Different Explanatory
Variables (Subba Panchayat)

Dependent
variable

Explanatory
Variables

Coefficients Standardized
Coefficients

z-ratio

"2R : 0.93

: 0 if fixed
renter

: 1 if share
tenant

: 2 if owner
manager

LQI 0.041 0.189 2.72·

Distance -0.741 -0.101 -1.69--

Non-Farm 0.009 0.314 2.29 tJ

Income
Wealth 0.018 0.704 2.30·
Index

X
2

: 60.39§ %predicted correctly: 78

~ significant at 5% level
.- significant at 10% level
Source: Survey data.
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Sub-hypothesis 2:

A good deal of variance in the model is still unexplained.

Although LQI might be the primary determinant of the organizational

type, the agency costs of the agricultural contract may also be

affected by distance of the farm from the owner's residence, non-farm

income, and wealth index. We have, above, specified these variables

in the context of tenure choice. It was observed that the lower the

distance of the farm from the land owner's residence, the higher the

non-farm income, or the wealth index of the oultivator, the higher

will be the degree of specialization. Thus, our second testable

sub-hypothesis is that if the contracts are ranked in ascending order

according to fixed rent, sharecropping, and wage contract, then the

higher the value of LQI, or non-farm income or wealth index or the

lower the value of distance var~able, the higher the probability of

the contract choice being in a higher numbered group.

A multinomial probit model will be used to explain the possible

tenure choice with the above explanatory variables. A positive

impact of all the explanatory variables on the dependent variable

except the distance variable is expected. The distance variable is

expected to influence the tenure choice negatively. The results of

the regression equation are given in Table 4.2.

A test was carried out for the null hypothesis that all the

mUltiplicative coefficients vanish simultaneously. Also, others were

carried out test the hypothesis that the individual coefficients

vanish. But as in our case the dependent variable is not continuous

(and does not have normally distributed disturbance terms), with the
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t-test being inappropriate even in ordinary least-square estimation.

Since we do not know the small-sample properties of the variance

covariance matrix of the estimates,8 the reported asymptotic t-ratio

will be unable to test the coefficients. But one of the advantages

of the maximum likelihood estimation is that the estimators are

consistent and asymptotically efficient. Also, the estimators are

normal for large samples. Thus we can make use of the z-test,

analogous to the t-test for small samples. The z-test is reported in

Table 4-2. All the coefficients are significant in the model. The

estimated value of the coefficient of is determination is R2= 0.93.

The Chi-square value, to test that all the multipicative coefficients

are zero, is 60.39 and is highly significant.9

The ordinary least square estimation is presented in Table 4-3.

Here also, the coefficients are significant at the 5% level of

significance. R2 is 0.65 and the F-value for testing the hypothesis

that all the multiplicative coefficients will vanish is 22.52 and is

highly significant at the 1% level.

Because of different specifications, direct comparison of

estimated coefficients is not possible, even for a given set of

explanatory variables. So far, as the responsiveness of the

probability of different tenure choices to small changes in each of

the explanatory variables is concerned, the change is nothing but the

coefficients of each variable in the least square estimation. In the

8For details see Silberman and Duran (1976).
9As discussed in section 4.1 the Chi-square test can be used to

test the significance of a subset of coefficients for small samples
in the probit model.
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Table 4.3. OLS Model with Tenure Choice as a Dependent Var~able

with Different Explanatory Variables (Subba Panchayat)

---------------------------------~-----------------------------------DepenGent
Variable

Explanatory
Variables

Coefficient Standarized t-ratio
Coefficient

-------------------------------------------------------------------i--
Tenancy LQI 0.019 0.365 3.87
Status *
= 0 if fixed rent Distance -0.480 -0.271 -2.74

if share Non-farm 0.002 0.324 •= 3.31
tenancy Income

= 2 if owner Wealth 0.123 0.200 2.01·
manager Index

R2 = 0.65 F = 22.52*

• Significant at 5% level.
Source: Survey data.

probit model it is different and the corresponding probabilities are

Prob(tenancy status)
aPj

= -- = f(Zi)8j
aXj

where f is the density function of standard normal variate.

Given the order of tenant choice, Tables 4.2 and 4.3 illustrate

that the LQI has a positive significant influence on the probability

of tenancy ladder for both of the models. Distance of the farm from

the owner's house is also seen to be a negative significant factor on

the probability of tenure choice.

Finally, non-farm income and wealth exerted a positive influence

on the probability of tenure choice in both of the estimations. The

results conform to hypothesis 2 described above. The strength of the

model can be determined by calculating and comparing the standarized

coefficients for the OLS model as well as for the probit model and is

given by the relationship
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crxi
(5.18) B~ = Bi - _

cry

where Bi is the original regression coerricient, cry is the standard

deviation for the dependent variable, and crxi is the standard

deviation of xi. These standardized coerficients measure the number

of standard deviations or change in the dependent variable for one

unit change in the standard deviation or the independent variable.

If we compare the standardized coerficients between the OLS

estimate and the probit model, OLS regression analysis reveals that

land quality index and non-farm income are the most important

variables for tenancy choice, and that the wealth index has a very

weak iDrluence on the dependent variable. In contrast, probit

analysis finds that the wealth index and non-rarm income are

responsible for a larger portion of the variance than the LQI and the

distance variables.
~~

R~, the measure of goodness of fit, explains a good deal of

variance in probit model compared to the ordinary least square

specification. The higher R2 in the probit model is not unusual

because a perfect fit to a probit model would translate into a poorer

fit of a linear regression model under these conditions. Thus, the

prediction capability for the probit model seems to be preferable

compared to the least square specification. The percentage of the

correctly predicted tenure choice is 78, which is very high.

Sub-hypothesis 3

An additional advantage of our model over other efficiency

models (e.g. principal-agency, positive-agency, or Stiglitz's (1974)
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models) is that the statistical distance between the contracts can be

estimated in the model. Moreover, after we rank different

agricultural contracts in order of fixed rent, share tenancy, and

wage contract, it is also possible to estimate a scale or set of

scores associated with the available choices (Pindyck and Rubinfeld,

1982, p. 302.)

The classification of contracts in our model reveals that,

statistically the difference between rent contract and share contract

should be insignificant. There are basically two reasons for this

hypothesis. First of all for a given technology, it is not so

difficult to identify the optimum level of a tenant's input and the

corresponding output level. As a result, the reduction of agency

cost from a share to a fixed rent contract would not be large but the

cost of shifting the sharecropper to wage laborers will be high.

This implies that the reduction of the agency cost from wage contract

to rent contract is higher than the reduction of the agency cost from

wage contract to share contract and that the reduction of transaction

cost from share contract to rent contract is rather low. Secondly,

in Subba Panchayat, a sharecropper provides labor, management, and

much of the capital. In the classification of the agricultural

contracts (section 2.2.4), the fixed rent contract and the

sharecropping contract where the sharecropper provides labor,

management, and much of the labor, are very close to each other and

lie on the lower bound of the spectrum. Thus, statistically, the

fixed rent contract and the sharecropping contract should be close to

each other.
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In the following section, first, the statistical distance

between different pairs of contrac~s will be estimated. Then the

effect of the different variables in the choice of one contract

relative to another will be examined by llsing OLS method.

Distance Between CQntracts

If X1- N(Ul
j

n) and X2- N(Uz/ n), then the distance between the

two populations D2 is given by (Saxena and Surendran, 1967),

D2 = (X,-X 2) I(S/n,+n2-2)-1(X,-X2)

where X" X2, and S are the unbiased estimate of Ul ,Uz , and n. n,

and n2 represent the sample sizes for the two pQpulations. The

distance is called MahalonQbis D2• Under null hypothesis (U 1=Uz) ,

n1n2 n 1+n2- p- l

n~+n2'(n~+n;:~)P

n2 fQr different pairs of contracts has been given in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4. Statistical Distances Between Different Pairs Qf
Contracts (Subba Panchayat).

--------------------------------------------------------------------
Contracts
Pair

Rent, Share
Share, Wage
Rent, Wage

.. Significant at 5%

.... Significant at ,%

0.2464
1.4739
2.34'9

F

1."
4.01"
6.37**

Table 4.4 revels that the distance between rent contract and

share contract is not significant. However, the analysis shows that

the distance between wage contract and rent contract is significant

and r~gher than the distance between wage contract and share

contract.
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Further to examine the effect of different variables on the

relative preference of one contract to another, a third

sub-hypothesis is tested. The hypothesis is that the effect of LQI,

'distance' of the farm, non-farm income, and wealth index on the

relative preference of wage contract to rent contract will be
.

stronger than the effect of the same on the relative preference of

share contract to rent contract.

Using the same explanatory variables as described i~ Table 4-3,

the multinomial probit analysis was done for different pairs, but we

had some problems in the estimation. If the sample size is small

then convergence may often not occur. Occasionally, an apparent

convergence may occur, but it will give peculiar values for the

affected coefficients. 10

10"Nonconvergence is caused in every such case by the following
circumstances: Consider a binar}- explanatory variable and suppose
that every time it takes on a particular value, say one, the
dependent event occurs. The dependent event may occur when the
explanatory variable is not one, but that it always occurs for the
partiCUlar sample when the explanatory variable is one must adversely
affect the possibility of estimating the coefficient of that variable
in the probability function. This is because ~~e sample data tell us
that the probability of the dependent event must be one when the
particular explanatory variable takes on the value one. Note that
the probability need not, and generally will not, be one for the
population as a whole, so the difficulty described is likely to occur
only for small or otherwise peculiar samples. If the data tell us
the probability must be one for the explanatory variable to equal
one, the estimated coefficient must be +~. Such a coefficient
results in a failure to converge of our gradient procedure for
maximizing the likelihood function or, occasionally, an apparent
convergence but with a very l~-ge number of iterations and peculiar
values for the affected coefficients and the constant terms."
(Nerlove and Press, 1973)
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where Y1= 0 if fixed rent

if wage contract

Y2= 0 if fixed rent

1 if share contract

Y3= 0 if share contract

if wage contract

A solution can be obtained by partitioning the sample into

several groups by the offending explanatory variable and to estimate

the probability function conditional on the value of the offending

variable for the subsample. But if the total sample size is small,

we cannot follow this procedure due to the problem of nonconvergence.

We face this problem in the case of Subba Panchayat, when we

attempted to fit the multinomial probit model for fixed renter,

sharecropper, and the wage contractor taken in pairs. When we take

them in pairs the sample size becomes small, and thus we have the

problem of apparent convergence and we get unusual values for the

estimates and the test.

To test the hypothesis consider three regression equations with

p explanatory variables as follows:

Y1= X1 St + ]Jl

Statistically the hypothesis to be tested is

HO: Sl=S3

vs. H1: SD,33

(More general form of null hypothesis is HO:Sl=SZ =S3

vs. H1: Sl>SZ>S3
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But the statistics to test this hypothesis is not known. However, we

can test

H01: 81 = 0 H02: 82 = 0 H03: 8
3 = 0

vs.HA1: 8
1 4: 0 vs.HA2: 8

2 ~ 0 vs.HA3: 8 #: 03

The results ror model (1) and (3) are given in Table 4.5 and 4.6. We

rejected the hypotheses H01 and H03, but failed to reject H02. Since

82 = 0, and 81 +0, 8
3

+0, we can conclude that 81>82 and 83 >82,

The test statistic to test 81>83 is not known. But in general

individual coerficients in Table 4.5 for LQI and distance variable is

higher than the coerricients in Table 4.6.

Table 4.5. Results or OLS ror Fixed Renter and Owner Manager
(Subba Panchayat)

Dependent
Variable

Explanatory
Variables

Coerricients Standardized t-ratio
coerricient

= 0 ir fixed LQI 0.0110 0.380 3.93·
renter

= 1 if owner Distance -0.3200 -0.308 -2.93·
manager

Non-rarm 0.0013 0.339 3.4911

Income

Wealth 0.0006 0.201 2.07--
Index

R2 = 0.76 F = 26.9· n = 39

• Signiricant at 1% level
•• Signiricant at 5% level
Souroe: Survey data.

The coerricients not only follow the ladder or tenancy in order

of fixed rent, share tenancy and owner manager, but also indicate

that the reduction in agency cost of a shirt from a share contract to

a leasehold contract is not large (in the OLS model the coerficients
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Table 4.6. Resul ts of OLS for Share Tenant and Owner Manager
(Subba Panchayat)

Dependent
Variable

Explanatory
Variables

Coefficients Standardized t-ratio
Coefficient

= o if Share LQI 0.0100 0.339 2.96*
Tenant

= 1 if Owner Distance -0.3960 -0.314 -2.65*
Manager

Non-farm 0.0015 0.407 3.38·
Income
Wealth 0.0007 0.240 2.04**
Index

2 F 15.37fJ 35R = 0.69 = n =
* Significant at 1% level.

** Significant at 5% level.
Source: Survey data.

are insignificant and are not reported here). However, although the

reduction of the agency cost from wage contract to share contract is

large, the reduction of the agency cost from wage contract to lease

contract is higher. Significant coefficients of regression equations

(Tables 4.5 and 4.6) support the hypothesis. 11 The results further

justify the classification of contracts provided by our model.

Results for Dhakdhai Panchayat

The OLS model for Dhakdhai Panchayat with all the explanatory

variables of tenure choice is given in Table 4.7. In this case, the

dependent variable is binary and takes only two values, either wage

contract or share contract.

"Insignificant regression coefficients for the equation where
the dependent variable is fixed rent and sharecropping and the
results of Tables 4.5 and 4.6 accept the hypothesis. Detailed
statistical analysis was not done for this purpose. There is
considerable scope for further research on this issue.
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Table 4.7. Results of OLS Model for Share Tenants and Owner
Manager (Dhakdhai Panchayat)

Dependent
Variable

Explanatory
Variables

Coefficients Standardized
Coefficient

t-ratio

= 0 if shar-e LQI 0.0030 0.283 2.19*
tenant

= 1 if owner Distance -0.0017 -0.960 0.81
manager

Non-farm -0.0020 -0.276 -2.30·
Income
Wealth 0.0006 0.355 2.65*
Index

R2 = 0.44 F = 8.40·

* significant at 5% level.
Source: Survey data.

In Dhakdhai Panchayat, LQI and Distance seem to have very weak

effects on tenancy. This result is not very unusual. As explained in

Chapter III, the villages in terai are relatively new. Indians were

encouraged to come and cultivate the land in this area almost freely.

Some of them cultivated big parcels of land. Moreover, a large

percentage of the land was given as land grants to people in various

walk of life. So the whole tenancy structure is not like that of the

Subba Panchayat. However, our hypothesis is still maintained to a

certain extent.

AlSO, in Dhakdhai Panchayat we had a problem with the probit

model. In this case, variables like distance of the farm from its

owner's residence and the wealth index played the roles of offending

explanatory variables for the convergence of maximum likelihood
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estimation in the probit model. Hence, the model has been given only

with two explanatory variables, namely LQI and non-farm income for the

probit model.

Except for the distance variable, all other coefficients are

significant at the 5% level of significance. Tables 4.8 and 4.9 are

the OLS and probit estimation after we take out the two offending (in

the sense of apparent convergence) explanatory variables namely

distance and 'wealth index' are excluded. Standardized coefficients

have also been reported in the tables.

Table 4,8. OLS Model with Tenancy Status as a Dependent Variable
with Different Explanatory Variables (Dhakdhai
Panchayat)

Dependent
Variable

Explanatory
Variables

Coefficients Standardized
Coefficients

t-ratio

= 0 if Share LQI 0.0098 0.410 3.21*
tenant

= 1 if Owner Non-farm
manager income -0.0069 -0.356 -2.79·

R2= 0.32, F= 9.9*, n=47

• significant at 1% level.
Source: Survey data.

The difference here compared to Subba Panchayat is that the sign

of non-farm income is negative. The only sou~ce of income for the big

landlords is farm income. The involvement of these people in any form

of non-farm activities is almost negligible. However, the tenants,

who did not have enough income from the land, were engaged in non-farm

wage earning activities.
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Table 4.9. Multiple Probit Model with Tenancy Status as a
Dependent Variable with Different Explanatory
Variables (Dhakdhai Panchayat)

Dependent
Variable

Explainatory
Variables

Coefficients Standardized
Coefficients

Asymptotic
t-ratio

%predicted correctly= 84.

= o if Share LQI
tenant 0.042

= if Owner Non-farm
manager income -0.060

"2 0.74, x2 = 21.25*,R =

0.484

-0.849 -2.50·

• significant at 1% level
Source: Survey data.

So in Dhakdhai Panchayat the impact of non-farm income is seen to

be negative. R2 is 0.44 for the OLS method. The F-test to test that

all the multiplicative coefficients are zero is 8.4 and is significant

at the 1% level of significance. Sub-hypothesis 3 is not feasible in

Dhakdhai Panchayat, since the panchayat had only two types of

agricultural contracts.

Thus, we see that in both places, LQI, distance of the farm from

the owner's residence, non-farm income of the owner of the land, and

the wealth index all have significant effects on tenure choice, which

is compatible with our hypothesis developed in Chapter II.

Thus, in this section, we were able to rank different

agricultural contracts. The determinants of contract choice are land

quality, distance of the farm from owner's residence, non-farm income,

and wealth index. Tne inference drawn from the test is that the

higher the value of LQI, or non-farm income or wealth index or the

lower the value of distance variable the higher will be the degree of
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specialization. The conclusion is that the contracts evolve so as to

minimize agency cost and supports the model developed in Chapter II.

4.3 Inputs and output in the Sharecropped land and Owner-Operated

.I.2w1..

In the previous section we found that different agricultural

contracts are dependent upon different economic environments. All the

agricultural contracts were close to efficiency. If this is the case,

what can we predict about inputs and outputs per unit of land across

different contracts? The issue of inputs and output across diffe~ent

contracts will be discussed in this section.

Hypothesis 4:

If we take the example of labor inputs, the efficiency school

predicts that the private shadow wage for households that hire-in

labor is higher than market wage and is lower for households that

hire-out labor. Better quality farms will be smaller than the poorer

quality land. Also, equlibrium labor intensity is higher for better

quali ty land.

The theory of specialization and minimizing agency cost does not

support the idea that the inputs and output per unit of land are equal

in the owner managed class and leased (especially sharecropped) land.

The reason is that different agricultural organizations have different

land quality and use labor and capital inputs differently. The labor

and capital inputs depend upon the land quality and the shadow price

of inputs. But if we control land quality and farm size the inputs

and output levels per unit of land on owned and leased plots that are

cuLtivated by the same farmer will not be different. This is the
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hypothesis that is to be tested in this section. Hotelling T2 will be

used for the test (see Appendix 4 for the description of r2).

A number of empirical studies have been done regarding the input

and output level of owner operated farm and sharecropped farms in this

context. Vyas (1970), Rao(1971), Chakravarty and Rudra (1973), and

Dwivedi and Rudra (1973), in general, found no difference in the

input-output patterns of owner operated farms and tenant operated

farms. On the other hand, Bell (1976) and Chattopadhyay (1979) have

shown that the intensity and yields are higher on owned land.12

Sharma (1983) on the basis of a survey done in Nepal concludes that

sharecropping is the second-best solution.

Left-out variables and errors in measurement are the major

econometric problems in these analysis. Even if owner-operators, pure

tenants and owner tenants are from the same locality, the nature of

land quality, size of operational holdings and access to irrigation,

etc., may be different for different farmers. Similarly, labor

preferences, modern inputs, attitude toward risk aversion, and

managerial abilities may also be different for different farmers.

Measures of a number of inputs, outputs, and environmental and

behavioral variables are required to test different hypotheses

regarding alternative theories of tenancy. However, one way to

control the variations described above is to compare the difference

between inputs and output per hectare on owned land and leased land

operated by the same farmer. As explained in section 3.6 and

12These references are discussed in Singh (1984).
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according to Table 3.6, there is not much difference in the average

quality of land between the owner operated plots and leased plots for

the owner tenant class.

The easiest way to compare the inputs and output is by using the

Hotelling T2• This statistic is typically used to test whether the

two mean vetors are equal. Let the vector of inputs and output be

denoted by x. Define

x1

x = x2

x3

x4

where x = seed inputs/ha.1

x2 = fertilizer inputs/ha.

x
3 = labor inputs/ha.

x4 = output/ha.

Again let xt and xr denote the inputs and output vectors for the

leased plots and the owner operated plots for the same group of

owner-cum tenant, then our hypothesis is to test

(xt_xr) = 0

vs (xt_xr) 4: 0

The test statistic is

(5.19)

(5.20) where,

T2 = n1n2(n1 + n2 - 2) (x6 _ xt)1 w- 1 (x6 - xt)
n1 + n2



Thus under HO:
T2

n1 + n2 - 2

r 1I

I 484.4 I
xt = I 206.9 I

I I

I 304.3 I
I 3696.5 I
L -I

n1 = n2 = 22; P = 4

( 5.21) S1 =

EX11X3i1
EX~iX3i j
EX3i

n1 + n2 - P - 1 _
Fp , n1+n2- p- 1

p

r ~l

I 490.7 I
xr = I 242.3 I

I 318.3 I
L 3683.8..1
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T2 n1 + n2 - P - 1 0.00469 39 = 0.001-
n1 + n2 - 2 P 42 4

This statistics is less than 5.72 (= F4 ' 39) and hence is

insignificant at the 1% level of significance. It conforms that

statistically there is no difference in the average inputs and output

of rice for owner operated plot and sharecropped plots for the same

farmer in Subba Panchayat.

Similarly, under the same hypothesi~ for Dhakdhai Panchayat,

T2 0.003378

70

66

5
= 0.00064

F4'66 is 5.69 and hence similar results follow in Dhakdhai Panchayat.

Due to the reasons of different land quality and farm size (and

other reason stated earlier in this section), we expect the inputs

and output to be different in the owner managed and sharecropped

plots by different farmers. Even for the same farmer, if there

exists a difference in land quality between his own land and leased

land, then we do not expect this kind of results.
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For a given quality of land (with controlled farm size),

vertical hierarchies (the use of authority, as for example the direct

commands), poverty, cost sharing, and other form of incentives might

be jointly responsible for reducing the differential in the inputs

and the output between leased plots and owned plots.

Following this conclusion about the average inputs and output

per unit of land for rice for owner operated plots and sharecropped

plots for the same farmer, the hypothesis regarding the inputs will

be tested. The hypothesis is that the labor requirements according

to different tasks do not vary significantly among the sharecropping

plots and owner operated plots operated by the same farmer.

Let xl be the vector of average labor inputs (in man-days) for

different tasks then xl is defined as

where,

1
xl

2
. xl

x3
1
4

xl

x5
1

1 Average labor inputs for land preparationxl =

2 Average labor inputs for plantationxl =

x3 = Average labor inputs for weeding
1

4 Average labor inputs for harvestingxl =

x5 = Average labor inputs for threshing
1

1 Vector of average labor inputs for rice in the owner'sXo =
own land
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1xb = Vector of average labor inputs for rice in the
sharecroped land for the same farmer

Then, r 1
I 36.36 I
I 82.86: and
I 53.95 I
,-66.59)

r 1
I 38.27 I
I 87.73 I
I 58.73 I
'- 68.86 J

In Subba Panchayat, we did not consider the labor inputs for

threshing in our vector, because of the use of machine threshing.

As defined above,

In our case n1 = n2 = 22 the number of observation in each group.

Under HO:

39 = 0.00019
4

0.0008397

42

p

n1 + n2 - p - 1
p

n1 + n2 - P - 1 _ F . where p = 4
p, n1+n2-p-1'

T2

n1 + n2 - 2

Thus,

T2

n1 + n2 - 2

This value is less than 5.76 (= F4'25) and therefore not significant.

So there is no reason to reject the null hypothesis. This finding

supports the fact that statistically, there is no difference in the

average per hectar labor inputs used between owned land and leased

land operated by the same person.

Similar analysis done for Dhakdhai Panchayat gives,

r -, ,- -,
21.14 I 21.86 I

I I

yl
35.78 I 41.33 I

I 38.53 , 1 17.640 = I Yt =
I 22.81 I 22.89I
I 13.03 I I 12.33I .J- -
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66 = 0.00089
5

0.00473

70

T2

n1 + n2 - 2

Here, n1 = n2 = 36; p = 5.

Again this value is less than 4.43 (= F5' 66) and is also

insigniricant and implies the same results as above.

Thus, this corollary hypothesis conrorms that the labor

utilization per unit or land ror different tasks for the owner

operator plot and the sharecropped plot were identical.

4.4 Contractual Rent

The precceding two sections of this chapter were concerned with

the production aspect of different tenancy systems. The

distributional aspect of output among difrerent agents of the

contract is another important issue of the agricultural contracts.

This section, thus, examines the factors affecting landowner's share

and an attempt will be made to explain the variation of the

landlord's rent with respect to technology, cost sharing, and land

reform legislation.

Factors Affecting Contractual Rent

a. Land Quality

The competitive theory of share contracts developed by Cheung

(1969), Roumasset and James (1979), and Roumasset (1984) explains the

positive association between land quality and the percentage share of

the output received by the landowner. In Nepal, especially in the

hills, there are many cases in which the better quality land in the

village fetches a rent amounting to two-thirds of the crop (Regmi,

1978 j p , 14) •
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b. Population Density

Other evidence has been able to established a proposition that

the landowner's share is related to the physiological density. Cross

-section studies (Bangaladesh Rice Research Institute, 1977; Greertz

1965) as well as time series analysis (Ali, 1979; Lewis, 1971)

support the proposition about the population density and the

contractual rent. A higher physiological density will lead to a

higher intensity per unit of land. And the higher output w1th

respect to higher labor intensity per unit of land results in higher

land owner's share (Roumasset, 1984). In Nepal, physiological

density is also seen to be a major determinant of the rent. The

landlord's rent varies from on third in Kailali Kanchanpur, which is

the most sparsely populated area, to two-thirds in Mahottari

districts, which is one of the most densely populated areas (Regmi,

1978; p.14). Competition among the tenants seems to be a great

contributing factor to the variations of the output share for the

landlord.

c. Cost Sharing and Technological Change

Cost sharing is another determinant of land owner's share.

Heady (1947) and Johnson (1950) proposed that if input costs are

shared at the same rate as output, the sharecropping arrangement can

be made efficient. 13 On the other hand technological change also

affects the landowner's share (Roumasset and James, 1979). For an

illustration, consider a Cobb-Douglas production function

13For the review of theoretical explanations see Otsuka (1982).
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(constrained to yield constant returns to scale).

(5.22) Q = HaLSF1-a -S

where, Q = total output

H = land input

L = labor inputs

F = chemical fertilizer

Use of more and more fertilizer implies that the percentage share of

fertilizer in the total output increases. If the fertilizer input

cost were borne by the tenants, its output share should also go to

the tenant.

d. Land Reform Program

In the Nepalese context there is another force that may be

responsible for reducing the landlord's rent. The land reform

program of 1964 intended to reduce contract rent in order to prevent

exploitation of the tenant, if it existed. How great the reduction

should have been is a different question. However, according to this

land reform program the landowner cannot charge more than 50 percent

(or the prevailing rate, whichever is lower) of the main annual crop,

from the tenant. It certainly might have affected landlord's rent.

In Dhakdhai Panchayat, input costs were shared at the same rate

as output before 1964. The system still continues. Since production

is totally dependent on rainfall, production uncertainty is very

high. Because of the irrigation problem, use of fertilizer in this

area is limited. In this Panchayat, it was observed that tenants

preferred sharecropping to fixed rent, probably because of low

productivity and uncertainty in production.
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In Subba Panchayat, however, contractual rent was affected by

all the factors described above. It is difficult to separate the

effect of all these independent variables. In this panchayat,

probably the cost sharing and the technological aspect of the

contractual rent were more important than the other factors. Share

of inputs as well as output was 50/50 before the introduction of HYVs

and chemical fertilizers in this panchayat. After this land-saving

technological change, the total cost of the inputs were borne by the

tenants. The use of more fertilizer implies that the percentage

share of fertilizer in the total output increases. Thus the tenant's

share of output is expected to increase after this technological

change. On the other hand the higher output with respect to higher

labor intensity (because of higher physiological density) per unit of

land results in higher landowner's share. If the landlord's share in

1981 is lower than that in 1964, then it can be concluded that the

effect of technological change and cost-sharing on landlord's share

is higher than the effect of change in physiological density. In

Subba Panchayat, households were asked about the inputs and output

share between landlords and tenants in 1964 and 1981. To test the

direction of the change in the rent and to make a jUdgment of

"greater than" between any pair of two performances, the Wilcoxon

Test statistics was used. In this test, the null hypothesis will be

that the rent charged to the tenants in 1964 and 1981 do not differ.

Our alternative hypothesis is that the rental charge to the tenants

in 1981 is greater than that in 1964.
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In the Wilcoxon matched pair rank test, we first determined the

the difference between the rents for each pair of observations. If

the d's are of the same size, we assigned tied cases the same rank.

The rank assigned is the average of the ranks that would have been

assigned if the d's had differed slightly. If there are three pairs

that yield d's of +1, -1, -1, then each pair will have a rank of

(1+2+3)/3 and the next d will get rank 4.

Let T be the smaller sum of like-signed ranks and N be the

number of pairs in the observations. Then, z is normally distributed

with zero mean and unit variance. Then under null hypothesis, for a

large sample, the test statistic is,

z =
T -

N(N+1)

4

N(N+1)(2N+1)

24

In our case,

T = 47.5, N = 23 and z = 2.72

Tabulated value for N=23 is 69 for a 1% level of significance. Hence

according to the rule, we reject the null hypothesis and

statistically confirm that the tenant's share in 1981 is

significantly greater than in 1964.

We thus conclude that a tenant's share of produce was more in

1981 than in 1964. There are basically two reasons for this

conclusion. First, the HYVs and chemical fertilizer were introduced

in 1964 and their costs in production were borne fully by the

tenants. Secondly, the land reform law introduced in 1964 prohibited
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landlords to collect more than 50 percent of the produce.

Smnmary

The issues analyzed in this chapter were threefold. The first

issue was how the different contracts differ and why they differ.

Agricultural contracts were classified according to the degree of

specialization. Land quality was taken as a proxy for homogeniety of

land and the propensity of shirking. The main hypothesis tested was

that the higher the land quality, the higher will be the degree of

specialization. Since the agricultural organizations were classified

according to the degree of specialization, the first testable

hypothesis was that inherent land quality is a significant

determinant of organizational form. An ordinal multiple probi t model

was used to test this hypothesis, and the hypothesis was accepted at

a very high confidence level. 14

It was observed that besides land quality, agency cost and

specialization was affected by different other explanatory variables.

Inclusion of relevant variables increase the power of the test.

Hence, the variables LQI, distance of the farm from the owner's

residence, non-farm income, and a wealth index were regressed on

tenancy choice. Contracts were ranked according to fixed rent,

sharecropping, and wage contract in ascending order of magnitude.

The higher the value of LQI, non-farm income, or wealth index, the

higher was the probability that the contract choice would be in the

14Time series data for this kind of study is not available.
However prior to 1950, it has been estimated that rent contract was
more popular in less fertile land (hills) compared to more fertile
land (terai) with a ratio of more than 2:1 (Zaman, 1973).
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higher numbered group. As expected, the distance variable had a

negative influence on the contract choice. Both the OLS model as

well as the multiple probit model yielded the same results.

Once this kind of relationship between tenure choice and the

explanatory variables explained above were established, our third

sub-hypothesis was regarding the 'distance' between two pairs of

contracts. It was explained that the reduction of agency cost of

shift from a share to a fixed rent contract would not be large but

that the cost will be high in converting the sharecropper to wage

laborers. The distance between different pairs of contracts was

estimated by using Maba1onobis n2 • Evidence confirms that the

distance between fixed rent and sharecropping is insignificant,

whereas the distance between wage contract and fixed rent (or

sharecropping) is significant. To examine the effect of different

variables on the relative preference of one contract to another

contract OLS morie1 was used. The sub-hypothesis tested was that the

effet of LQI, distance of the farm from the landowner's residence,

non-farm income, and the wealth index on the relative preference of

wage contract will be stronger than the effect of the same on the

relative preference of share contract to rent contract. There was no

reason to reject the hypothesis. The results strongly support our

classification of contracts.

In Dhakdhai Panchayat only two alternatives in agricultural

contracts were available: sharecropping and wage contract. For the

same explanatory variables, the OLS results were significant. There

was no reason to reject Hypothesis 1 and sub-hypothesis 2. In this
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case too, there was an apparent convergence problem in the probit

model, and thus, we regressed the dependent variable only on LQI and

non-farm income as the explanatory variables. The results were not

different. We accepted the hypothesis.

After ranking different agricultural contracts in terms of land

quality and other variables related to agency cost, our next

hypothesis was that for a given land quality and farm size, the

inputs and output per hectare of land on sharecropped plots will be

same as that of owner operated holdings for the same farmer. Another

corrollary hypothesis tested was that the labor utilization per unit

of land for different tasks were same. Using Hotelling T2 both of

these hypotheses were accepted.

The third issue discussed in this chapter was the contractual

rent of the tenants and the landlords. In 1964, on an average the

landlord's share was about sixty-four percent. HYVs and chemical

fertilizers were introduced in Subba panchayat in 1964. The full

cost of the chemical fertilizer was borne by the tenants. In the

same year, a land reform program was also introduced in the country

that prohibited l&!dlords from collecting more than fifty percent of

the main crop in the land. Both of the forces act together and we

expected the landlord's share to decrease by some percentage. The

Wilcoxon test was carried out to test the hypothesis that tenant's

share of produce was more in 1981 than in 1964. There was no reason

to reject this hypothesis.

The analysis concludes that the degree of specialization in

management distinguish agricultural contracts from one another and
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help to explain the survival of organizational forms in specific

activities. But, on the other hand production techniques are

influenced by land quality, technology, and economic conditions. As

a result the role of specialization in management will be higher in

good quality land compared to lower quality land. The reason is that

the production loss associated in production activities is higher in

good quality land compared to relatively poor quality land.

Similarly, it was observed that higher the value of non-farm income

or wealth index or the lower the value of distance variable, the

higher will be the degree of specialization. Empirical analyses

carried out in this chapter confirm this incidence and supports the

model that contracts evolve so as to minimize agency cost.



Chapter V

Summary and Conclusions

In recent years, attempts have been made to understand the role

of institutions as well as the behavior of individuals and families

in rural areas. Among them the theory of tenure choice has become an

interesting area of study. As a result, a number of models have been

developed which have led to different policy implications. The most

recent approach is the modelling of these kinds of agricultural

contracts using principal-agency theory and positive agency theory.

Both of the theories have not adequately explained the economic

organization of agriculture. Our attempt was to extend agency theory

and to explore and examine the determinants of different tenancy

arrangements as well as their welfare implications. Results,

conclusions, and policy implications are summarized in the following

section.

5 . 1 Snmmary

In Nepal, tenancy is a significant feature of the agrarian

structure. A sample survey conducted by the government of Nepal

shows that 28.4 percent of the cultivators were engaged in some form

of tenancy (fixed rent and sharecropping) in 1972. Tenancy accounted

for 24 percent of the total cultivated area in the country. For the

purpose of this study, two village panchayats (Subba and Dhakdhai

Panchayats from hills and terai, respectively) were selected by using
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the purposive sampling technique. Fifty-four households in Subba

Panchayat and 66 in Dhakdhai Panchayat were selected randomly using a

sampling frame of the households in the village. A questionnaire

sample survey was done in these villages for the purpose of data

collection and empirical investigation.

In this study we attempted to relate different economic

variables with the contract choice. The contract choice is the

endogenous variable and qualitative in natw'e for the study. Since

logit and probit models are more useful in modelling the qualitative

endogenous variable, probit models were used extensively and the

results were derived accordingly in the analysis. Major findings of

this study were as follows.

In the earlier periods, people accumulated land in two ways.

Firstly, people could get land under the land grant systems of the

government. Recipients of birta land, which was one of the major

land grant systems, were royal families, members of the nobility,

soldiers, and priests. Most of these people lived in the cities, and

these absentee landlords did not have any farming skills and also

could not develop entreprenurial opportunities. This land grant

system was abolished after 1951. Secondly, people could reclaim and

cultivate certain kind of waste and virgin land. Even though

property rights were not fully guaranteed, it was established long

before 1951 in this type of reclaimed land. Emergence of full

property rights also gave people incentive to accumulate land. In an

agrarian economy, land was the major source of wealth and economic

status for the people.
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Thus, some individuals had enough land (either through

government grant or through the incentive to accumulate land), but

did not have enough labor', skills, and other neccesary inputs. These

factors resulted in the separate owuership of the factors of

production and probably became the primary reason for different

tenancy systems.

Basically three types of tenure systems--fixed rent,

sharecropping and wage contract--were observed in the survey area.

In Subba Panchayat, all the three forms of contract were in

existence, whereas in Dhakdhai Panchayat, there were only two kinds

of contracts, sharecropping and wage contract.

N;ricultural inputs, outputs and incomes were analyzed according

to different agricultural organization types and region. According

to our survey, the average household family size was about 10 and 6

in Subba Panchayat and Dhakdhai Panchayat, respectively. Average

family size was relatively higher in Subba Panchayat than in Dhakdhai

Panchayat. Due to high population growth rates the dependency ratio

were also high.

In general, the operating plot size of all the classes was low,

but higher in Dhakdhai Panchayat (2.3 ha.) compared to Subba

Panchayat (0.33 ha.). Operating size of the owner managed category

was higher compared to the average operating size of the remaining

classes. Also the owner-manager class was operating on relatively

good quality land and tenants were working on relatively poorer

qual~ty land.
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Different contracts combine various agricultural inputs in

various ways. The quantity of inputs used dep€~Q upon their shadow

price. As for example supply curve for family labor for the

household that hire-out labor lie well below that of wage labor.

Similarly, different cultivators have differential access to capital

and credit and face different shadow prices. Because of higher

physiological density and higher transaction cost of off-farm

employment, the shadow price of labor was below the wage rate in

Subba Panchay~t. As a result, cultivation was more intensified in

Subba Panchayat. Intensification was constrained by higher shadow

price of capital and stagnate technology in Dhakdhai Panchayat. Due

to a lower physiological density effective farm size was the major

factor of production in this panchayat. The average rice

productivity was 3.91 and 1.16 metric ton per hectare in Subba

Panchayat and Dhakdhai Panchayats respectively.

There was a high correlation between income and landholdings.

Per capita total income was substantially higher for the owner

manager class in both places. In Subba Panchayat, landlords were

also engaged in non-farm, income earning activities. This was an

important commercial center and on the trade route for many of the

eastern districts. Thus, these landlords took advantage of this

trade route. However, in Dhakdhai Panchayat, the sole income for the

landlords was through farm activities. In the case of other tenants,

the probability of getting work outside his/her farm was 0.55 and

0.31 in Subba and Dhakdhai Panchayat, respectively.
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The log-linear model that was utilized to determine the impact

of farm size on output was not significant in our sample. Another

Cobb-Douglas production function was fitted with the objective of

observing the factor shares of each factor of production in output.

In Subba Panchayat, fertilizer contributed somewhat to production

because of its easy availability. But in general, in both places,

the dominant factors of production were seen to be the effective farm

size and the labor. As expected, for most of the classes in Dhakdhai

Panchayat, effective farm size was the major factor of production,

whereas in Subba Panchayat, labor seemed to be the important factor

of production. Shares of labor were 82% and 79% in the production of

rice for Subba and Dhakdhai Panchayats, respectively. In both

places, the coefficient of scale was seen to be statistically

significant and revealed constant returns to scale. Constant returns

to scale implies that for one percent increase in all resources,

input responded with one percent increase in the output.

The second part of our analysis dealt with the three different

issues of the contracts. First, an effort was made to explain why we

observe that different contracts existed even in a small geographical

area. Agricultural contracts were classified according to the degree

of specialization. According to this classification in a fixed

contract, most of the laborers are provided by the tenant himself and

there is little or no specialization. The residual is claimed by his

own labor and his own management. In the other extreme, a wage

contract, which is a case of highly specialized firms, labor (and

sometimes even the management) is hired from outside the firm.
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Profitability of supervision and monitoring is high and the residual

is claimed for the landlord's management. Share tenancy may be

regarded as an intermediate arrangement, and the management and

residual is shared between the landlord and the tenant. Thus, the

characterization of residual claims due to specialization in

management distinguish agricultural contracts from one another and

help to explain the survival of organizational forms in specific

activities.

On the other hand production techniques are influenced by land

quality, technology, and economic conditions. The production 10s8

associated in production activities is higher in good quality land

and compared to lower quality land. As a result, wage contract is

more profitable in rich quality land and fixed rent contract is more

profitable in relatively poorer quality land. This incidence has

been observed in different countries by a number of researchers

(Roumasset, 1979; Alston and Higgs, 1982; Datta and O'Hara, 1983).

The discussion generate the hypothesis that the higher the land

quality, the higher will be the degree of specialization.

For testing purpose land quality is measured as the difference

between expected revenue and non-land production costs, both on a per

hectare basis. Land quality can be considered as the proxy for all

location-specific factors which affect ppofitability. Different

agricultural contracts can be ranked with respect to the degree of

specialization. For this purpose fixed rent, sharecropping, and wage

contract were ranked in ascending order with the degree of

specialization. Thus, the testable hypothesis is that the inherent
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land quality index is a determinant of contract choice. We had

highly significant results. A criteria was developed identifying tne

correlation between land quality and contract choice for application

to the ordinal multinomial probit model. Land quality in fact was a

significant variable is selecting the agricultural contract. R2 was

0.47.

A good deal of variance was still unexplained in the first

model. Inclusion of other relevant variables increase the power of

the model. It was observed that the degree of specialization is

affected not only by the location-specific factors but is also

affected by other physical characteristics of land and economic

characterestics of the cultivator. It was observed that the lower

the distance of the farm from the land owner's residence or the

higher the non-farm income or the wealth index of the cultivator, the

higher will be the degree of specialization. Thus, the second

testable sub-hypothesis is that if the contracts are ranked in

ascending order according to fixed rent, sharecropping, and wage

contract, then the higher the value of LQI, or non-farm income or

wealtn index or the lower the value of distance variable, the higher

the probability of the contract choice being in a higher numbered

group. All of the explanatory variables with the exception of the

distance variable exerted positive significant effects on tenancy

choice. As expected, distance had a significant negative impact on

the dependent variable. The result implies that the responsiveness

of LQI, non-farm income, and wealth index, to the tenancy status is

significant and indicates that higher values of these explanatory
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variables make it more likely to be in the higher numbered group.

Similarly, the lower the distance of the farm from the owner's

residence, the higher will be the probability that it will be in the

higher numbered group. The estimated value of the coefficient of

determination was high in all the cases.

Since the specification of probit and OLS models is different,

standardized coefficients were used to compare the OLS and probit

model. Even for the standarized coefficients, the results were

similar to those explained above. R2 for the probit model was higher

than the R2 for the OLS model, and it was concluded that the probit

model gave a better fit than the OLS model.

Although there is a difference between fixed rent, share

tenancy, and wage contract, not much difference between fixed rent

and share tenancy is exepected. The reason is that for a given

technology, it is not so difficult to identify the optimum level of a

tenant's input and the corresponding output level. As a result the

reduction of agency cost from a share to a fixed rent contract would

not be large but the cost of shirking the sharecropper to wage

laborers wil be high. The distance between different pairs of

contracts was estimated by using Mahalonobis D2• Evidence confirms

that the distance between fixed rent and sharecropping is

insignificant, whereas the distance between wage contract and fixed

rent (or sharecropping) is significant. To examine the effect of

different variables on the relative preference of one contract to

another contract OLS model was used. Thus, the third sub-hypothesis

was that the effect of LQI, distance of the farm from the land
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owner's residence, non-farm income, and the wealth index on the

relative preference of wage contract to rent contract will be

stronger than the effect of the same on the relative preference of

share contract to rent contract.

We had the problem of apparent convergence in the probit model.

The problem resulted in inflated on R2 and unusual coefficients for

the explanatory variables. Thus, we used the OLS model to test this

third hypothesis and the test failed to reject this hypothesis.

In Dhakdhai Panchayat, we had only two kinds of agricultural

contract systems, sharecropping and wage contract. With the same

explanatory variables, OLS estimation gave similar results as above.

In this case too, we had an apparent convergence problem. Thus, only

LQI and non-farm income were used as the explanatory variables in the

final model. Both OLS and probit specification gave significant

results.

Thus, the conclusion drawn was that land quality was an inherent

determinant of tenure choice. Significant results imply that we

cannot rank agricultural contracts in terms of efficiency, but that

they can be ranked in terms of specialization.

Once we rank agricultural contracts in terms of land quality and

other variables related to the specialization and, what does the

model predict on the controversial issue of inputs and output per

unit of land in owner-operated land and sharecropped land? The

shadow wage for households that hire-in labor is higher than market

wage and lower for households that hire-out labor. Thus, we expect

different inputs of labor across the contracts. Also, land quality
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and the farm size may result in different inputs and output per unit

of land. But if land quality and farm size are controlled, use of

family labor and hired labor are also controlled to certain extent.

In this case we can expect the inputs and output per unit of land to

be same.

The fourth hypothesis was that for a given quality of land and

for the controlled farm size, the inputs and output per hectare of

land on sharecropped plots will be same as those of owner-operated

holdings for the same farmer. The Hotelling T2 was used to test the

hypothesis for both Subba and Dhakdhai Panchayats. Statistically, we

failed to reject the hypothesis. Another sub-hypothesis tested was

that the labor utilization per unit of land for different tasks would

be the same for owner operated plots and sharecropped plots for the

same farmer. r2 test statistic was able to accept the hypothesis.

After establishing these results, another question posed was

regarding the contract rent of the landlord (and the tenant).

Variations in the landowner's share were observed between and within

geographical areas of the country. Both the theory and empirical

work suggest that land quality, physiological density, and cost

sharing were the determinants of the contractual rent. In Subba

Panchayat before the introduction of HYVs and chemical fertilizer,

the landlord's share averaged to 65%. At that time, the factors of

production were only land and labor (and bullock in Dhakdhai

Panchayat) and there was less need of cost sharing. In 1964,

introduction of the land reform program prohibited landlords from

collecting more than fifty percent of the main crop in the land. In
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the same year, HYVs and chemical fertilizer were introduced in the

area. With this modern technology, productivity was increased at

least by twenty percent. These input costs in general and fertilizer

costs in particular were borne by the tenants. Thus, the increased

contribution of new technology were of course captured by the tenants

and not by the landlords in this particular case. Most of the

landlords in, Subba Panchayat were engaged in non-farm activities.

These landlords did not shared cost in the production. The cost

aharing pattern together with the land reform program led to

decreased share for the landlord. Thus, the fifth hypothesis W::l.S to

test Whether the percentage rent to the tenants in 1981 was greater

than that in 1964. The Wilcoxon-matched pair rank test was used t.o

test this hypothesis. The test confirmed that the contractual share

to the tenants in 1981 increased significantly.

5.2 Conclusions and Policy Implications

a. Tenure choice in the principal agency theory was classified

according to the three modes of employment--wage, share, and rent.

Labor-shirking and risk sharing are taken as the factors by which

contracts could be distinguished in the principal agency theory. If

labor and risk were the only factors in determining agricultural

contracts then the rent contracts would have been a predominant

agricultural contract. However, many other types of agricultural

contracts can be observed even in a small geographical area.

The model used in this study is based on multiple shirking of

inputs. In agriculture, factors of productions are provided by

different agents. Land is provided by the principal. Labor is
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provided by the tenants. As a consequence, a complete theory of

agricultural contracts requires allowance for shirking of the

inputs--land, capital, and management. Management therefore is

considered the primary determinant of the contract in the model.

The role of management is very important in production

activities. Agricultural production activities involve not only the

problem of coordination of different economic agents, but also the

proper management of inputs, output, and monitoring of different

specialized tasks. As a result, profitability in management (and

hence the specialization in management) increases relative to other

inputs. Different agricultural contracts have different degrees of

specialization in management. In a fixed rent contract, most of the

labor ~s provided by the tenant himself, and there is little or no

specialization. The residual, claimed by the tenant, is compensaion

for nis own labor and management. At the other extreme, a wage

contract, which can be characterized as a highly specialized firm,

labor (and sometimes even management) is hired from outside the firm.

Profitability of supervision and monitoring are high, and the

residual is claimed for the landlord's management. Share tenancy may

be regarded as an intermediate arrangement; both the management and

the residual are shared between the landlord and the tenant.

Specialization in management is more important for good quality

land than for poorer quality land. Land quality can be taken as a

proxy for homogeniety of land and the propensity to shirk. Thus the

profit loss associated with mismanagement in production activities is

higher in good quality land compared to poorer quality land. As a
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result, wage contracts are more profitable on good qual~ty land and

fixed rent contracts are more profitable on relatively lower quality

land. In the same manner~ medium quality land can be associated with

sharecropping. This pattern was observed in the Philippines

(Roumasset, 1984) and in India (Datta and O'Hara, 1983).

The hypothesis was further tested in Nepal with the dependent

variable being the contract choice and land quality index as an

explanatory variable. Since it was possible to rank contracts

according to the degree of specialization, an ordinal multinomial

probit estimation procedure was used to test the model. The ranking

of the contract choice was in the ascending order of fixed rent,

share cropping, and wage contract according to the degree of

specialization. It was observed that the higher the land quality

inaex,1 the higher the probability of the contract choice be~ng in

the higher numbered group. In other words, in terms of our analysis,

if the contract chosen is fixed rent (sharecropping) and on an

average if the LQI is increased by one unit, then the probability

that the share contract (wage contract) instead of the fixed rent

contract being chosen w~ll increase by 0.052 for Subba Panchayat.

This probability was 0.042 for Dhakdhai Panchayat with both the

probabilities significant at the 1% level of significance.

The theoretical model developed in this study is thus more

general and complete in nature. Contracts are classified according

1All the values of the land quality index were mapped in the
interval (0,100). Average land quality indexes were 27, 32, and 48
for !"ixed renter, sharecropper, and owner manager classes,
respec~ively.
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to the degree of specialization. The classification appears to be

useful for explaining a number of systematic pattern concerning the

choice of contracts. Our results confirm that the characteristics of

land measured by the land quality index influences specialization.

The model that contracts evolve so as to minimize agency costs is

justified.

b. Specialization in management also depends on other physical

characteristics of land, and the characteristics of the cultivators.

It was observed that the higher the value of LQI, or non-farm income

or wealth index, or the lower the value of 'distance' variable, the

higher was the degree of specialization. The contracts were ranked

according to fixed rent, sharecropping, and wage contract in

ascending order, and it was observed that the higher the value of

LQI, or non-farm income, or wealth index,or the lower the value of

the 'distance' variable, the higher the probability of the contract

choice being in a higher numbered group. In other words, if the

contract chosen is fixed rent (sharecropping) and if on an average,

the LQI is increased by one unit, then under the given conditions the

share contract (wage contract) will be chosen instead of the fixed

rent contract (share contract). This probability will increase by

0.041, -0.0741, 0.009 and 0.018 with respect to LQI, the 'distance'

of the farm from the landlord's residence, non-farm income, and the

wealth index, respectively. in Subba Panchayat. The coefficients

were significant at a 1% level of significance in both cases. ~2R ,

the estimated variation in the dependent variable explained by the

independent variables, was 0.93. Similar results were observed in
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Dhakdhai Panchayat. The result further supports our classification

of the contracts and also implies that agricultural contracts are

determined by the physical and economic environment.

c. In traditional models of tenure choice (e.g. Stiglitz, 1974;

Reid, 1976 etc.) the share contract was considered as an intermediate

arrangement between the rent and wage contracts. However, in our

model, the fixed rent contract and the sharecropping contract, where

the sharecropper provides labor, management, and much of the labor,

are very close to each other and have a low degree of specialization.

Sharecropping is closer to the rent contract than the wage contract.

Estimation of statistical distance will be helpful in further testing

the classification.

It was explained in Chapter IV that the reduction in agency cost

of a shift from a share contract to a leasehold contract is not

expected to be large. However, the reduction of the agency cost from

a wage contract to a lease contract is expected to be higher. There

are basically two reasons for this difference in the agency cost.

First, due to a kind of stable technology it is not very hard for the

people living in the same area to identify the corresponding inputs

and output level. Landlords also can detect tenant shirking by

simply inspecting the share rents delivered over a period of time.

Second, in the classification of agricultural firms, the fixed rent

contract and the sharecropping contract where the sharecropper

provides labor, management, and much of the labor, are very close to

each other and lie on the lower bound of the spectrum.
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Statistical distance (Mahalonobis D2) between the contracts

enables us to test the hypothesis. D2 share and lease, wage and

share, and wage and lease contracts were 0.25, 1.47, and 2.34,

respectively. The last two distance figures were statistically

significant. D2 between lease contract and share contracts was not

significant. The result further supports the classification of

contracts in our model.

d. Another conclusion is that agricultural contracts are determined

by the economic environment. The result for our sample is so strong

that the significant effects of other idiosyncratic factors in

contract choice are minimal.

Authors loo~ely classified as belonging to the "inefficiency"

school argue that contracts are determined by custom (Bell, 1976),

and that whatever the landlords can get from the tenants in the form

of fixed rent or sharecropping is a function of their monopsony

power. A test to examine this hypothesis can be arrived by

regressing LQI, a 'distance' variable, non-farm income. a wealth

index, and a variable that accounts for monopsony power of the

landlord on the contract choice. The difference in R2 between the

two models provides the contribution of monopsony power, if any, in

tenure choice. The efficiency model derived in this study serves as

counterfactual for a test on any particular source of inefficiency.

R2 for the model is 0.93. Thus, the contribution of a landlord's

monopsony power in tenure choice is expected to be insignificant.

Given a good fit for this sample and the lack of any apparant

relation between the tenure choice and economic environment, we do
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not expect such pursuits to be fruitful. However, it cannot be

generalized without further investigation.

e. A general conclusion can be made regarding government policy

distortion in existing resource allocation. It was observed that in

agriculture, different models of contract choice are based on

different incentive problems and are largely determined by the

economic and physical environment. The incentive structures of

different contracts are determined by the residual due to

specialization in management and the model developed is an efficiency

model. Our observations are consistent with the proposition that the

forms of agricultural contracts may vary, but that they are efficient

in terms of resource allocation. The organizations as they exist can

thus be considered as substitutes for price mechanisms for efficient

resource allocation. In many instances, government, intervenes and

tries to regulate different institutions on the basis that these

institutions allocate resources inefficiently. Examples are land

market distortion, tenancy reform, etc. It appears that policy

distortions cannot be justified by the inefficiency of indigenous

institutions in terms of inefficient resource allocation.

The effect of distortions in the factor markets may have two

consequences. First, distortions make the allocation of factors

among sectors inefficient, and thus production will be below the

maximum attainable. Consequently, a country's welfare will suffer

because the product transformation curve will be infer'ior compared to

the one obtained without distortion. Thus, depending upon the

situation, the benefits to the country by relaxing the distortions
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based on inefficiency may be high. Secondly, policy reform should

focus on other sources of poverty. The basic causes of poverty ar~

the scarce endowments of land and capital relative to high population

pressure on small and declining resource base and low rates of return

to labor due to low levels of technology. Thus, the policies should

be formulated to eliminate for the growing poverty by investing in

irrigation systems and developing land-saving and labor-using

technologies.

f. One other implication of this study can be drawn about a land

reform program. The main arguments of a land reform program can be

classified under three headings in economic terms. The first basis

is derived from the theory of the firm and argues "the productive

superiority of an owner-operator agricultural system relative to a

share tenure or even a fixed rent leasehold system of agriculture"

(Ruttan, 1969). According to this concept in sharecropping, an

income-maximizing tenant will allocate his labor inputs only up to

the point where his share of marginal product is equated with the

opportunity wage. In a fixed rent contract, the tenant will have

little incentive for the maintainance of land, including soil

fertility, irrigation facilities, and other durable assets attaGhed

to land. These arguments favor owner-operated agricultural

production. The present study was able to test this reasoning of a

land reform program. In terms of the argument that the sharecropper

will allocate lower inputs compared to the owner operator, the

Hotelling T2 was used to test the hypothesis that the inputs and

output levels per unit of land on owned and leased plots that are
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cultivated by the same farmer will not be different. The value of

the test statistics for Subba and Dhakdhai Panchayats were 0.001 and

0.00064 respectively. There was no reason to reject this hypothesis.

It was argued in section 4.2 that different agricultural

organizations have different land quality and use labor and capital

inputs differently. Inputs depend on the farm size, land quality,

and the shadow price of inputs. But if land quality and farm size

are controlled, the inputs and output levels for owned and

sharecropped plots should not be different.

The second economic argument for land reform program pertains to

the market and monopoly power of the landlord. According to this

argument, landlords determine the contractual form, and whatever the

landlords can get from the tenants in the form of fixed rent or

sharecropping is a function of their market power (Braverman and

Stiglitz, 1982; Koo, 1982). In terms of the present analysis, first

of all, it was seen that contractual choice is dependent upon

different economic environments. In addition, recently it has been

observed that the structure of contracts are designed so as to

maximize the expected profits of the landlord, given the level of

expected utility of workers. It has also been shown that there is no

fundamental difference in the structure of the analysis of contracts

between a competitive market and a market with single landowner

(Braverman and Stiglitz, 1982). Secondly, it was also observed that

the prospects for signlficant effects of exploitation are dim.

Finally, a Wilcoxon matched pair rank test was used and it was seen

that a tenant's share of produce was more in 1981 than in 1964. There
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were two reasons for this outcome. First, chemical fertilizer was

introduced in 1964 and its cost in production was borne fUlly by the

tenants. Secondly, the land reform law introduced in 1964 prohibited

landlords from collecting more than 50 percent of the produce. But

it was not possible to separate the effect of these two factors from

the rent received by the landlord from the tenant. However, evidence

indicates that a landlord's rent in Nepal depends on population

density, cost sharing, technology, and so on (Regmi, 1978).

The third economic argument in favor of a land reform program is

the inverse relation between farm size and productivity. A few other

studies (e.g., Roumasset, 1976) in different countries confirm that

these small farms are of good quality land. As a resul t, the inverse

relationship between farm size and yield per hectare is due to the

inverse relationship between farm si2e and land quality. In

commercial farms, farm size and pro~uctivity were observed to have a

positive correlation. However, in Subba and Dhakdhai Panchayats the

relationships were not significant. Thus, the conclusion can be

drawn that the results do not seem compatible with the economic

arguments favoring land reform. Several other studies (Barnum and

Squire, 1979; Cheung, 1969) also support this conclusion

theoretically and empirically. As a result the land reform program

aimed at distributing land to the tillers may not be production

efficient. Instead, competitiveness in the land market may be

destroyed. In Dhakdhai Panchayat, it was observed that a substantial

amount of land was uncultivated by landlords because of high agency

costs (supervision and monitoring) in wage contract cultivation and
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the problems associated with the land reform program in other forms

of contracts. Similarly, a ceiling on official landholding may

prevent the normal replacement of inefficient cultivators by

efficient uses. Consequently, one should be cautious in implementing

these programs from the efficiency point of view.2

g. Finally, it can be said that the analysis is also compatible

with the general analysis of the village economy. Because of more or

less inelastic land supply in the country, innovations and labor

using technological change, if it occurs, may increase the input

intensity in agricultural production. Agricultural organizations may

change in accordance with the demand for hired labor and specializa-

tion. Demand for labor increases with investment in irrigation and

other labor-using technological development. This change in techno-

logy increases not only the demand of labor, but also implies

increasing returns to labor relative to land. This implies that the

demand curve for labor will have greater elasticity and the wage of

the workers as well as the rent of the tenant will increase

significantly. In contrast, if population growth remains high,

demand for food and its price increase. Higher physiological

density, in the absense of technological development, also implies

decreasing returns to labor relative to land. Decreasing returns to

labor, in turn, lead to the situation of a declining wage rate as

well as the tenant's rent. A declining wage rate warrants policy

2The possibility of inefficient production does not mean the
land reform program of the country is not desirable. A vast scope
for additional research on agricultural organizations still exists.
Detailed inferences can be drawn only after further research.
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efforts to reverse the trend of decreasing returns to labor relative

to land.

5.3 Directions for Further Research

One of the major problems facing researchers is to develop a

methodology of organizational behavior. Since institutional data are

subjective and non-commensurable, it is difficult to use conventiona1.

tools of mathematics and statistics to develop a theory. As a

consequence, one has to realize the implications of descriptions and

new literary and mathematical paradigms in relation to the observable

data. The development of any methodology may lead to possible

modification. Using the inductive methodology, the theory developed

in this present study was the theory of agricultural contractual

choice res;ricted by management incentives. The rules of contracts

change with the economic environment. Some of the factors that

affect economic environment are technology, factor intensities,

alternative employment opportunities, population, etc. Depending on

the different economic envoronment, the theory can be modified

accordingly. Even without modifications of the theo~y, further

research may be desirable for the policy implication purposes.

Because of cost and time constraints, 54 households were selected in

Subba Panchayat and 66 households were selected in Dhakdhai Panchayat

using a jUdgment sampling procedure. For a generalization of the

results, a large scale probability sampling will be very useful.

Taking into consideration the political and physiographic division of

the ~untry described in section 4.4, a multistage stratified

sampling would be useful for this kind of study. Districts
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(stratified with respect to physical conditions) can be selected in

the first stage. Villages and households can be selected in the

second and third stage respectively. Inferences drawn from this kind

of large scale sampling will be more general and can be used for

policy making purposes.

Another attempt can be made to confirm the theory using time

series data. The present study is totally based on cross section

data. Time series data were not available for the analysis. A

survey technique can be developed to collect time series data that

are relevant to our study. The analysis will be helpfUl not only in

testing the theory. but also in understanding the dynamism of

contracts. This can be beneficial in the formulation of a new

agricultural policy.
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Figure A.1. Sharecropping and Under-supply of Input
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APPENDIX 2

Table A.1. Total Area or Agricultural Holdings in Nepal
and Share Thereof Cultivated by Tenants, 1961

174

Region Total Area in Area Cultivated Percentage or
Agricul tural by Tenants Total Area

Holdings
('000 muris)

Irri- Unirri- Irri- Unirri- Irri- Unirri-
gated gated gated gated gated gated
(Rice) Land (Rice) Land (Rice) Land
Land Land Land

Eastern midlands and
Himalayan regions 3,836 11,292 1,627 1,967 42.41 17.41

Eastern inner Tarai 1,843 2,094 615 223 33.36 10.64

Eastern Tarai 46,509 15,105 16,186 3,040 34.81 20.12

Kathmandu Valley 1,417 865 591 201 41.70 23.23

Central inner Tarai 1,788 2,602 413 269 23.09 10.33

Western midlands and
Himalayan regions 3,500 12,374 675 815 19.28 6.58

Western inner Tarai 3,006 1,765 1,340 672 44.57 38.01

Western Tarai 9,981 4,077 4,590 1,267 45.98 31.07

Western Tarai, far-
western midlands and
Himalayan regions 1,948 6,688 431 691 23.33 10.33

Far-western Tara! 10,447 3,718 3,554 1,064 33.82 28.61

Total 84,174 60,580 30,022 10,209 35.01 16.85

Grand total 144,754 40,231 27.79

Source: Regmi (1978).
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APPENDIX 3

Figure A.2. Choice of Contracts According to Second-Best Profits
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Source: Roumasset and Uy (1983).
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APPENDIX 4

Multivariate Statistical Tests and Regression Analysis

(a) Hotelling T2

Hotelling T2 is the test statistic to test the equality of two

mean vectors. Let x and y be two pxl vectors, then the null

hypothesis is:

HO: (x - y) = 0

vs , (x - y) :/: 0

The test statistic is
T2 = n1 n2(n1 + n2 - 2) (x _ ~)'w-1(x _ y)

n1 + n2

where w = 31 + S2

r
I LX~i
I

and 31 = I
I
1-

Thus under HO:
T2 n1 + n2 - P - 1 _

Fp,n1+n2-p-1
p

[n1 and n2 are the number of observations for the variable xs and ys;

p = number of elements in the vector.]

Source: Anderson (1958).
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(b) Testing Constant Returns to Scale in Multiple Regression

Let the regression equation be:

R
y = L Sixi + ui

i=1 -

Suppose the hypothesis to be tested is:

R
HO ~ Si =

i=1

Define,
R

S = l:e2 = (Y - l: ~Xi)2
i=1

R
SR = l:e2 = (Y - l: ~RXi)2R i=1

Thus, under HO:

F =
(SR - S)/p

- Fp,n_R_1
S/(n-R-1)

where p = number of restrictions = 1

k = number of parameters in the model

E(ui) = 0

E(uiUj) = 0 if i ; j

=Jifi=j
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(c) Problems Associated with the Linear Probability Model

(i) Non-normality of error terms:

From the regression model Yj = l3'xj + Uj, we have

Uj = Yj - l3'xj

If Yj = 0, Uj = - B'xj

Yj = 1 , Uj = 1 - I3'Xj

(1)

( 2)

Thus the error term takes only two values and cannot be assumed

to be normal. In the ordinary least-square method, we assume that the

error term is normal with mean 0 and variance 2 and thus can use

different statistical tests to the estimated parameters. Thus, we

cannot use the classical statistical tests.

(ii) Prediction problem:

Let Pr(Yj = 1) = Pr(uj = 1 - I3'Xj) = Pj

and Pr[Yj = 0] = Pr(Uj = - S'Xj) = 1 - Pj [using (1) and (2)]

Thus, E(Uj) = 0 => Pj( 1 - S'Xj) + (1 - Pj)(- S'Xj) = 0

or Pj = l3'xj

The value of Pj is not restricted and thus there is no guarantee that

I3'Xj will lie in the unit interval. So the predicted vGlue of Yj may

lie outside the interval (0,1).

(iii) Hetereoscadisticity:

We observe

v(Uj) = E[U} - (Euj)2] = E(~)

= (1 - I3'Xj)2pj + (-I3'Xj)2(1-Pj)
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= Pj(1 - Pj) = 03 (3)

In the linear regression model, we have E(U}) =0 2 constant. But

in this model E(U~) =O} and thus, is hetereoscadistic. The variances

for the observations, for which Pj is close to 0 or close to 1, wUl

be low, whereas the variances for the observations close to 0.5 will

be high. The coefficients of regression analysis are not biased or

inconsistent, but the estimate will not have the minimum variance

(Intriligator, 1978). Thus the estimates will be inefficient and the

prediction will not be precise.

So basically we have three problems in using the linear

probability model. For the case where the predicted value of Yj may

not 11e in the interval (0,1), we can solve it in two different ways.

If we make the approximat10n or drop the observations that generate

the value predicted outside the range (0,1), then again we will have

the problem of inefficiency. If we estimate the parameters of the

equation subject to the constraint that 0 < Yj < 1, i.e., the

constraint that the predicted values forced to lie between (0,1), the

prediction may be biased.

The problem of hetereoscadisticity can be corrected as in the OLS

estimation method by using the appropriate weights. But if we use a

weighted regression equation, we have to face another problem. The

predicted value of Yj may not lie in the interval (0,1).

The problems in the linear probability model call for alternative

models for this kind of situations. Since the serious problem of the

model is that the prediction lies outsid~ the range (0,1), if we could
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map the probability range (1,0) to (-00, +00), then we may not have this

problem.

Basically there are two models, probit and logit, that can be

used to transform the probability range. Because of the availability

of the software computer program for probit models, probit models have

been used for the analysis.

(b) Maximum-Likelihood Estimation1

Let f(x,S) denote the density function of the random variable x

where is the parameter. Consider a random sample x1, x2, ••• xn

from a distribution having pdf f(Xj6). Then the function,

L(S; x1, X2,.Xn) is called the likelihood function and is equal to the

joint probability density function of x1, X2, ••• , xn, i.e.:

L(8; x1, x2, xn) = f(X1;S) ••• f(xn;6) (4)

So the problem is to find the estimate of which, when replaced by

it, the likelihood function L is a maximum. This is called a maximum

likelihood estimator. The estimator is given by e = e(X1 ••• xn) in

the sense that it depends on the observational values rather than

being a fixed number. This estimate of 8 would provide the largest

probability of this particular sample.

Maximum likelihood estimators can usually be obtained by

differentiating L( e; x1, x2, xn) or logL(6; x1, x2, xn) with respect

1A maximum-likelihood estimation procedure which can be applied to the
model described above does exist. The maXimum-likelihood allows for
each individual observation within the sample to have a distinct
pr-obabd.Ld t.y associated with it.
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to e and setting the derivative equal to zero and usually is an

absolute maximum.

Suppose there are only two choices and the total number of

observations is n. Yj can take either of the two value~ 1 or O. Let

us assume that 1 is chosen n1 times and 0 is chosen n2 times, such

that n1 + n2 = n. Under the assumption of independent observations,

the likelihood function to be maximized is

Let Pi = probability of selecting 1, then 1-Pi is the probability of

selecting O. Since 1 is chosen n1 times, then,

L = Prob(Y1) Prob(Yn)

= P1P2 Pn1 (1 - Pn1+1) .•• (1 - Pn2)

= II Pj
j=1

Since Yj = 1 for the first n1 observations and 0 for the last n2

observations, then expression (5) can be written as

Maximizing L is equivalent to maximizing logL because logL is a

monotonic function of L. Hence from (5)

n1 n
logL = E logpj + E log( 1 - Pj)

j=1 j=n1+1

In case of probit model,

-co

( 5)

(6)
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1 - Pj =

'dlogL

as
= 0

gives the estimate of ,which is very complicated and is not

discussed here. Instead we have a computer package for it and it can

be used to get the estimates (White, 1978). The parameters estimated

here are consistent and asymptotically efficient (Intriligator, 1978).

(c) Testing Hypothesis

Classical statistical tests to the estimated parameters are based

on the normality of the errors. In (a) above it was explained that

the error terms are not normal when the dependent variable is dichoto-

mouse Another reason for not using the t-test is that the small

sample properties of the variance covariance matrix are not known.

Since maximum likelihood estimation is consistent and

asymptotically erficient, all parameter estimators are asymptotically

normal. Thus we can make use of the standard normal distribution to

test the hypothesis regarding the coefficients. This test is

analogous to the t-test. However, the likelihood ratio test can be

used to test the significance of all or a subset of coefficients in

the logit or probit model.

maxL( S)

= HO = LO

maxL( S) L
HO+H1

max

The likelihood ratio is defined as:

( 8)
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where maxL(8) is the maximum likelihood function under the null
HO

hypothesis HO and maxL (6) is the unrestricted likelihood function.
HO+H1

Under HO'

-2log A = -2(logLO - logLmax)

is distributed as a Chi-square distribution with p degrees of freedom,

where p is the number of coefficients in the equations (constant is

not included).

The decision rule is:

2reject HO if -2log A >X at 100 % level of significance;p,

accept otherwise.

a =

Thus to test the HO: B1 = ~ =

La
Lmax

= Sp = 0, the likelihood ratio is

La = likelihood function L when all parameters are set to zero
(other than the constant)

L = likelihood function L with all the parametersmax

Here -2ln~ is a Chi-square with p degrees of freedom. To test the

null hypothesis f3.1 = 0

= Likelihood function L when ~ is left out
A

Likelihood function L with all I?B

and the Chi-square with one degrees of freedom.
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(d) Test of Goodness of Flt

R2 is one of the statistics to measure the goodness of fit of the

model. ft2 in probit analysis is similar to that of the simple

regression model and measures the portion of the variation in the

dependent variabJ~ explained by the probit model. This coefficient is

defined as

ESS RSS
ESS

ft2 = 1 - = where, RSS

TSS TSS TSS

Let TSS "'2 RSS "'2 and ESS
"'2= STt = SR = SEe

S~ = "'2 "2
SR + SE

Since s~ = 2pl1m Let

= no2

[Because,

= error sum of squares

= regression sum of squares

= total sum of squares

Then,

(9 )

(10)

RSS 2=L ei

and plim S2 = d2n

r.e2
ri?-pl1m -i.. =

n

pl1m Le~ = n d2 ]
~

s~ = L<Yt _ §)2 ( 11)

In the probit model the dependent variable is normalized so that the

variance around the regression line a2 is unity. Tous,
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using (9) - (11)
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The R2 value calculated in OLS is

L (Yi - 1i)2R2 = _
L (Yi - y)2
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